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Abstract
During the 1990s a large-scale study of Port Phillip Bay, Australia, was undertaken by the
CSIRO (the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, Australia’s
national research body). A major outcome of the study was a complex ecosystem model
intended to provide scientific input into management decisions concerning the nutrient
load to the bay. However, its development was costly and time-consuming. Given this ef-
fort, it is natural to seek smaller models (reduced models) that reproduce the performance
measures of the large model (the full model) that are of interest to decision makers. This
thesis is concerned with identifying such models. More generally, this thesis is concerned
with developing methods for identifying these smaller models.
Several methods are developed for this purpose, each simplifying the full model in different
ways. In particular, methods are proposed for aggregating state variables, setting state
variables to constants, simplifying links in the ecological network, and eliminating rates
from the full model. Moreover, the methods can be implemented automatically, so that
they are transferable to other ecological modelling situations, and so that the reduced
models are obtained objectively.
In the case of the Port Phillip Bay model, significant reduction in model complexity is
possible even when estimates of all the performance measures are of interest. Thus, this
model is unnecessarily complex.
Furthermore, the most significant reductions in complexity occur when the methods are
combined. With this in mind, a procedure for combining the methods is proposed that
can be implemented for any ecological model with a large number of components.
Aside from generating reduced models, the process of applying the methods reveals in-
i
sights into the mechanisms built into the system. Such insights highlight the extent to
which the model simplification process can be applied.
Given the effectiveness of the model simplification process developed here, it is concluded
that this process should be more routinely applied to large ecosystem models. In some
cases, the full sequence of methods might prove too computationally expensive to justify
its purpose. However, it is shown that even the application of a subset of the methods
can yield both simpler models and insight into the structure and behaviour of the system
being modelled.
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Introduction
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Why simplify large ecosystem models?
The initial motivation for this thesis arose from a large-scale study (Harris et al., 1996)
of Port Phillip Bay, Australia, undertaken during the 1990s by the CSIRO (the Com-
monwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, Australia’s national research
body). The Port Phillip Bay Environmental Study’s (PPBES; Harris et al., 1996) main
goals included determining the water quality of the bay and how it responds to changes in
nutrient input. A major outcome of the study was the Port Phillip Bay Integrated Model
(PPBIM; Murray and Parslow, 1997), a dynamic ecosystem model incorporating physical
and biological processes. This model was designed to estimate several measures of ecosys-
tem health, such as primary production and denitrification, and to provide scientific input
into management decisions concerning the nutrient load to the bay. Consequently it is
large and complex. Moreover, its development involved 47 research tasks undertaken by
30 contractors over 4 years (Harris et al., 1996). Given this effort, it is natural to ask the
following questions:
1. Is a smaller model, or set of models, sufficient for estimating the performance mea-
sures?
2. If so, how small can the smaller models be?
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Since the PPBIM is intended for scientific input into management decisions, answers to
these questions are of practical importance. Thus this thesis is concerned with identifying
smaller models than the PPBIM that estimate some of the performance measures of the
PPBES (Harris et al., 1996).
Despite a large bias towards single-species studies in conservation journals (Fazey et al.,
2005), several recent studies have indicated that such considerations are insufficient for
resource management purposes (Hughes et al., 2005; Mous et al., 2005; Parsons, 2005).
Indeed, conventional management strategies have often focused on a single objective, for
example maintaining a certain fish stock (Vinther et al., 2004). At times, these strategies
have failed to meet the objective and occasionally have resulted in severe depletion of
the resource in question. For example, Wilberg et al. (2005) suggest that overfishing
caused the collapse of yellow perch stocks in Lake Michigan in the late 1990s. Similarly,
Frank et al. (2005) propose that overfishing caused the collapse of Atlantic cod off the
coast of Nova Scotia. They also showed that this led to declines in other commercially
exploited fish species. Consequential inquiry has revealed that this was usually because
of ecological factors that were not considered in the management strategy. For example,
Bundy (2005) found that over-exploiting the top predator (Atlantic cod) off Nova Scotia
had the effect of “fishing down the food web” so that the trophic structure was altered.
Scheffer et al. (2005) also found evidence of such a trophic cascade that resulted in the
collapse of species on lower levels. Hence, there has recently been a growing recognition of
the importance of whole ecosystem management (Hughes et al., 2005; Mous et al., 2005;
Parsons, 2005).
Mathematical and statistical models of whole ecosystems are not new. Indeed, they first
appeared in the 1970s (Jorgensen, 1976) and have since been used with mixed success
to aid in understanding resource dynamics and predict the outcomes of management
strategies (Lord, 1994; Steel and Duncan, 1999; Moore et al., 2003). With advances in
computing power, a plethora of such models have been developed in a variety of contexts
such as ERSEM - the European Regional Seas Ecosystem Model (Baretta et al., 1995)
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and the forest model JABOWA (Bugmann, 2001). However, the large data requirements
and high computational costs of these complex models make them time-consuming and
expensive to develop. Moreover, they do not necessarily perform better than simpler ones
already in existence (Scavia and Chapra, 1977; Fulton et al., 2004). On the other hand,
some have argued that the complexity of ecological systems necessitates the use of large
models in order to understand relationships between system mechanisms (Hollowed et al.,
2000), and to design multi-objective management strategies (Lord, 1994; Sainsbury et al.,
2000).
Nevertheless, the aforementioned problems still exist and are well documented (Rexstad
and Innis, 1985; Van Nes and Scheffer, 2005). In particular large models are difficult to
calibrate (Beck, 1981; Scholten et al., 1998; Toal et al., 2000, Jorgensen et al., 2002) and
validate (Scholten et al., 1998; Homann et al., 2000; Bugmann, 2001) and require large
amounts of data (Kremer and Kremer, 1982). Consequently there is much uncertainty in
model structure identification and parameter estimation. More importantly, increasing
model complexity leads to increased sensitivity of the output to the input (Snowling and
Kramer, 2001; Lindenschmidt, 2006). Such sensitivity arises from the increased number
of interactions between the state variables and in particular from the larger number of
parameters. Consequently, the relative importance of the structures and processes in the
model can be distorted, and in turn, reliable conclusions can be difficult to draw. Further-
more, the increased sensitivity can necessitate more complex computational procedures,
particularly when the model incorporates several time scales and becomes stiff. Hence it
is desirable to reduce model complexity.
Aside from the uncertainty and sensitivity inherent in large models, the complexity alone
makes it difficult to draw conclusions about the underlying causes of system behaviour
(Scholten et al., 1998). That is, even if the model structure and parameters are “correct”,
the sensitivity well understood and the computational error zero, the mechanisms that
cause observed model behaviour may be difficult to identify from a large number of pos-
sibilities.
The aforementioned uncertainties can reach such a level that the large models do not
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necessarily perform better than simpler models (H˚akanson, 1995; Fulton, 2001; Fulton et
al., 2003, 2004). On the other hand, models that are too simple may give undue credit
to a possible cause of an observed behaviour (Van Nes and Scheffer, 2005), or not exhibit
the behaviour at all (Fulton, 2001; Owen-Smith, 2002). This “humped” relationship be-
tween the level of model complexity and the model’s performance was noted by Costanza
and Sklar (1985) and Fulton (2001). Costanza and Sklar (1985) measured complexity
by articulation, which incorporated the model’s size and spatial and temporal resolution,
while performance was measured by effectiveness, a quantity representing parsimony be-
tween articulation and goodness-of-fit. They found that models of moderate complexity
performed better (were more “effective”) than those that were extremely complex. Con-
sequently models of moderate size and complexity have been advocated as the most useful
in understanding system behaviours (Friedler, 1999; Yearsley and Fletcher, 2002; Van Nes
and Scheffer, 2005).
The best time to address issues of complexity is during the model formulation process,
so that the time and cost required to develop the model is minimised. However it is not
always possible to know the most appropriate level of detail a priori. Thus this thesis is
concerned with simplifying existing ecosystem models while retaining the behaviours of
interest. All of the models considered are dynamical systems models, that is, systems of
ordinary differential equations.
1.2 Previous work
1.2.1 Reducing the number of variables
Attempts at simplifying dynamical systems models can be put into three broad categories,
namely model order reduction, simplifying model terms, and omitting model terms. The
first of these is desirable because the number of parameters increases with the number of
state variables. According to Denman (2003), the number of parameters is often greater
than 1
2
n2 where n is the order of the model. Thus reducing the order also reduces the
number of parameters. Furthermore, substantial computational effort can be saved.
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Reducing the order of a model is achieved by either omitting or aggregating state variables.
Theoretical approaches to omitting variables typically involve singular perturbations, that
is, identifying fast and slow time scales and then neglecting the variables that change on
one of these scales by setting them to constants (Mangel, 1982; Rinaldi and Scheffer,
2000). However, the complexity of modern simulation models makes this approach dif-
ficult. In such cases variables are chosen for omission after systematic comparison with
smaller models representing different food web structures. For example, Fulton (2001)
compared several models obtained from a large model by omitting various parts of the
food web, such as top predators or pelagic variables. The performances of the smaller
models were varied and depended on the links that were omitted.
Singular perturbations have also been used to aggregate variables (Kooi et al., 1998; Auger
and Bravo de la Parra, 2000; Auger et al., 2000). However these attempts assume the ex-
istence of features such as equilibria and limit cycles that require analytical techniques to
identify and characterise. These are often difficult to identify in large simulation models
if they exist at all. Indeed, the systems considered in this study are not autonomous and
involve noisy time-dependent inputs. Thus the aforementioned features do not exist.
Other theoretical attempts at aggregation involve deriving necessary or sufficient con-
ditions for representing a set of variables by a smaller set of different variables. Sev-
eral conditions for aggregation without error (perfect aggregation) have been proposed
(Lukyanov, 1982; Lukyanov et al., 1983; Iwasa et al., 1987; Alymkulov and Lukyanov,
1991), but are applicable in only the simplest cases such as linear or Lotka-Volterra models
(Cale et al., 1983; Iwasa et al., 1987; Alymkulov and Lukyanov, 1991). Cale et al. (1983)
suggested minimising the error that results from imperfect aggregation and conditions for
this purpose were proposed by Iwasa et al. (1989). However the resulting computational
requirements are considerable in the linear case, and prohibitive otherwise. Other error-
minimising conditions have been put forward by O’Neil and Rust (1979), and Cale and
Odell (1980).
Consideration of the ecological network structure has also led to aggregation methods.
Typically variables are grouped if they display similar ecological functions (Johnson et al.,
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2001), similar traits (Moore and Noble, 1993; Stage et al., 1993; Chalcraft and Resetarits,
2003) or have common predators or prey (Luczkovich et al., 2003). These methods can
also be implemented automatically.
A major limitation of the aforementioned techniques is that they are not applicable to
large and highly nonlinear models. The most common model structures examined are the
linear (O’Neill and Rust, 1979; Cale and Odell, 1980) and Lotka-Volterra forms (O’Neill
and Rust, 1979; Luckyanov et al,. 1983), and the network approaches involve only diet
matrices (Luczkovich et al., 2003; Johnson et al., 2001). Furthermore, most of the test
cases have a small number of state variables. For example the model of Kooi et al. (1998)
has only one equation per trophic level. While these can be instructive in the construction
of larger models (Murray and Parslow, 1999), their analysis is not a substitute for the
analysis of the larger models.
To date there has been little analytical work done on large scale ecological models. Ag-
gregation of variables in large complex models has largely been realised via systematic
comparison of models with different groupings (Fulton, 2001; Denman, 2003; Pinnegar
et al., 2005). While this approach is informative about the selection of an appropriate
model structure, its implementation requires knowledge of the system. Moreover there is
no hint about the effects of such groupings a priori.
In this thesis we seek an order reduction method that requires no a priori information, so
that it can be implemented automatically. Furthermore, such a method would ideally re-
veal information about the mechanisms built into the model. That is, our understanding
of the system would be enhanced by applying the method.
1.2.2 Aggregation outside ecology
There has been much analysis of large scale systems conducted outside ecology, partic-
ularly in control engineering and to a lesser extent economics. These fields have a long
history of reducing the dimensions of linear systems via aggregation, beginning in the
1960’s (Simon and Ando, 1961; Davison, 1966; Aoki, 1968). These methods evolved to
include input-output systems (Desrochers, 1981), parametric uncertainties (Bamani and
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Al-Saddiki, 1991) and large-scale systems (Feliachi and Bhurtun, 1987) which are viewed
as a set of interconnected subsystems. They are reviewed in Paraskevopoulos (1986) and
Antoulas et al. (2001), and in Sandell et al. (1978) and Hirata (1987) for the large-scale
systems.
An important difference between these systems and ecological systems is that the former
can be experimented upon. In particular, the input-output behaviour can be gained from
systematic variation of the inputs (as in frequency response, for example, Jacobs, 1993).
Such experimentation is impossible for ecosystems, which are forced by uncontrollable
factors such as the weather. Nevertheless, some of the ideas from control engineering are
potentially useful in an ecological setting. Most of the techniques are designed for linear
systems and are therefore not directly applicable to ecological systems. However, many
of the aggregation techniques for nonlinear systems are based on those for linear systems.
Thus we briefly survey the main ideas of linear system order reduction.
Techniques for linear systems
Before describing any aggregation methods, we first define aggregation in the context of
a linear system. For the sake of illustration, we consider a linear autonomous system:
x˙ = Ax+Bu
y = Cx
(1.1)
where x is the n-dimensional state vector, u is an input vector, y is the output vector,
and A, B and C are matrices of appropriate sizes. We seek a model
x˙r = Arxr +Bru
yr = Crxr
(1.2)
where xr has dimension k < n, and yr is “close” to y in some sense (e.g. in the L2
norm). The reduced state xr is found via a projection P , so that xr = Px, which is then
substituted into Equation (1.1). If xr(t) = Px(t) for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T , then the model (1.2) is
called a perfect aggregation of the model (1.1). Otherwise it is an imperfect aggregation. In
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most cases perfect aggregation is impossible, so that most of the methods for constructing
P are aimed at minimising the effect of imperfect aggregation. These can be divided into
methods that are derived in the time domain, and those derived in the frequency domain.
The methods derived in the frequency domain are based on modifying the transfer function
G(s) = C(sI − A)−1B, which relates the output y to the input u via Y (s) = G(s)U(s),
where capitals denote Laplace transforms. Usually the elements of G(s) are expanded
into Taylor or Laurent series, as are the elements of the reduced model transfer function
Gr(s). The projection P is then constructed so that the first l < n like terms of the
full and reduced model series are equal. Techniques that fall into this category include
Pade´ approximations and the Krylov subspace methods (Bai, 2002). Closely related
is the approach of approximation in the Hankel norm, in which the Laurent series is
written as a ratio of polynomials, so that G(s) = p(s)
q(s)
, deg(p)<deg(q). The idea here is
to approximate p(s)
q(s)
with lower degree polynomials pˆ(s)
qˆ(s)
, deg(pˆ)<deg(qˆ)<deg(q), and then
convert this back to a state space representation (often called a realisation, of which there
are infinitely many for a given transfer function).
The methods derived in the time domain can be divided into two types. The first involves
constructing P so that components of xr can be omitted based on their rates of change
relative to the time frame T . That is, if they change very slowly relative to T then they
can be regarded as constant, and if they change very quickly (relative to T ) then they are
unimportant transients. These methods are based on singular perturbations and focus on
the state x rather than the output y.
The second type does incorporate the output and involves constructing P so that an
error criterion is minimised, such as
∫ T
0
(y(t) − yr(t))dt. Some investigators focus on the
difference yr−y explicitly, while others consider the input-output behaviour of the system.
Closely tied to the latter are the system properties of controllability and observability.
These concepts arise naturally in the context of control engineering, where state space
models are accompanied by an output vector that is a function of the state. Since this
thesis concerns models of a similar form, we now consider how these properties relate to
model reduction.
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Controllability and observability
In the context of control engineering, the problem of aggregation aims to reproduce the
input-output behaviour of the system. Therefore, only states that are attainable and
that affect the output are of interest. That is, only states that are controllable and
observable are of interest. These states can be identified as those in the controllable sub-
space XC , but not in the unobservable subspace XO¯; that is, states x ∈ Rn such that
x ∈ XCO .= (XC
⋂
XO¯)
⊥⋂XC (Moore, 1981). XCO is the smallest subspace containing
the states that are both controllable and observable. That is, “the signals in XCO com-
pletely determine the input-output response of the model” (Moore, 1981).
If XCO has dimension k < n, then the input-output behaviour of model (1.1) can be
reproduced without error by model (a reduced realisation) of the form (1.2). Specifically,
the kxn projection matrix P has rows that are an orthonormal basis of XCO, so that the
reduced state xr is contained in XCO.
Even if XCO has dimension n, it may be possible to reduce the model without incurring
an unacceptable error in the input-output behaviour. In particular, a linear combination
of variables may be both controllable and observable, but it may not be sensitive to the
input, or it may not affect the output significantly. These traits are loosely known as weak
controllability and weak observability respectively. For our purpose, namely approximat-
ing the output to within some tolerance, variables that display both of these traits can
be neglected from the model. The issue of course is identifying them.
The technique of Balanced Truncation (BT) aims to identify such variables by quantify-
ing the extent to which they are observable and controllable. Variables that display both
traits are then truncated from the model and the remaining variables projected onto an
appropriate subspace (Moore, 1981; Shokoohi et al., 1983; Lastman and Sinha, 1985; Gar-
cia and Basilio, 2002). The result is a reduced model that reproduces the input-output
behaviour of the original and that has as state variables linear combinations of the original
state variables.
Although there is a myriad of variations of the techniques described in this section, the
basic ideas are the same. We are now ready to consider the reduction of nonlinear models.
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Techniques for nonlinear systems
As previously mentioned, most techniques for reducing the order of nonlinear systems are
based on methods for linear systems. Here nonlinear systems are represented by
x˙(t) = f(x(t), u(t), t)
y = y(x)
(1.3)
where x is the n-dimensional state vector, u(t) is the input vector and y is the output
vector. A common approach toward aggregation is to linearise the right hand side of
Equation (1.3) about some point x∗, and then apply some of the techniques for linear
model reduction (Feng, 2005). This approach works well if the state vector remains close
to the linearisation point x∗, but otherwise can result in unacceptably inaccurate models.
One way around this is to include higher order terms when expanding the right hand side
in a Taylor series. Quadratic approximations are examined in Chen and White (2000),
and Feng (2005), but the reduction step only involves the linear part of the reduced
model. Moreover, Feng (2005) notes that this technique has no theoretical basis. In order
to involve the quadratic part in the reduction process, bilinearisation techniques have
been proposed (Bai, 2002; Feng, 2005). However, the computational complexity increases
exponentially with the size of the system (Dong and Roychowdhury, 2003).
Another way around the limitations of linearisation about a point x∗ is to linearise about
several points {x∗i }, and take a weighted combination of the resulting models as the re-
duced model. Several algorithms based on this idea have proven successful in the context
of nonlinear circuit modelling (Rewien´ski, 2003; Vasilyev et al, 2003). An extension to a
piecewise polynomial approximation is given by Dong and Roychowdhury (2003) in which
large-signal and small-signal responses are accurately reproduced.
Despite their successes, a common feature of the techniques based on Taylor or piece-
wise approximation is that they are designed to reproduce the input-output behaviour of
the system at lower computational cost. That is, they pay little attention to the inter-
nal structure of the reduced model, represented by the approximation of f(x(t), u(t), t).
Indeed, Vasilyev et al. (2003) contend that this is the “ultimate goal” of model order
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reduction techniques, while the approach of Dong and Roychowdhury (2003) has “philo-
sophical similarities to black-box curve-fitting approaches toward macromodelling”.
For our purpose however, we require a reduced model for which the internal structure
has an ecological interpretation. Although the piecewise structures can be interpreted
locally (near the expansion points), the interpretation must change when the state moves
out of the neighbourhood of one expansion point and into that of another. That is, the
structure changes according to the state, making insights into the system difficult to gain
and cumbersome to describe.
Thus we do not pursue these methods further, but instead concentrate on projection
methods, which involve projecting the derivative vectors f(x, u, t) onto a subspace of
state space such that some error criterion is minimised. Some of these are summarised
in Marquardt (2002), and have arisen because the nonlinearities in complex systems have
inspired a posteriori analysis. That is, the simulation is run and the output analysed in
order to reduce the model’s order. Such methods have the advantage of not requiring a
detailed understanding of the system in order to be implemented.
The two most common projection methods are Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (Rathi-
nam and Petzold, 2003; Matthies and Meyer, 2003; Rowley et al., 2004) and an exten-
sion of Balanced Truncation to nonlinear systems (Scherpen, 1993; Hahn and Edgar,
2002; Lall et al., 2002). Both are based on principal components analysis. The projec-
tion of Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is constructed such that the distance∫ T
0
‖xˆ(t) − x(t)‖2dt between the trajectory x(t) and its approximation xˆ(t) is minimised
(here ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean norm in Rn). As such, there is no prescription for the
effect this might have on the output y. Balanced Truncation (BT) on the other hand
does incorporate the output. Extensions of the linear-system version to nonlinear sys-
tems were initiated by Scherpen (1993) and practical algorithms were given by Hahn and
Edgar (2002) and Lall et al. (2002). The idea is the same as for linear systems, namely
identifying and eliminating linear combinations of variables that are both weakly con-
trollable and weakly observable. These two methods shall be further examined for their
suitability in an ecological context in Chapter 6.
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1.2.3 Simplifying the equations
A key issue other than the number of equations is the complexity of model terms. Math-
ematically, such complexity refers to the degree of nonlinearity of the functions that
represent ecological processes. There has been much debate over what constitutes an ap-
propriate level of complexity, with the issue centered on balancing uncertainty with realism
(Beck, 1981; Bartell et al., 2003). Since complex representations necessitate additional
parameters, many authors advocate simplicity in order to minimise the accompanying
uncertainty (Denman, 2003; Wood, 2001; Friedler, 1999). Others recommend that as
much biological realism as possible be included in order to reproduce realistic dynamics
(Toal et al., 2000; Jorgensen et al., 1995).
Studies that address the question of complexity tend to compare models and suggest
guidelines, rather than establish ecological laws via theoretical investigation. Such com-
parisons have been made in a wide range of application areas, such as forestry (Keane et
al., 2001; Norby et al., 2001; Price et al., 2001; Wullschleger et al., 2001), measles epi-
demiology (Bolker and Grenfell, 1993), and in aquatic settings (Scavia and Chapra, 1977;
Fulton et al. 2004). Also, a variety of techniques have been utilised in such studies includ-
ing systematic comparison of alternative formulations of a single process, comparison of
different types of models and network structure approaches. Comparisons of alternative
formulations of terms in simple models include Faro and Velasco (1997), who successfully
approximated a delay x(t−τ) with x(t)−τ x˙(t). Murray and Parslow (1999) compared al-
ternative representations of grazing and mortality in simple N-P-Z models and found that
the form of the zooplankton mortality term has a large influence on the response of phy-
toplankton biomass to increased nutrient loads. Similar investigations were undertaken
by Fulton (2001) and Fulton et al. (2003) for large complex simulation models. They
found that the form of the grazing term was more important than that of the mortality
term. Nevertheless models with simpler terms were found to perform as well as models
with more detailed terms (Fulton et al., 2004).
Alternative formulations to be compared have also been constructed by considering vari-
ous network structures for a given set of variables. Halfon (1983a) proposed that the more
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connected an ecosystem model the better, and used a connectivity measure to compare
models with the same variables but different network structures. He found that moder-
ate levels of complexity (connectivity) were adequate representations of the ecosystems
under consideration. He extended this idea in Halfon (1983b) to compare models with
different numbers of state variables and found that the presence of a food chain was less
important than the connectivity of the system. Pahl-Wostl (1997) found that increasing
the connectivity from a food chain structure to a food web structure improved system
properties such as the efficiency of energy transfer between trophic levels and resilience to
external perturbations. Similar conclusions were reached by Limburg (1985), who found
that the web structures resulting from feedbacks and recycling were more resilient to re-
source scarcity than the simpler structures arising from linear and Lotka-Volterra models.
Similarly, Pinnegar et al. (2005) found that the removal of weak links can destabilize the
system.
Allesina et al. (2006) took a different approach by using dominator trees to identify the
strong links. These trees are constructed automatically from the network and highlight
the nodes (i.e. species) that dominate the others. The closer a node is to an “end” of the
tree, the less dominant it is. Removal of a link that is not at an end of the dominator tree
results in secondary extinction, that is, extinction of other species. Allesina et al. (2006)
showed that the topology of the dominator tree changed as weak links were removed from
the network, and found that the risk of secondary extinction increased with the number
of removed links.
An alternative to comparing different functional representations is to compare completely
different models that have the same objectives. Taylor (1988) highlighted some key dif-
ferences between linear and Lotka-Volterra models. Scavia and Chapra (1977) found that
empirical models predicted the response of Lake Ontario to phosphorus loads similarly to
a simulation model, and Huang et al. (2001) showed that a statistical model for soil mois-
ture adequately replaces a numerical model. Matrix and individual-based models were
compared in Stephens et al. (2002) and the simpler models were found to be sufficient
for some system aspects such as population density in equilibrium conditions. Leps and
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Kindlmann (1987) found that analytical models supported the findings of a simulation
model of a plant population.
The methods discussed so far all require an understanding of the system in order to be
implemented. As previously mentioned, however, we seek to avoid this restriction. Some
mathematical and empirical approaches for the simplification of model terms have been
put forward. For example, Wood (2001) suggested that some model terms need not be ex-
plicitly represented, and by trading off complexity with goodness-of-fit to a given data set
he proposed a method of comparing models that only requires certain conditions on these
terms. Other methods are reviewed in Marquardt (2002) and Zaripov and Salyga (1996).
These involve approximating the functional form of the rate via standard interpolation or
approximation techniques. However the resulting rates are often difficult or impossible to
interpret. This drawback is overcome in this thesis by using the large model to generate
simpler models. In particular, the “deep-shallow” (Fulton, 2001) approach is employed,
whereby a large (deep) model serves as a control against which simpler (shallow) models
are compared. We shall refer to the large and simpler models as full and reduced models
respectively. The approach in this study differs from those of Fulton (2001) and Pinnegar
et al. (2005) in that the reduced models result automatically from analysis of the full
model’s output, rather than from trial-and-error experimentation. Thus the output of a
reduced model is more likely to resemble that of the full model. Furthermore, an under-
standing of the full model is not required a priori, but is a consequence of this approach.
However, before going into the details of how this is accomplished, we require a clear
statement of the objectives of the thesis.
1.3 Objectives and structure of the thesis
The purpose of this thesis is to identify methods that help determine an appropriate level
of complexity of large ecosystem models. In order to enhance our understanding of the
mechanisms built into such models, we seek methods that can be implemented automat-
ically. That is, the methods do not require such understanding a priori.
However, appropriateness can only be defined with regard to the purpose of the model -
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what is appropriate for one purpose may be inadequate or overly complicated for another,
just as different aeroplanes are required for the purposes of passenger transport, military
combat or crop dusting. Thus the objectives of the model, and therefore a set of perfor-
mance measures, must be clearly proscribed at the formulation stage. Only then can an
appropriate model be constructed.
Motivated by the Port Phillip Bay model, this thesis has four objectives.
1. To find a set of solutions to the following mathematical problem:
Suppose that we have a system represented by a model of the form
x˙ = f(x, u, t; p)
y = y(x)
(1.4)
where x(t) ∈ Rn for some n is the state vector at time t, 0 < t < T for some time
frame T , p is a parameter vector and y ∈ Rd for some d is a vector of model diag-
nostics. Furthermore, the input vector u is an element of a set of inputs {um(t)},
m = 1, . . . , s, which represents a forcing scenario. This shall be referred to as the
full model.
Then find another model, which shall be referred to as the reduced model, such
that
˙ˆx = fˆ(xˆ, u, t; pˆ)
yˆ = yˆ(xˆ)
(1.5)
where xˆ ∈ Rnˆ, nˆ ≤ n, 0 < t < T , and yˆ ∈ Rdˆ, dˆ ≤ d,
and:
(a) the estimated ith diagnostic yˆi is such that | yˆi−yiyi | < Etoli , under all inputs um
and for all i = 1, . . . , dˆ, where Etoli is a nominated error tolerance, and
(b) the reduced model has an ecological interpretation.
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2. To find a set of methods for achieving objective (1) that do not require detailed
understanding of the full model a priori. That is, the methods for obtaining reduced
models can be applied somewhat automatically.
3. To identify a set of guidelines for choosing an appropriate level of model complexity
for a specific model with a given set of diagnostics.
4. We seek insights into the dynamics of the system that were not obvious before ap-
plying the methods in (2). That is, our understanding of the system is enhanced by
applying the methods. Consequently, the reduced models reveal insights into the
system that were difficult to gain from the full model.
In the next chapter some basic model simplification concepts are introduced and illus-
trated with simple examples. After introducing a test model in Chapter 3, each of these
concepts are developed more formally in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, and suggestions for com-
bining them are provided in Chapter 7. The test model is used to illustrate the concepts
throughout these chapters. In Chapter 8 the Port Phillip Bay case study is introduced
and the utility of the proposed model reduction techniques is tested in Chapters 9 to 12.
Finally, the findings are summarised in Chapter 13. All simulations were carried out using
the software package Mathematica 5.1.
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Chapter 2
The basic concepts of model
simplification
This chapter introduces the three basic types of model simplification that will be further
developed and applied throughout the remainder of the thesis. Despite the different
approaches to model simplification, the “deep-shallow” method of model comparison is
common to each. Here they are demonstrated on simple models with low order.
2.1 Eliminating terms from the model
2.1.1 Forming dimensionless models for identifying small terms
Once a model has been created, the variables can be converted into dimensionless forms in
order to identify terms in the model that make either an estimable or a negligible difference
to the diagnostics. Such terms either change extremely slowly compared to the simulation
period, so that they invoke relatively little change in the state variables, or they change
very quickly so that they invoke large changes in the short term, but the nett long-term
changes are small. In both cases, these terms cause little nett change over the simulation
period and consequently can be neglected. Making the equations dimensionless allows us
to identify a time scale for each process in the model and thereby allows us to see which
rates are fast and which are slow. Systems that can be divided into subsystems each with
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different characteristic time scales may be amenable to model reduction techniques that
have been used in control engineering for decades (Paraskevopoulos, 1986; Marquardt,
2002). In this chapter we seek only to identify terms that are small for all cases of the
given scenario.
For example, consider the simple nutrient-phytoplankton model of Murray and Parslow
(1999):
dN
dt
= load+ fcP 2 − µPNP
N + kN
dP
dt
=
µPNP
N + kN
−mPP − cP 2
(2.1)
where time is in days. The state variables exist in the water column and track the nutrient
concentration (mg.m−3) in its inorganic (N) and organic (P ) forms. More specifically, the
nutrient (N) is dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) and has a half-saturation value of kN
mg.m−3. The maximum phytoplankton growth rate µP day−1 is nutrient-limited, while
mP is the natural mortality rate and c is a grazing parameter with units m
3.mg−1.day−1.
A fraction f of the grazing is recycled back to DIN, and there is a load of DIN from both
the sediment and external sources. In this chapter we assume that load is constant. This
assumption will be relaxed in later chapters.
Suppose that we are interested in the effect of doubling the nutrient load u1(t) on the
value of the equilibrium (Neq, Peq). Then the forcing scenario is expressed mathematically
as um(t) = mu1(t). Furthermore, there are two metrics that we compute for m = 1 and
m = 2, namely y1(N,P ) = Neq, y2(N,P ) = Peq. Suppose also that we seek to eliminate
rates from the model yet still estimate the equilibria to within a tolerance arbitrarily cho-
sen as Etol = 10%. That is, we require the conditions | Nˆeq−NeqNeq | ≤ 0.1 and |
Pˆeq−Peq
Peq
| ≤ 0.1
to hold under both loads. The rates to be eliminated are small and will be identified by
converting the model into a dimensionless form. The procedure is as follows.
Let N∗, P ∗ and t∗ be constant values of N , P and t respectively. Define dimensionless
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variables N˜ , P˜ , t˜, by N = N˜N∗, P = P˜P ∗ and t = t˜t∗ respectively. Substituting into
(2.1) gives
dN˜
dt˜
=
t∗load
N∗
+
t∗fcP˜ 2P ∗
2
N∗
− t
∗µP P˜P ∗N˜
N˜N∗ + kN
dP˜
dt˜
=
t∗µP P˜ N˜
N˜ + kN
N∗
− t∗mP P˜ − t∗cP ∗P˜ 2
(2.2)
In order to simplify (2.2), we choose N∗, P ∗ and t∗ as kN , kN and 1µP respectively. This
gives:
dN˜
dt˜
= α1 + α2P˜
2 − P˜ N˜
N˜ + 1
dP˜
dt˜
=
P˜ N˜
N˜ + 1
− α3P˜ − α4P˜ 2
(2.3)
where α1 =
load
µP kN
, α2 =
fckN
µP
, α3 =
mP
µP
and α4 =
ckN
µP
are dimensionless parameters.
Taking α1 ≈ 0.022, α2 ≈ 0.093, α3 ≈ 0.071 and α4 ≈ 0.618 gives us equilibria at
(N˜eq1 , P˜eq1) ≈ (0.192, 0.147) and (N˜eq2 , P˜eq2) ≈ (0.268, 0.228) when α1 is doubled. Since
P˜ is typically less than one, P˜ 2 is much less than one. Therefore the term α2P˜
2 has
the smallest magnitude, about 0.002 at equilibrium under the base load, and 0.05 under
the increased load. This is an order of magnitude smaller than the dimensionless growth
term at equilibrium, which is approximately 0.024 and 0.05 under the base and increased
loads respectively. Since the solution tends to a steady state, this term will always be
much less influential than the others and so we omit it from the model. The resulting
estimates of the equilibria are ( ˆ˜Neq,
ˆ˜Peq) ≈ (0.185, 0.139) under the base load u1 and
( ˆ˜Neq,
ˆ˜Peq) ≈ (0.254, 0.214) under the increased load u2. The largest relative error between
the metrics of the full and reduced models is | yˆ2−y2
y2
| = | Pˆeq−Peq
Peq
| ≈ 6%, which occurs under
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the increased load. Since this is less than the 10% tolerance, the reduced model is an
acceptable approximation of the full model for the metrics yi, i = 1, 2.
As mentioned earlier, aside from simplifying the model we gain insight into its dynamics.
The rate that was neglected, α2P˜
2, represents the fraction of grazed phytoplankton that
is recycled back to the water column as nutrient. Therefore this process does not play
an important role in the dynamics of the system (where importance is measured by the
diagnostics). On the other hand the grazing term was retained in the phytoplankton equa-
tion, implying that grazing is important, but the amount that is recycled is not. Indeed,
omitting the grazing term α4P˜
2 results in errors larger than 10% (e.g. | yˆ2−y2
y2
| ≈ 169%
under the higher load). Consequently, the application of this simplification procedure has
revealed a fact about the system that was not obvious beforehand.
For this particular example we could have done this analysis by explicitly calculating the
(N˜eq, P˜eq) in terms of the system parameters. However, the more realistic models in later
chapters have non-constant loads and no equilibria. Nevertheless, a similar analysis may
be applied.
We emphasise here that the reduced model cannot always be substituted for the full
model. The behaviours of the two models are close only under certain conditions, and the
reduced model may or may not be acceptable, depending on the purpose of the model
and the criteria by which it is evaluated. In our example, if the load is increased by a
factor of 15, then the full model has an equilibrium at (N˜ , P˜ ) ≈ (1.07, 0.72), while that
of the reduced model is ( ˆ˜N, ˆ˜P ) ≈ (0.94, 0.67). The error in the nutrient component is
therefore about 12%, while the tolerance is 10%. Determining the conditions under which
the reduced model adequately approximates the full model is equivalent to identifying
which terms remain small under the changing conditions. This is not a trivial task, and
may indeed be impossible to foresee. This is one of the major drawbacks of this method
and can only be addressed by analysis of the model output.
The time scale 1
µP
is one of six possibilities, the others being 1
mP
, 1
ckN
, ckN
mPµP
, mP
ckNµP
and
µP
ckNmP
. These are the only combinations of parameters with units of time and can be found
systematically using the Buckingham Pi theorem (Logan, 1987). The choice 1
µP
simplifies
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Equations (2.2) “comfortably” and represents the turnover time of the phytoplankton at
equilibrium. The number of choices for both the new time scale and the state variable
scales increases rapidly with the number of system parameters, and therefore with the
order of the system. Thus identifying appropriate scales for a large system is extremely
difficult. Nevertheless, the investigations of Chapters 4 and 9 using dimensionless models
provide some simplification as well as some fruitful insights.
2.1.2 Measuring rates for identifying small terms
In the previous section small rates were identified by the coefficient of a corresponding
dimensionless form. This technique requires that the variables that appear in the dimen-
sionless rate are of order one. While this may be easy to verify in small models, it can be
quite difficult to verify in large complex models. In such a context, measuring the rate
as a whole and not just its coefficient enables us to assess its relative importance more
clearly. More specifically, the change over a time period T in a given state variable due
to a particular rate r is given by the integral
∫ T
0
r(t)dt. (2.4)
If this change is small compared to the integrals of the other rates, then, by this measure,
the rate r contributes relatively little change to the state variable and can therefore be
neglected from the model. The comparison of integrals shall be made more precise in
Chapter 4, as will the determination of “smallness”. For now, this idea is illustrated with
a simple example. Although the result of this particular example could be achieved using
dimensionless equations, or even by inspection, it is the approach that is important. In
later chapters it will be employed to evaluate the relative importance of rates in large
complex models.
Consider again the nutrient-phytoplankton model of Murray and Parslow (1999) given
by (2.1), and suppose that the forcing scenario is as before, so that um(t) = mu1(t) with
m = 1, 2. This time we are interested in the maximum phytoplankton concentration
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in a one year period, so that T = 365 days and the metric is y =Maxt P (t). Suppose
also that the variables denote concentrations in a lake. Until now we have assumed that
changes in the volume of the lake either do not occur, or at least have no effect on the
nutrient or phytoplankton concentrations. We now violate this assumption by supposing
that the volume changes due to rainfall and evaporation. In particular, let the volume
V (t) oscillate around its average V0 by 0.1% with a period of 365 days. That is, let
dV
dt
= 0.001V0 sin(
2pit
365
),
so that
V (t) = V0 − 0.001V0365
2pi
cos(
2pit
365
).
Assuming that the mass of nutrient and phytoplankton is unchanged by the changing
volume, and using the chain rule, the (instantaneous) changes in the concentrations of
nutrient and phytoplankton due to the change in volume are −N(t) V˙
V
and −P (t) V˙
V
re-
spectively. Define v as
v =
V˙
V
=
0.001 sin( 2pit
365
)
1− 0.001365
2pi
cos( 2pit
365
)
.
Then model (2.1) becomes
dN
dt
= load+ fcP 2 − µPNP
N + kN
−Nv
dP
dt
=
µPNP
N + kN
−mPP − cP 2 − Pv
(2.5)
The model (2.5) is the full model since it is more complex than model (2.1), which plays
the role of the reduced model. As in the previous section, we want the diagnostics of the
reduced model to approximate those of the full model to within Etol = 10%. For both
models the initial conditions (N(0), P (0)) = (0.5, 0.5) mg.m−3 were assumed.
With µP = 1.7, mP = 0.12, kN = 15, c = 0.07, f = 0.75 and load = 0.5531, it is easy
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to see that the changes in either variable due to the varying lake volume are relatively
small. To assess the relative importance of the rates more formally, their integrals were
calculated as in Equation (2.4). These are shown in Table 2.1.2.1. What we noted by
inspection is clear in Table 2.1.2.1 - the changes due to the varying lake volume are minute
compared to the other rates. Note the negative signs due to the oscillatory nature of these
terms. To check that they truly are small, the integrals of the absolute values of these
rates were also calculated using Equation 2.4. Their values under the base and increased
loads respectively were 0.88 and 1.40 in the nutrient equation, and 0.73 and 1.21 in the
phytoplankton equation, and therefore they are truly very small compared to the other
rates.
Rate Integral under u1 Integral under u2
load 201.9 403.8
fcP 2 184.4 509.1
µPNP
N+kN
383.0 907.4
Nv -0.001 -0.004
mPP 134.5 223.8
cP 2 245.8 678.8
Pv -0.009 -0.011
Table 2.1.2.1: Integrals of the rates of model (2.5).
The diagnostics of the full model (2.5) are Maxt P (t) = 3.25 mg.m
−3 under the base
load and Maxt P (t) = 5.27 mg.m
−3 under the higher load, while the corresponding values
from the reduced model are 3.26 mg.m−3 and 5.28 mg.m−3 respectively. The relative er-
rors are both less than 1%, implying that the reduced model is an adequate approximation
to the full model given our purpose. Thus by comparing the changes in a given variable
due to each rate individually, rates that are truly small can be identified and eliminated
without resulting in unacceptable errors. We note here that the procedure for comparing
rates and the criteria for eliminating them will be made more formal in Chapter 4.
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2.2 Simplifying model terms
After eliminating rates, large models can be further reduced by simplifying the rates that
remain. For example, a growth term that involves nonlinear nutrient and light limitation
may be adequately approximated by a linear term for a restricted range of values. If this
is possible, the question then becomes one of identifying the linear approximation. This
will be investigated more formally in later chapters. Here we merely provide a simple
introductory example.
Consider again the nutrient-phytoplankton model (2.1) under the same forcing scenario as
before, so that um(t) = mu1(t) andm = 1, 2. Suppose that we are interested in estimating
the phytoplankton production over a one year period, so that the time frame is T = 365
days and the diagnostic is
y =
∫ 365
0
µPP (t)
N(t)
N(t) + kN
dt.
Furthermore, we seek to simplify the nonlinear growth term µPP
N
N+kN
by replacing the
nutrient limiting factor N
N+kN
with a constant L, so that the approximate growth rate
is µPLP (t). We require that the resulting estimates of the production be within Etol =
10% of those of the original model. The substitution of L decouples the system so that
phytoplankton is independent of the nutrient level, but not vice versa. If the diagnostics
turn out to be well approximated, then we may disregard the nutrient equation. That is,
the order of the reduced model would effectively be 1 rather than 2. The substitution of
L also causes the (nonnegative) equilibrium of model (2.1) to disappear. Indeed, setting
the derivatives to zero we obtain a nonnegative equilibrium if and only if
mP >
√
m2P + 4c(1− f)load,
which is impossible. Although the qualitative behavior of the simplified system will there-
fore be different, this is unimportant to us since we seek only an estimate of the annual
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production. Mathematically, we want to choose L such that
µPLP (t) ≈ µP N(t)
N(t) + kN
P (t),
for 0 ≤ t ≤ 365 days and for both nutrient loads. Thus we choose L so that it approximates
N(t)
N(t)+kN
. In this example, since the original model has an equilibrium (Neq, Peq), the
limiting factor N(t)
N(t)+kN
becomes Neq
Neq+kN
≈ 0.2 under the base load. Substituting L = 0.2
for the limiting factor gives us an estimate of the annual production of 381 mg.m−3 under
the base load, about 0.5% lower than the 381 mg.m−3 of the full model. However, since
the production of the reduced model is independent of the load, it remains the same under
the doubled load while the full model estimate is 907 mg.m−3. The error then is about
-58%, rendering the reduced model an unacceptable approximation of the full model.
Furthermore, the model is extremely sensitive to the value of L. Indeed, with L = 0.201
the nutrient values become negative. These results illustrate the importance of specifying
the conditions under which the reduced models adequately represent the full models. In
the example, the reduced model is acceptable for L = 0.2 and the base load, but not
much else. Nevertheless, we learn that the growth-limiting effect that nutrient has on
phytoplankton is not constant. That is, it is dynamic and must be explicitly represented
if adequate estimates of annual production under higher loads are to be made. For the
larger models of later chapters, the choice of which rates to simplify and what values to
substitute is less clear than in the example presented here. An algorithm that addresses
these issues will be proposed.
2.3 Aggregating state variables
The final type of model simplification involves reducing the number of state variables
by lumping some of them together. For example, in an aquatic setting, two species of
phytoplankton may be aggregated to form a total phytoplankton variable. The difficulty
in pursuing this end lies in selecting appropriate parameters for the new variable. For
example, suppose that the mortality parameters of large phytoplankton Pl and small phy-
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toplankton Ps areml andms respectively, so that their mortality rates are given bymlPl(t)
and msPs(t). Then the mortality rate of the total amount of phytoplankton Ptot = Pl+Ps
is mlPl(t) + msPs(t). If we are to write a single differential equation for Ptot then this
mortality must be expressed as a function of Ptot and not Pl or Ps. That is, we require an
expression for mortality of the form Ptot mortality = f(Ptot), where f is some function.
In the simplest case, f is linear so that mortality is specified by parameters mtot1 and
mtot2 , and the rate is expressed as mtot1Ptot(t) +mtot2 . The first term in this expression
represents population-dependent mortality while the second represents a minimum level
of mortality that occurs regardless of the population size. Such a representation cannot
accurately describe mortality for all values of Ptot, but we seek values that are adequate
only for the range of values under consideration. For example, it may be accurate for the
range 0 ≤ Ptot ≤ 15 mg.m−3.
The parameters must be chosen such that mtot1Ptot(t) + mtot2 approximates mlPl(t) +
msPs(t) in some sense. Furthermore, similar approximations are required for the other
rates such as production and grazing. These approximations amount to identifying a
differential equation that describes the total phytoplankton. The details of this identifi-
cation will be provided in Chapter 6, and are based on a projection onto a subspace of
the state space formed by some of the principle components of the full model’s output.
An algorithm for selecting which variables to aggregate is also presented there. For now,
we demonstrate the utility of the procedure with a simple example, leaving the details
until later.
Consider the age and gender-structured model of South African reedbuck given by (2.6),
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a detailed description of which is given in Hearne and Swart (1984).
dM1
dt
= bmF3sm(t)− am1M1sm(t)− dm1M1
dM2
dt
= am1M1sm(t)− am2M2sm(t)− dm2M2 − cmhM2 −mmM2mig(pd)
dM3
dt
= am2M2sm(t)− dm3M3 − cmhM3
dF1
dt
= bfF3sm(t)− af1F1sm(t+ 6)− df1F1
dF2
dt
= af1F1sm(t+ 6)− af2F2sm(t+ 6)− df2F2 − cmhF2 −mfF2mig(pd)
dF3
dt
= af2F2sm(t+ 6)− df3F3 − cmhF3
(2.6)
The state variables M1, M2 and M3 represent head of male reedbuck in the age groups
0-1 years, 1-3 years and 3+ years respectively, while the corresponding female age groups
are 0-0.5, 0.5-1.5 and 1.5+ years. The parameters a, b, d and m represent ageing, births,
deaths and migration, with the subscripts denoting gender and age group. The function
sm(t) is a seasonal modification given by 0.0436(1+3.5sech(t+0.5), with the pulse repre-
sented by the sech function repeated annually. The constant harvesting function h is 0.1
12
and is scaled by factors of c1 = 1, c2 = 2 or c3 = 3. Finally, the density-dependent migra-
tion functionmig(pd) is given by 0.5+2 tanh(30pd−2.595), where pd = 0.0001∑jMj+Fj
is the population density. The values of the parameters are shown in Table 2.3.1.
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Parameter Fraction per month Parameter Fraction per month
bm
0.65
12
bf
0.65
12
am1
1
12
af1
2
12
am2
0.5
12
af2
1
12
dm1
0.2
12
df1
0.2
12
dm2
0.06
12
df2
0.05
12
dm3
0.34
12
df3
0.23
12
mm
0.25
12
mf
0.75
12
Table 2.3.1: Parameter values for the model (2.6).
Suppose that we are interested in the responses of the total population Rtot =
∑
jMj+Fj
to constant harvesting rates of 10%, 20% and 30% per year, and that the simulation pe-
riod is T = 60 months. Hence the inputs are um(t) = cmh = mx10% where m = 1, 2, 3,
and the metric is {y} = {Rtot}.
We seek to reduce the number of equations in the model as much as possible. Ideally we
would like a single differential equation that approximates the dynamics of the total pop-
ulation, that is, an equation of the form d
dt
Rˆtot(t) = f(Rˆtot, t), where Rˆtot(t) is an estimate
of Rtot(t). Furthermore, suppose that we require that the maximum error between Rtot
and Rˆtot be less than say Etol = 5%. That is, we require that
Maxm,t|Rˆtotm(t)−Rtotm(t)
Rtotm(t)
| < 0.05,
where 0 ≤ t ≤ 60 months andm denotes the harvesting rate. By applying the aggregation
procedure given in Chapter 6, we find that such a reduced model indeed exists and has
the form:
dRˆtot
dt
=α1 − α2cmh− α3mig(Rˆtot)− α4sm(t) + α5sm(t+ 6)
− α6Rˆtot − α7cmhRˆtot − α8mig(Rˆtot)Rˆtot + α9sm(t)Rˆtot
− α10sm(t+ 6)Rˆtot
(2.7)
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The terms that do not involve Rˆtot represent changes that are independent of the popu-
lation, that is, minimum amounts of change that occur regardless of the population size.
The remaining terms represent population-dependent changes. In particular, the first term
represents a minimum birth rate of α1 reedbuck per year, while the second represents a
minimum harvest of α2cmh reedbuck per year. The expression α5sm(t + 6) − α4sm(t)
represents the net population-independent interaction of births and ageing, which is
sometimes positive and sometimes negative. Similarly, the components of the expres-
sion α9sm(t)Rˆtot − α10sm(t + 6)Rˆtot represent the population-dependent effects of total
births and female ageing respectively. Migration now has two components, while α6Rˆtot
and α7cmhRˆtot represent population-dependent deaths and harvesting respectively.
Table 2.3.2 shows the parameters obtained for the reduced model (2.7). The maximum
error between Rtot and Rˆtot was about 0.53%, and occurred at t ≈ 21.5 months under an
annual harvesting rate of 30%. Thus the reduced model is adequate for our purpose. As
already mentioned, the procedures for deciding which variables can be aggregated and for
computing the resulting model are given in Chapter 6.
Parameter Units Value
α1 head.month
−1 6.21
α2 head 202.97
α3 head.month
−1 25.09
α4 head.month
−1 2.36
α5 head.month
−1 3.71
α6 month
−1 0.013
α7 dimensionless 0.62
α8 month
−1 0.01
α9 month
−1 0.02
α10 month
−1 0.0014
Table 2.3.2: Parameter values for the model (2.7).
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All of the ideas presented in this chapter will be elaborated upon in the coming chapters
and tested on an estuarine model for illustrative purposes. They will then be applied to a
model of Port Phillip Bay, Australia. The procedures are general enough to be employed
in simplifying large and complex models of which the modeller has no intimate under-
standing a priori. Furthermore, insights into the structure and dynamics of these models
are gained as a result of applying the algorithms described. Thus they are effective tools
in any exercise that involves modelling complex systems.
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Part II
Developing the model simplification
methods
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Chapter 3
The Test Model
In this part of the thesis the model simplification ideas of the previous chapter are ex-
panded upon in order to apply them to large complex models. In order to explore the
utility and limitations of the proposed methods, a coupled physical-biological box model
representing an estuary was formulated as a test model. It is based on the estuarine model
of Li et al. (1999, 2000), who were investigating marine phytoplankton dynamics in the
semi-enclosed estuary of the Juan de Fuca Strait and the Strait of Georgia in western
Canada. The straits are quite large with widths between 20 km and 50 km. The Juan
de Fuca Strait runs east-west from the Pacific Ocean and is about 150 km long. Here
it meets the Strait of Georgia, which runs north-south. About 100 km up the Strait of
Georgia is Vancouver and the major source of fresh water - the Fraser river. The test
model is structured similarly, with a city and a river source at one end, and the ocean at
the other.
3.1 Physical Processes
The flow of water in the estuary is based on the model of Li et al. (1999). The estuary is
divided horizontally into three zones and vertically into two layers according to the flow
pattern of Li et al. (1999). Figure 3.1.1 depicts this scheme with the arrows indicating
the direction of the flow in each zone. The areas of zones A, B and C are 4000 km2, 500
km2 and 2000 km2 respectively, while the depths of the upper and lower layers are 50 m
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and 150 m respectively. The volumes of each zone are held constant.
Zone C Zone B Zone A
Upper 
layer
Lower 
layer
River input
50 m
Ocean input
N, P, Z, S
N, P, SN, P, S
N
P
S
N, P, Z, S
N 
P 
Z 
S
Output to ocean
150 m
Figure 3.1.1: The flow structure of the estuary. Solid arrows indicate circulation flows.
Dashed arrows indicate tidal mixing. State variables are listed in the boxes: N =
Nutrient, P = Phytoplankton, Z = Zooplankton, S = Salinity.
In general saline water enters the estuary in the lower layer and leaves via the upper
layer. There are also flow circulations between the zones that are driven by the salinity
differences. These are largely created by the influx of fresh water from the river, and are
perturbed by tidal mixing. The nutrient input from the river is 9 + 7.5 cos(2pi(t−60)
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), and
is based on that of the Fraser river in western Canada (Mackas and Harrison, 1997).
Along the shores of both zones A and C are ten factories, each with a pipe to the centre
of the estuary that emit nutrient. These loads are assumed to be constant and have
a negligible effect on the volume of the estuary. Their values were chosen randomly
between zero and twenty mmol.l−1 (see Table A.2 in Appendix A) and are consistent with
the nutrient inputs to the Juan de Fuca estuary (Mackas and Harrison, 1997). Since these
loads are not assumed to mix throughout the receiving zone, zones A and C are each
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divided into ten horizontal boxes - each containing one factory nutrient source. Therefore
the total number of boxes is twenty one. An aerial view of this setup is shown in Figure
3.1.2.
Zone C Zone A
Zone B
River input
123456789101112131415161718192021
Ocean output
Lower layer ocean input
Figure 3.1.2: An aerial view of the 21-box structure of the test model. Zones A and C
have been divided into 10 boxes each.
3.2 Biological Processes
The biological processes describe the transfer of nutrient N (mmol.l−1) between the phyto-
plankton P, zooplankton Z and nutrient pools. For a detailed description of the equations
and how they are coupled to the physical processes see Li et al. (2000). The equations
and parameters used for the test model can be found in Appendix A and are based on
those of Li et al. (2000).
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Without the transport and forcing terms, they take the following form:
dN
dt
= −r.P.min( N
(Ks +N)
,
PAR
(ib + PAR)
)
dP
dt
= r.P.min(
N
(Ks +N)
,
PAR
(ib + PAR)
)− rmZ P
2
(K2p + P
2)
− pmP
dZ
dt
= garmZ
P 2
(K2p + P
2)
− zmZ
Here r denotes the maximum phytoplankton growth rate, pm the phytoplankton linear
mortality rate and rm the maximum grazing rate. Ks and ib are the half saturation
constants for the nutrient and light limitation functions respectively, while PAR is the
photosynthetically available radiation expressed as a function of time. Grazing is limited
by a maximum grazing efficiency ga and by a food half saturation constant Kp. The linear
zooplankton mortality rate is zm.
3.3 The Purpose of the Model
The purpose of the model is to investigate the response of the phytoplankton in the
estuary to an increased nutrient load from the river. We consider four simulations in
which the base nutrient load from the river Nriver(t) (see Appendix A) is scaled by factors
of 1, 4, 7 and 10 respectively. That is, we have u1(t) = Nriver(t), u2(t) = 4Nriver(t),
u3(t) = 7Nriver(t) and u4(t) = 10Nriver(t). The metrics ({yi}) we use involve the annual
phytoplankton bloom that occurs throughout the estuary, and the associated annual pro-
duction. Hence the time frame is T = 365 days. These metrics result from considering
a range of hypothetical situations which can be divided into two groups. The first rep-
resents the interests of the city’s people and businesses, and the second the interests of
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environmental agencies.
Firstly, the city kayaking school requires that tours be conducted in waters that are safe
to swim in. They would like to know how far from the river their tours can operate
without entering unhealthy water. Therefore they have requested the location where the
annual algal bloom is the largest, as well as the bloom’s magnitude. Secondly, the head
of the estuary (where the river opens to the estuary, box 1 in Figure 3.1.2) is a popular
swimming spot for the city’s inhabitants. They too require safe swimming water and
thus the local council has decided to monitor the algal bloom there. Finally, the mouth
of the estuary (where the estuary meets the ocean, box 21 in Figure 3.1.2) is a popular
recreational fishing spot, and marine fish come in to the coastal shelf to breed once a year.
Their population can be adversely affected if the bloom there is too large.
Thus the first set of metrics all involve the maximum phytoplankton level at various lo-
cations in the estuary. Mathematically, the largest phytoplankton level in the bth box
is
Pmaxb =Max
t≤365
Pb(t),
and therefore the largest phytoplankton level for the whole estuary is
Pmax = Max
1≤b≤21
Pmaxb.
A reduced model is deemed adequate if the following four questions can be answered
affirmatively. The first two are of concern to the kayaking school, while the third and
fourth concern the water quality for swimmers (in box 1) and fishermen (and fish, in box
21) respectively.
1. Does the largest phytoplankton level Pmax occur in the same box for both the full
and reduced models?
2. Is the relative error between the largest blooms in the full and reduced models
(Pmax and P̂max) less than some nominated tolerance Etol?
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3. Is the relative error between the full and reduced-model estimates of the bloom in
the swimming area (Pmax1 and P̂max1) less than Etol?
4. Is the relative error between the full and reduced-model estimates of the bloom at
the fishing spot (Pmax21 and P̂max21) less than Etol?
For illustrative purposes we arbitrarily choose Etol = 10%.
The second group of metrics arises from the concerns of the local EPA. It wishes to
measure water quality to ensure safety for city residents as well as for environmental
health. Thus the second set of metrics is similar to the first except that we consider an-
nual phytoplankton production instead of the bloom level. Algal production is considered
a measure of water quality (Wood and Beardall, 1992) and is written mathematically as:
Prodb =
∫ 365
0
growthb(t)dt,
where growthb(t) is the phytoplankton growth rate in the b
th box at time t. We suppose
that the EPA deems a reduced model acceptable if the following questions can be answered
affirmatively:
5. Does the largest annual phytoplankton production occur in the same box for both
the full and reduced models?
6. Is the relative error between the largest annual phytoplankton production levels in
the full and reduced models less than the tolerance Etol?
7. Is the relative error between the full and reduced-model estimates of the production
in the swimming area (Prod1 and P̂ rod1) less than Etol?
8. Is the relative error between the full and reduced-model estimates of the production
at the fishing spot (Prod21 and P̂ rod21) less than Etol?
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Once again, for illustrative purposes we arbitrarily choose Etol = 10%. Therefore we have
eight metrics expressed as follows:
y1 = b, such that Pmax = Pmaxb
y2 = Pmax
y3 = Pmax1
y4 = Pmax21
y5 = B, such that ProdB > Prodβ, for all β 6= B.
y6 = ProdB
y7 = Prod1
y8 = Prod21
In the coming chapters several model simplification methods will be introduced and ex-
plored using the test model. For each diagnostic and each method, we seek the simplest
reduced model that estimates the diagnostic to within the tolerance. Thus for each method
we seek 8 models.
The abilities of the reduced models to estimate the 8 diagnostics will be discussed and
compared. Guidelines for modelling the estuary for a given combination of the diagnostics
will then be set out. Also, insights into the estuarine system that are gained from the
application of the methods will also be presented.
3.4 A note on notation
The reduced models obtained shall be coded so that they can be easily referenced. The
simplest model obtained by method A that adequately estimates diagnostic yi shall be
denoted Model A.i. If this model is also the simplest model that estimates diagnostic yj,
then it shall be denoted Model A.i.j. The code for a given method will be introduced at
the beginning of the results section for that method.
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Chapter 4
Eliminating model terms
In Chapter 2 the idea of eliminating from the full model rates that have little effect on
the diagnostics was introduced. Two approaches for achieving this were outlined, namely
conversion of the model into a dimensionless form, and measuring the change in the state
variable that a given rate causes. In this chapter these approaches are developed and the
merits of each compared.
4.1 Formation of a dimensionless model - an intuitive
approach
Recall from Chapter 2 that the aim of converting a model into a dimensionless form is to
identify terms that are relatively small, and subsequently eliminate them. As a first ex-
ploration of the utility of this approach in the context of large ecological models, the test
model was converted into a dimensionless form using the procedure outlined in Chapter
2. We note here that at this stage this approach is somewhat intuitive and as yet cannot
be applied automatically. The prospects for automation will be discussed in the light of
the results obtained.
The scales chosen for the test model were the same as those chosen by Li et al. (1999,
2000). In particular, the time scale was t∗ = voluA
cgβρ0S0
≈ 0.23 days, while zooplankton was
scaled against Z∗ = Kp = 1.5 mmol.l−1, and for nutrient and phytoplankton we have
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N∗u = N
∗
l = P
∗
u = P
∗
l = Ks = 1.5 mmol.l
−1. Salinity in both layers was scaled against S0.
See Table A.1 in Appendix A for the definitions of these symbols. The findings of this
section are illustrated with the dimensionless phytoplankton equations only, but are the
same when the remaining equations are analysed. The dimensionless equations for upper
layer phytoplankton are as follows. Here Pjb denotes phytoplankton in the j
th layer of
box b, and P˜jb denotes the dimensionless representation. The other state variables are
defined similarly (see also Appendix A).
Box 1:
dP˜u1
dt˜
= 86400(S˜u11 − S˜u10)(P˜l1 − P˜u1) +R2(P˜l1 − P˜u1)
+ b1P˜u1Min(
N˜u1
S0
δSgw
(S˜l1 − S˜u1) + N˜u1
,
P˜AR(S˜l1 − S˜u1)
δSgw
S0
+ P˜AR(S˜l1 − S˜u1)
)
− b6Z˜1 b5P˜
2
u1
1 + b25P˜
2
u1
− b1b3P˜u1
Boxes 2 to 10:
dP˜ub
dt˜
= 86400(S˜u11 − S˜u10)(P˜ub−1 − P˜ub) +R2(P˜lb − P˜ub)
+ b1P˜ubMin(
N˜ub
1 + N˜ub
,
P˜AR
1 + P˜AR
)− b6Z˜b b5P˜
2
ub
1 + b25P˜
2
ub
− b1b3P˜ub
Box 11:
dP˜u11
dt˜
= 86400
voluA
voluB
(S˜u11 − S˜u10)(P˜u10 − P˜u11) + 86400voluA
voluB
R3(S˜u12 − S˜u11)(P˜l11 − P˜u11)
+ 0.5S0
voluA
voluB
Rm4 f(S˜l11 − S˜u11)(1 + sin(
2pit¯t˜
( T
24
)
))(P˜l11 − P˜u11)
+ b1P˜u11Min(
N˜u11
1 + N˜u11
,
P˜AR
1 + P˜AR
)− b6Z˜11 b5P˜
2
u11
1 + b25P˜
2
u11
− b1b3P˜u11
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Boxes 12 to 21:
dP˜ub
dt˜
= 86400
voluA
voluC
(S˜u12 − S˜u11)(P˜ub−1 − P˜ub) +R5 voluA
voluC
(P˜lb − P˜ub)
+ b1P˜ubMin(
N˜ub
1 + N˜ub
,
P˜AR
1 + P˜AR
)− b6Z˜b b5P˜
2
ub
1 + b25P˜
2
ub
− b1b3P˜ub
The dimensionless function P˜AR is the light limiting function PAR scaled against ib and
expressed as a function of t˜ instead of t. That is,
P˜AR = P˜AR(t˜) =
Iw
ib
+ 0.5
(Is − Iw)
ib
(1− cos(2pit
∗t˜
T
)).
The dimensionless parameters here are the Ri and the bi, and are indexed as in Li et
al. (2000). The Ri involve parameters for physical processes such as advection and tidal
mixing, while the bi are comprised of biological parameters such as growth efficiency and
mortality rates. Specifically,
R2 =
ωgAg
cgρ0βS0
= 86.4,
R3 =
cg
cf
= 1,
Rm4 =
ωmh Ah
cgρ0βS0
= 43200,
R5 =
ωfAf
cgρ0βS0
= 432,
b1 = rt
∗ ≈ 0.1,
b3 =
pm
r
= 0.1,
b5 =
Ks
Kp
= 1,
b6 = rmt
∗ ≈ 0.324.
These parameter values indicate that the physical processes occur on a faster time scale
than the biological processes. For example, the equation for upper layer phytoplankton
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in boxes 2 to 10 is as follows (and is similar elsewhere in the estuary):
dP˜ub
dt˜
= 86400(S˜u11 − S˜u10)(P˜ub−1 − P˜ub) + 86.4(P˜lb − P˜ub)
+ 0.1P˜ubMin(
N˜ub
1 + N˜ub
,
P˜AR
1 + P˜AR
)− 0.3Z˜b P˜
2
ub
1 + P˜ 2ub
− 0.01P˜ub
At first glance it seems that only the physical processes are important, and that the bio-
logical rates can be neglected. A reduced model was then created which retained only the
physical processes, but it did not adequately estimate any of the blooms or production
values (which is no surprise since growth was omitted). Therefore the biological rates
are indeed important, despite the physical rates being orders of magnitude larger. This
situation arises because the physical processes are only influential for a short time. For
example, Figure 4.1.1 shows the time series for the dimensionless upper layer phytoplank-
ton in box 2. Except for the two blooms the phytoplankton level is almost zero, which
particularly dampens the effect of the physical rates since these involve a difference of
phytoplankton levels (for example P˜lb − P˜ub).
Nondimensionalised phytoplankton
0
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Days
Figure 4.1.1: Time series of the dimensionless upper layer phytoplankton in box 2, from
the full model under the base load.
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Although we have established that the physical rates do not dominate the biological
rates all the time, it seems plausible that advection dominates tidal mixing, since the
coefficient for the former (86400) is 1000 times that of the latter in the phytoplankton
equations. A reduced model was therefore obtained by eliminating tidal mixing from all
of the phytoplankton equations except that of zone B. Although the location of the largest
production was poorly modelled, and the bloom and production next to the river were
not approximated to within 10%, the rest of the metrics were within the tolerance. This
indicates that indeed advection does dominate tidal mixing at least in some parts of the
estuary. However it is not clear from the equations for which boxes this is the case. A
more refined measure of the importance of the rates is necessary to predict this; that is,
a measure that takes into account the location of the process.
The same conclusion was reached by experimenting with the biological rates of the phyto-
plankton equations. Since the dimensionless coefficient of the mortality term (0.01) is an
order of magnitude smaller than either growth (0.1) or predation (0.3), a reduced model
was formed by dropping phytoplankton mortality from the full model. This time only the
magnitude of the largest production and of the production near the ocean were adequately
estimated. Therefore, phytoplankton mortality is negligible if these are the only measures
of interest. Otherwise we can say that phytoplankton mortality can be omitted from some
boxes and not others. The question then is ‘which ones?’. The answer can only be found
by considering each rate as a whole and not just its leading coefficient. In particular the
magnitude and variation of the whole rate must be investigated in order to determine its
importance. Such an approach would also allow spatial inhomogeneity to be detected,
unlike the coarse analysis that was undertaken in this section. In the next section, the
importance of a rate is defined and criteria are given for determining whether a rate can
be eliminated from the model. The proposed method refines the insights gained in this
section, namely that for phytoplankton in some parts of the estuary, advection dominates
tidal mixing and mortality is negligible. Furthermore, it is automated. Therefore for the
purpose of learning about the system, it is superior to dimensionless analysis in the case
of the test model. We shall also see that it is also superior for the purpose of simplifying
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the test model. Nevertheless the utility of converting to dimensionless equations is further
explored in the context of another model in Chapter 9.
4.2 The Basic Rate Elimination Method (BREM)
In this section we seek to automatically omit rates that are not obviously small. We
emphasise here that the idea of retaining only dominant processes in a model is not new,
yet it is a useful first step towards achieving our objectives of simplification. Previous
attempts include the river pollution model of Somlyody (1982), in which the dominant
processes were identified using field data, literature studies and laboratory experiments.
A network approach was taken by Halfon (1983a), who denied the inclusion of links (and
therefore processes) that did not significantly increase the connectivity of the system.
However, each link was equally weighted and no simulation results were presented. The
approach taken in this section is similar to that of Lishke (2005), who compared an alpine
forest model to models obtained by omitting certain processes, and was able to conclude
that some processes were less important than others (in particular, he found that local
seed dispersion was dominated by long range dispersion and succession over the spatial
scale (a grid of 1 km x 1 km cells) and temporal scale (several millennia) of the simula-
tions).
Here the contribution that a given rate makes to the derivative of a state variable is
quantified. Li et al. (2000) touched on this idea by measuring the changes in phyto-
plankton and zooplankton nutrient content due to transport, production and biological
losses. They found that different processes dominated in different zones of the simulated
area, and that sometimes some processes were not influential. For example, transport
accounted for relatively little change in phytoplankton in the Strait of Georgia. In this
study we go one step further and eliminate those processes that are relatively unimpor-
tant. We also automate the process of identifying the rates to be omitted. This is achieved
by comparing the time series of the derivative to the time series of its constituent rates
via linear regression. The relative importance of each rate is quantified by a least-squares
error measure. Rates that contribute relatively little change to the state variables are
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neglected. This idea does not guarantee that the reduced model is optimal in the sense
of having the “right” processes, but nevertheless serves to teach us about the system as
well as reduce the model’s complexity.
More formally, the equation for the state variable xj(t) can be written as:
x˙j = fj(x, u, t)
= fj1(x, u, t) + . . .+ fjpj(x, u, t)
where fji(x, u, t) is the i
th rate in the derivative of xj(t).
For each j a subset {fjiα}, α = 1, . . . , kj, kj ≤ pj of the rates is chosen so that the reduced
model has the form
˙ˆxj =
∑
α
fjiα(xˆ, u, t).
The rates are chosen such that the error
Eomit =
∫ T
0
(fj −
∑kj
α=1 fjiα)
2dt∫ T
0
f 2j dt
(4.1)
is less than some nominated value Enom. Although several regression procedures could be
utilised to achieve this, the procedure chosen in this study was motivated by the following
considerations.
The regression in the algorithm for choosing the {fjiα} differs from a statistical regression
in three important ways. Firstly, we are not building a model, but stripping back an
existing one, i.e. fj = fj1 + . . . + fjpj . Moreover, this model is a perfect fit. That is, the
relative least-squares error
∫ T
0
(fj − (fj1 + . . .+ fjpj))2dt∫ T
0
f 2j dt
equals zero. Secondly, no assumptions are made regarding the distribution of errors
fj(t)−
∑kj
α=1 fjiα(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T . We are interested only in the contribution of a rate to the
derivative’s variance as measured by Equation (4.1). Finally, since we are only removing
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processes, the regression coefficients are set to either 0 or 1. That is, processes are either
retained or removed - they cannot be scaled. Relaxing this restriction was investigated
but the resulting models often became unstable. Also, the relative importance of these
processes is masked by rescaling via regression coefficients. In other words, we learn more
about which processes are important by retaining the restriction.
A thorough investigation into the effect of each rate fji on fj would involve finding, for all
k = 1, . . . , pj, the k rates that give the smallest error Eomit. Given the size of the system
and the number of rates, this is computationally intense. However, since we are aiming to
eliminate rates that are small (and perhaps some others), we start by ranking the rates
according to their magnitudes and then eliminate the small ones. Here the magnitude of a
rate fji is measured by the integral of its square ssji =
∫ T
0
f 2jidt, and eliminated rates are
selected using the error Eomit that results (see Equation (4.1)). Specifically, the smallest
rates are eliminated one at a time and Eomit is calculated. When Eomit falls below the
critical value Enom, the elimination process stops.
Since we require that the reduced model estimate the diagnostics under a range of inputs
um(t), m = 1, . . . , s, the procedure just described is carried out s times, once for each
input. The reduced model is then identified by taking the union of these rates, so that
only the rates that do not affect system under any of the inputs are omitted.
The algorithm for choosing rates to eliminate shall be referred to as the Basic Rate
Elimination Method (BREM). It is described in Figure 4.2.1. Here keepjm is the list of
rates fji retained in x˙j under the m
th input, and keepj is the list of rates that will be
retained in the reduced model. The reduced model is given by
˙ˆxj =
∑
α
fjiα(xˆ, u, t)
where α is such that fjiα ∈ keepj.
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Set keepjm={} and keepj={}.
Start
Stop
Set m=1
Run the 
model
Set j=1
Set i=1
Calculate ssji
Set i=i+1
Is i≤pj? 
Rank the fji in order of 
descending ssji. Rename 
these as fjiα, where 
α=1denotes the 1st rank.
Set k=1
Set keepjm= ∪α≤k fjiα
Calculate Eomit.
Is Eomit ≤ Enom? 
Set k=k+1
Set j=j+1
Is j=n?
Is m>s?
Set m=m+1
Set keepj= ∪m keepjm
NoYes
No
Yes
No
No Yes
Yes
Figure 4.2.1: The algorithm used for implementing the basic rate elimination method.
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4.3 The Advanced Rate Elimination Method (AREM)
We shall see that the basic rate elimination method is useful for reducing models and
gaining insights into the system. However, the method stops reducing the full model once
the error of Equation (4.1) is exceeded. This means that the rates that remain in the
model have an effect on the derivatives in which they appear, but does not imply that they
significantly affect the output y. Therefore, in this section we seek to further eliminate
rates by measuring the effect they have on the output. The method that results shall
be referred to as the Advanced Rate Elimination Method (AREM), where “Advanced” is
merely a relative term to distinguish this method from the BREM.
Since we seek a reduced model for each diagnostic yi, we would ideally like to measure
∂yi
∂fjk
, where fjk is the k
th rate of the jth derivative in the full model. If this quantity is
small, then yi is not sensitive to fjk and we can subsequently eliminate it from the model
for estimating yi. However, this quantity is difficult to interpret let alone measure, since
fjk is time-varying. As a proxy for
∂yi
∂fjk
we introduce a parameter pjk and replace fjk with
pjkfjk in the model (for pjk = 1 the full model is unchanged). We then measure
∂yi
∂pjk
, and
if it is small then we can set pjk to zero. That is, we can eliminate fjk from the model.
Equivalently, we could write pjk = p
∗
jk −∆pjk, where p∗jk = 1 is the nominal value of pjk,
and seek large ∆pjk (ideally ∆pjk = p
∗
jk) such that the output is not significantly affected.
To this end, consider a real-valued output yi ∈ R as a function of a parameter vector p ∈
Rq. Writing yi as a Taylor series about a nominal value of p, and taking a first order
approximation we obtain
yi(p+∆p)− yi(p) ≈
q∑
j=1
∆pj
∂yi
∂pj
= ∆p · ∇yi
From this we can rank the parameters according to their effect on yi. Indeed, if the ∆pj
are all equal then the ∆pj that causes the largest change in yi corresponds to the largest
(in magnitude) element of ∇yi. If the ∆pj are not all equal, then the vector ∆p that
causes the largest change in yi points in the same direction as ∇yi. That is, the angle
between ∆p and ∇yi that maximises ∆p · ∇yi is zero. On the other hand, a vector ∆p
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that minimises ∆p ·∇yi is orthogonal to ∇yi, so that yi(p+∆p)− yi(p) ≈ 0 to first order.
The largest elements of such a vector correspond to the parameters to which yi is least
sensitive, since they represent large changes ∆pj in p yet cause small changes in yi.
In general however, there are an infinite number of vectors that minimise ∆p·∇yi. Indeed,
following the same procedure for vector-valued y ∈ Rd, we obtain
y(p+∆p)− y(p) ≈ ∇y∆p
where ∇y denotes a matrix with the ith row equal to ( ∂yi
∂p1
, . . . , ∂yi
∂pq
). By setting the right
side to zero we seek ∆p such that ∇y∆p = 0, that is, we seek the kernel ker∇y of the
linear transformation ∇y. Since ∇y∆p = 0 is a linear system with q − d degrees of
freedom, ker∇y has dimension q − d. If q = d then the vector we seek is unique up
to scalar multiplication. If q < d then there is in general no solution. Otherwise, if
{ϕi}, i = 1, . . . , q − d, is a basis for ker∇y then any vector of the form
∑q−d
i=1 αiϕi is in
ker∇y, and therefore minimises ∇y∆p. Since there are infinitely many ∆p that minimise
∇y∆p, and only one that maximises ∇y∆p, we conclude that it is simpler to examine the
maximising vector for parameters that have little effect on y.
The procedure we follow is illustrated in Figure 4.3.1, and is carried out for one diagnostic
at a time. In order to measure the sensitivities sijk of the yi to the parameters pjk, it is
necessary to run the model q times, where q is the number of pjk, that is, the number of
rates in the full model. This is a drawback of the AREM that would be significant for
models with large computational times. Therefore, in the next section we screen out the
uninfluential fjk using the BREM, and apply the more computationally intense AREM
to the remaining rates.
4.4 Results of the BREM for the test model
The reduced models obtained using the BREM shall be coded BE (Basic Elimination)
for short. Thus the simplest model obtained using this method that adequately estimates
y1 shall be denoted BE.1. Note that Model BE.1 might also estimate diagnostic y5 to
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Start
Stop
Set keep={}
Set m=1
Run the model with 
pjk=1.01
Set j=1 
Set keepm={}
Add fjk to keepm
Set k=k+1
Is k>αj?
Is m>s?
Set m=m+1 Set keep = ∪m keepm
Yes
No
Yes
No
No Yes
Calculate sijk
Is |sijk| > Enom? 
Set k=1
Is j>n?
No
Figure 4.3.1: The algorithm used for implementing the advanced rate elimination method
for the diagnostic yi. Similarly to the BREM, keepm is the list of rates fjk (where αj is
the number of rates in fj) to be retained under the input um(t), and keep contains the
rates to be retained under all inputs. Both lists are initially empty, and if the sensitivities
sijk exceed a nominated threshold Enom, then the rate fjk is included in keep. Here sijk =
yˆi−yi
∆pjkyi
is a normalised approximation of ∂yi
∂pjk
, where we arbitrarily choose ∆pjk = 0.01.
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within the tolerance, but this would not necessarily be the same as Model BE.1.5. Model
BE.1.5 would be the simplest model obtained that estimates both y1 and y5 to within the
tolerance. Refer to Section 3.4 for a full explanation of the notation.
Model BE.3.5.7
Several reduced models were obtained by choosing different values of Enom and run-
ning the BREM algorithm. An appropriate starting value was not obvious, so for a first
attempt we required that the average daily error in the derivative multiplied by the sim-
ulation period (365 days) be less than 1%. Then the average daily error must be less
than about 2.74 x 10−5. After some experimentation it was found all 8 diagnostics were
adequately approximated with Enom = 5.0 x 10
−4, but not with Enom = 6.0 x 10−4. The
former model had only 5 of 451 rates removed, corresponding to the effect of tidal mixing
on phytoplankton in boxes 3 to 6 and the nutrient input into box 6 (refer to Figure 3.1.2).
The latter model also had the effect of tidal mixing on phytoplankton at the head of
the estuary removed, which resulted in inadequate estimates of the bloom and production
there (y3, y5 and y7). Thus the model obtained with Enom = 5.0 x 10
−4 is Model BE.3.5.7,
since it is the simplest model obtained using the BREM that adequately estimates y3, y5
and y7. We have found that in order to approximate y3, y5 and y7 to within 10%, it is
necessary to include the effect of tidal mixing on phytoplankton at the head of the estuary
(box 1 in Figure 3.1.2).
Model BE.1.6
By increasing Enom gradually we found that the remaining diagnostics were adequately
estimated by models obtained with Enom ≤ 0.07. The 63 rates that were eliminated with
Enom = 0.07 are summarised in Table 4.4.1. The first column gives the variable from
whose equation the rates were removed. The second column contains the processes rep-
resented by the eliminated rates, and the third column gives the range of boxes for which
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these removals occurred. We shall see shortly that the resulting model is Model BE.1.6,
the simplest model that estimates y1 and y6 to within 10%.
Variable Process Box range
Phytoplankton tidal mixing 1 to 10
mortality 3 to 6
Zooplankton mortality 1 to 5
growth 11 to 15
Nutrient tidal mixing 1 to 9
uptake 11
factory input 2 to 9, 11, 20
Salinity tidal mixing 1 to 10
Phytoplankton (lower) advection 12 to 16
Nutrient (lower) tidal mixing 8 to 10
Salinity (lower) tidal mixing 8 to 10
Table 4.4.1: The 63 rates eliminated from the full model with Enom = 0.07. The result-
ing model was Model BE.1.6. State variables are all in the upper layer unless otherwise
indicated.
The effects of advection on lower layer phytoplankton in zone C near zone B were removed,
implying that tidal mixing dominated here. However, that the zooplankton growth was
removed in this area implies that zooplankton could only increase in concentration via
advection. That is, zooplankton in this area was swept along by the current before it
had a chance to grow significantly, whereas phytoplankton was mostly mixed downward
to the lower layer. The uptake of nutrient in zone B was also omitted, implying that all
nutrient change there was a result of mixing and advection. In turn, this implies that
zone B was dominated by water movement, which is no surprise because this is where the
water circulations of zones A and C meet.
In zone A the effects of tidal mixing on upper layer phytoplankton and salinity were elim-
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inated, while its effect on nutrient as well as the nutrient inputs were removed from most
of zone A. Also, zooplankton mortality was eliminated from the area near the river. These
results imply that tidal mixing was unimportant for the blooms in zone A (except the
bloom at the river mouth which was poorly approximated), and suggest that zooplankton
dynamics were affected more by advection than mortality near the river.
When Enom was increased to 0.071, phytoplankton mortality at the estuary head was
eliminated and, consequently, the location of the largest bloom (y1) and the magnitude of
the largest production (y6) were not accurately modelled. Indeed, the removal of phyto-
plankton mortality next to the river caused the bloom there to be bigger than anywhere
else. However, the size of this bloom was still approximated to within Etol = 10%.
Models BE.2 and BE.8
The relative errors for the largest bloom (y2) remained under 10% for Enom ≤ 0.08.
Five more rates were eliminated at this Enom value, all of which represented processes
that occurred away from the river (box 7 or further). When Enom was increased to 0.085
the phytoplankton mortality rate was eliminated from box 2, resulting in a loss of accu-
racy in estimating the largest bloom.
Production next to the ocean (y8) remained adequately approximated for Enom ≤ 0.121.
At this value 79 rates were eliminated. Increasing Enom to 0.125 resulted in the elimina-
tion of zooplankton growth in box 18. Consequently, less zooplankton was produced in
the estuary and transported toward the ocean, resulting in phytoplankton production be-
ing less regulated and thus overestimated. Therefore, only the bloom of the box adjacent
to the ocean was adequately reproduced, which remained the case for Enom ≤ 1.05.
Model BE.4
The 165 rates that were eliminated when Enom = 1.05 are summarised in Table 4.4.2.
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Variable Process Box range
Phytoplankton tidal mixing 1 to 14
mortality 1 to 11
advection (zone A) 5, 10, 11
advection (zone C) 11 to 20
Zooplankton mortality 1 to 21
growth 8 to 21
advection 1, 4, 5
Nutrient tidal mixing 1 to 10
uptake 6 to 21
factory input 2 to 11, 13, 17, 20
Salinity tidal mixing 1 to 10
Phytoplankton (lower) advection 1 to 8, 11 to 17
tidal mixing 10, 21
Nutrient (lower) tidal mixing 1 to 10, 21
oceanic diffusion 21
Salinity (lower) tidal mixing 1 to 10
oceanic diffusion 21
Table 4.4.2: The 165 rates that were eliminated from the full model with Enom = 1.05.
The resulting model was Model BE.4. State variables are all in the upper layer unless
otherwise indicated.
The omitted processes included nutrient inputs from the factories in zone A, as well
the smaller inputs into zone C. Therefore the larger inputs into zone C were important
for the algal bloom near the ocean. The effect of uptake on the nutrient concentration
was only retained in the area near the river, implying that elsewhere there was either little
phytoplankton production, or that nutrient was not a growth-limiting factor. Between
zone B and the middle of zone C there was negligible production, since otherwise the
transport and mixing terms would have been retained in the upper layer phytoplankton
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equations. Elsewhere it is difficult to determine the extent to which phytoplankton growth
is nutrient limited. This will be investigated further in the next chapter.
We notice that next to the ocean the effect of tidal mixing has been removed from the
lower layer phytoplankton equation but not from the corresponding upper layer equation.
This is because the lower layer is receiving nutrients directly from the ocean and supplying
some of them to the upper layer, resulting in a relatively important change in upper layer
phytoplankton but not so important for lower layer phytoplankton. In fact, advection
plays a significant role in transporting lower layer phytoplankton from the ocean to about
the middle of zone C (box 17). At this point the effect of tidal mixing on lower layer
phytoplankton dominates that of advection, which was removed almost completely from
the rest of the estuary.
When Enom = 1.075, only one additional rate elimination resulted in the inadequate ap-
proximation of the bloom nearest to the ocean (y4) - zooplankton growth in box 7. This
implies that the quantity of zooplankton that was transported toward the ocean was in-
sufficient for regulating phytoplankton production. Thus we observe an overestimation of
the algal bloom at the estuary mouth (y4).
4.5 Results of the AREM for the test model
We first note that reduced models obtained using the AREM shall be coded with AE
(Advanced Elimination).
Model AE.8
Although the AREM algorithm allows for multiple outputs, in this chapter we illus-
trate it with only one, namely the production at the estuary mouth y8. Starting with
Enom = 0.00001 and gradually increasing it, we found that the model with the fewest rates
that estimated y8 to within 10% occurred with Enom = 0.00434. This model had 214 rates
eliminated, about 47% of the 451 rates in the model. The corresponding model identified
by the basic method (Model BE.8) eliminated 79 rates, and thus the advanced method
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is a dramatic improvement. Clearly there is much to be learned from this reduction. In
particular, we could look at the rates that were omitted, as was done in the previous
section. However, since Model AE.8 is for illustrative purposes we shall not pursue this.
Rather, we merely note that the AREM is a significant improvement of the BREM, and
leave detailed examination of eliminated rates for the case study in Part III of this thesis.
4.6 Summary of findings
In the case of the test model, the method of conversion to a dimensionless form failed
to identify model terms that were small enough to be eliminated without affecting the
diagnostic estimates. Moreover, the technique as applied so far could not be implemented
automatically. In particular, the scales used to obtain the dimensionless variables were
chosen using knowledge of the system (e.g. half saturation constants), and the reduced
models were chosen via inspection of the dimensionless equations, rather than generated
without such consideration. Despite the inadequacy of the technique for the test model,
it may yet prove useful for other models, and so will be further explored in Chapter 9.
Although the basic rate elimination method is not a new idea, its automation is useful
for achieving our objectives. It also proved to be superior to the method of dimensionless
equations for simplifying the test model, revealing modelling guidelines for given diagnos-
tics, and for gaining insights into the system. In particular, a summary of the reduced
models obtained in this chapter is displayed in Table 4.6.1. It shows the number of rates
in the models obtained for each diagnostic yi, i = 1, . . . , 8. The corresponding percent-
ages of the 451 full model rates are given in parentheses. That is, if any more rates are
eliminated using the same technique that was used to identify the model, yi would not be
adequately estimated. The corresponding values of Enom used to obtain the models are
also shown. Note that although there are eight diagnostics, there are only five reduced
models. Depending on the particular diagnostics of interest, a significant proportion of
the rates may be omitted.
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Model Diagnostics approximated Enom Number of rates
to within 10% in the reduced model
BE.3.5.7 y3. Bloom next to the river 0.0005 446 (99%)
y5. Location of largest production
y7. Production next to the river
BE.1.6 y1. Location of largest bloom 0.07 388 (86%)
y6. Size of largest production
BE.2 y2. Size of largest bloom 0.08 382 (85%)
BE.4 y4. Bloom next to the ocean 1.05 286 (63%)
AE.8 y8. Production next to the ocean 0.00434 214 (47%)
Table 4.6.1: A summary of the reduced models obtained using the rate elimination meth-
ods. Note that Model BE.3.5.7 is the same as Models BE.3 and BE.5.7. Similarly, Model
BE.1.6 is the same as Models BE.1 and BE.6.
Also, the guidelines for estimating the diagnostics of the test model to within 10% that
were identified using the BREM are as follows:
1. The inclusion of phytoplankton mortality at the head of the estuary (box 1) is
necessary for accurate estimates of the location and magnitude of the largest bloom
and the largest production (y1, y2, y5 and y6). If it is not represented, the largest
bloom and production occur in box 1 rather than box 2 (except for production under
the highest load), so that the water quality at the estuary head is deemed worse than
it actually is. Consequently, swimming and kayaking there may be unnecessarily
forbidden.
2. Tidal mixing must be represented at the head of the estuary for accurate estimates
of the bloom and production there (y3, y5 and y7), but otherwise can be eliminated
in the boxes near the river. This ensures that the water quality there is accurately
gauged, so that decisions regarding the safety of swimming are reliable.
3. Of the nutrient inputs from the factories, only the larger inputs into zone C are
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important for the bloom at the estuary mouth (y4).
4. In order to estimate production at the estuary mouth (y8), zooplankton growth can
be eliminated in zone B and most of zone C. However it must be represented near
the ocean (boxes 18 to 21), otherwise the water quality at the mouth will be deemed
poorer than in reality.
Finally, the following insights into the estuarine system that were not obvious beforehand
were revealed by the BREM:
1. Tidal mixing dominates the movement of upper layer phytoplankton near the ocean,
except at the mouth of the estuary (box 21), where advection is also important. On
the other hand, its effect on lower layer phytoplankton is negligible there, but is
otherwise important and even dominates the advection of lower layer phytoplankton
from box 17 to the river.
2. Decreases in zooplankton concentration near the river are due to advection more
than mortality. Therefore zooplankton growth in zone A is important for main-
taining concentrations there. It also ensures that algal blooms near the ocean are
regulated since zooplankton in zone C near zone B are swept along by the current
before they have a chance to grow significantly. That is, without adequate growth
in zone A, an insufficient quantity of zooplankton is transported toward the ocean
to graze. Zooplankton growth becomes important again near the ocean, where it is
responsible for regulating production (y8), but not the blooms.
3. Nutrient dynamics in zone B are dominated by water movement.
We emphasise here that the basic rate elimination method is not new, but is a useful first
step in model simplification. It also reduces the computational expense of implementing
the advanced method (AREM), though for models that run quickly this may not be a
concern. The advanced method is more sophisticated and enables a dramatic reduction
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in the number of rates (down to 53%) in the test model. Its superiority over the basic
method will be fully demonstrated in the case study in Part III of this thesis.
The automation of both methods in this chapter removed the need to make choices re-
garding the reduced models. Thus their implementation required no prior knowledge of
the full model, yet revealed information about the system. Therefore, they were useful for
determining the appropriate level of complexity of the test model. In the next chapter,
the idea of simplifying rates is developed and applied to the test model.
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Chapter 5
Simplifying model terms
5.1 The Rate Simplification Method (RSM)
In the previous chapter we identified and eliminated rates that were small. Here we
develop a method for simplifying rates rather than omitting them. This is usually achieved
by varying the form of a rate and comparing the resulting output to the original output
(Taylor, 1988; Fulton et al., 2003). This approach has been successful in identifying
simpler models that are adequate for their purpose, and has led some authors to contend
that highly complex formulations are unnecessary (Friedler, 1999; Yearsley and Fletcher,
2002; Van Nes and Scheffer, 2005). One drawback of this approach is that prior knowledge
of the system is required in order to identify the alternative formulations. In this chapter
a method is proposed that does not require such knowledge, yet still simplifies the rates
and satisfies the purposes of the model. Although some automatic techniques to this
end have been proposed (Zaripov and Salyga, 1996; Marquardt, 2002), they are based on
interpolation and approximations that result in rates that are difficult to interpret in an
ecological context. Thus the method proposed here is also designed in such a way that
the resulting rate formulations retain an ecological interpretation. It shall be referred to
as the Rate Simplification Method (RSM).
The complexity of a rate refers to the degree of nonlinearity it entails. It can result
from a density-dependent process, an interaction between state variables, or from some
external forcing. For example, quadratic mortality is a density-dependent process, while
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in the test model, phytoplankton growth involves an interaction between phytoplankton
and nutrient, and is influenced by light levels as well. In this chapter we seek to simplify
rates by reducing their nonlinearity, and we focus on the internal interactions (there are
no density-dependent processes in the test model). That is, the external forcing is left
unchanged.
In considering the interactions between state variables, we are assessing the links in the
ecological network and deciding which ones need to be included in the model. In systems
engineering a standard way to reduce the number of links in a model is to identify the
weak ones and eliminate them (Marquardt, 2002). Not only do we seek to do this, we
also seek to identify links that do not change much with time. Such links may be strong,
but are also robust to variations in the system’s state. If we take these as given, then
they can be represented in the model by constants. We thus gain insight into which state
variables are “active” in the system. That is, we learn the extent to which the variables are
integrated into the system and how their variability affects the dynamics. We emphasise
here that a variable whose variability is found to be unimportant is not necessarily itself
unimportant. Rather, the constant value assigned to a variable can be interpreted as a
“background” level which may or may not be important for the system dynamics.
More specifically, suppose that a state variable xj(t) is independent of another variable
xi(t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ T , so that any variation in xi has no effect on xj. Then the variable xi
does not appear in the derivative fj(x, u, t) of xj, since otherwise a change in xi would
invoke a change in fj which in turn would invoke a change in xj. So we have
∂fj
∂xi
= 0.
Now suppose that xj is not independent of xi, but that only extreme values of xi invoke
changes in xj. This does not mean that “typical” values of xi have a negligible effect
on xj, but that the effect is approximately constant. Then we have
∂fj
∂xi
≈ 0 for typical
values of xi. For the reduced model we seek an approximation fˆj of fj such that
∂fˆj
∂xi
= 0.
Provided the values of xi remain “typical”, we can set xi to a constant cij in the derivative
fj. Thus the modified fj is our reduced-model approximation fˆj, and
∂fˆj
∂xi
= 0.
The key issues now are defining typical values for xi and choosing the constant cij. To
resolve the latter, we suppose that the constant cij ought to be representative of xi, and
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so we choose cij to be the mean x¯i of xi taken over the simulation period T and all inputs
um(t). To resolve the former, we consider the following low-order autonomous example
for the sake of illustration, though extension to a high-order non-autonomous case is
straightforward.
Suppose we have an order two system given by
x˙(t) = f(x, y)
y˙(t) = g(x, y)
where 0 ≤ t ≤ T , and that we are investigating the effect of y on x. We want to know
if this effect is more or less constant. That is, we want to know if we can replace f(x, y)
with f(x, y¯) and observe similar behaviour in x. To this end we consider the Taylor series
of the difference between the two derivatives f(x, y) and fˆ(x) = f(x, y¯). Rewriting y as
y¯ +∆y and expanding about the point (x, y¯), we have
fˆ(x)− f(x, y) = f(x+∆x, y¯)− f(x+∆x, y¯ +∆y)
= −∆yfy(x, y¯)−∆x∆yfxy(x, y¯)− 1
2
∆y2fyy(x, y¯)− . . .
(5.1)
This difference will be small if ∆y is small for all t ≤ T , that is, if y remains close to y¯.
Here “smallness” and “closeness” are relative terms, depending on the magnitude of f .
Hence there can be much variation in y relative to itself, as long as the change fˆ − f in
the derivative f that this variation invokes is relatively small. That is, |y−y¯
y¯
| can be quite
large, say 100% or more, but we require that
f(x+∆x, y¯)− f(x+∆x, y¯ +∆y)
f(x+∆x, y¯ +∆y)
remain small in an appropriate sense for all t ≤ T . Deciding whether or not this criterion is
satisfied involves comparing the derivatives f(x, y) and fˆ = f(x, y¯) from simulations. We
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therefore give an alternative criterion that can be used in a rate simplification algorithm:
∫ T
0
(fˆ − f)2dt∫ T
0
f 2dt
≤ Enom
for some nominated error tolerance Enom. In the notation we were using earlier, this
becomes
Esimp =
∫ T
0
(fj − fˆj)2dt∫ T
0
f 2j dt
≤ Enom (5.2)
where fˆj is the estimate of fj obtained by substituting cij into fj. Thus Esimp is used as
a measure of the robustness of xj (or equivalently fj) to xi.
In this study the replacement of xi by x¯i in fj was implemented in the reduced model
whenever we had Esimp ≤ Enom. The algorithm used for doing this is described in Figure
5.1.1. Like the algorithm for eliminating rates, it is not exhaustive. Again though, it seems
reliable. Here simpjm is the list of variables that are made constant in the derivative fj
under the input um(t), and simpj is the list of variables that are made constant in the
reduced model. The reduced model is given by
˙ˆxj = fˆj(xˆ, u, t)
where fˆj is fj with the xi ∈ simpj set to their means x¯i.
5.2 Results for the test model
We first note that the reduced models obtained using the RSM shall be coded RS (Rate
Simplification).
Model RS.3.5
The smallest error Esimp (Equation 5.2) calculated by the algorithm was about 2.3x10
−16,
and so Enom was initially set to this value. After some experimentation with Enom it was
found that the largest number of links that could be set to constants while adequately
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Start
Set simpjm={} and simpj={}.
Stop
Set m=1 Is m>s?
No
Run the 
model
Set j=1
Add xk to simpjm
Set j=j+1 Is j=n?
Set m=m+1
Yes
Set simpj= ∩m simpjm
Yes
No
Yes
No
Is Eksimp ≤ Enom? 
For all xi∉ simpjm, calculate Eisimp
by replacing xi with its mean in fj.
Find k such that 
Eksimp = Min(Eisimp)
Figure 5.1.1: The algorithm used for implementing the rate simplification method.
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approximating the diagnostics was 19, corresponding to an Enom value of 2.0x10
−8. Four
of these links represent the effect of lower layer phytoplankton on upper layer phyto-
plankton in boxes 3 to 6. These links exist only via tidal mixing, which was omitted from
these boxes in the previous chapter. The other links represent the effect of nutrient on
phytoplankton in boxes 7 through 21. This does not necessarily mean that phytoplankton
growth is negligible in these boxes or that nutrient has no effect on growth. Nor does it
mean that growth is not nutrient-limited (in fact it is nutrient-limited by a factor of be-
tween 0.92 and 0.95, depending on location). Rather, we learn that the effect of nutrient
on growth is constant in these areas, but not near the river.
One additional link was made constant when Enom was increased to 3.0x10
−8. It is the
effect of lower layer phytoplankton on upper layer phytoplankton in box 2. Setting it to
a constant resulted in the bloom at the estuary head (y3) being overestimated by more
than 10%. Also, although production there was overestimated by less than 10%, it was
nevertheless the largest production of any of the boxes. Thus y5 was inaccurately mod-
elled.
Figure 5.2.1 shows the time series for upper and lower phytoplankton in boxes 1 and 2
for both the full and reduced models. In the reduced model the box 2 blooms are more
or less the same size as in the full model but occur earlier (see Figure 5.2.1.1, C and D),
while the box 1 blooms are larger than in the full model and occur later (Figure 5.2.1.1,
A and B). There is no obvious reason for this.
Model RS.1.2.7
At Enom = 1.0x10
−5 a further 7 rates were simplified, corresponding to the exchange
of phytoplankton between layers via tidal mixing in zone A near zone B (boxes 7 through
10), and the effect of nutrient on growth in boxes 4 to 6. When Enom was increased to
10−4 the effect of lower layer phytoplankton on upper layer phytoplankton at the river
mouth was made constant. This link takes two forms, namely tidal mixing and the zone
A circulation. The simplification of these rates resulted in poor estimates of the location
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Figure 5.2.1: Time series for the full model and the reduced model obtained when
Enom = 3.0x10
−8. A. Upper layer phytoplankton in box 1. B. Lower layer phytoplankton
in box 1. C. Upper layer phytoplankton in box 2. D. Lower layer phytoplankton in box
2.
and magnitude of the largest bloom in the estuary (y1 and y2), and production at the
head of the estuary (y7).
More specifically, in the reduced model more phytoplankton was transported from the
lower layer next to the river to the upper layer, resulting in the overestimation of the
bloom and production there by more than 10%. In fact the estimate was the largest in
the estuary. Also, since lower layer phytoplankton there did not appear in any equations
in the reduced model, it was made constant throughout the model. Thus the order of the
model was one less than that of the full model.
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Model RS.6
There were no further changes in the number of adequately approximated diagnostics
until Enom was increased to 0.0016. At this value, a total of 37 rates were simplified, all
of which represent either the effect of nutrient on upper level phytoplankton or of tidal
mixing on various variables (see Table 5.2.1).
Variables with Box range for Variables made constant
simplified equations the simplifications
phytoplankton 4 to 21 nutrient
1 to 10, 12 to 13 phytoplankton (lower)
nutrient 2 to 6 nutrient (lower)
salinity 2, 3 salinity (lower)
Table 5.2.1: The links that were simplified to obtain Model RS.6 (with Enom = 0.0016).
The first column shows the variables whose equations were simplified, the second shows
the box range for which the simplifications were made, and the third shows the variables
that were set to constants in those equations. State variables are all in the upper layer
unless otherwise indicated.
The magnitude of the largest production (y6) was inadequately modelled when Enom
was increased to 0.0018 and the effect of lower layer salinity on upper layer phytoplank-
ton next to the river was made constant. Here this effect accounts for a shallower upper
layer during the summer that results from a relatively large input of fresh water from
the river. Consequently the phytoplankton are exposed to higher light levels and lower
nutrient levels at this time of the year. Simplifying this effect caused the overall growth
rate to decrease compared to when it was not simplified (Enom = 0.0016). In particular,
despite the estimated production here being the largest in the estuary, it was less than
that obtained with Enom = 0.0016. Moreover, it was less than the largest production in
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the full model (so that yˆ6 was inadequate). Therefore the effect of salinity is important
for production at the river mouth.
Model RS.8
Production next to the ocean (y8) remained adequately modelled for Enom ≤ 0.045. The
boxes with the most simplifications are away from the ocean, indicating that tidal mixing
in these areas has little effect on production near the ocean. When Enom was increased
from 0.045 to 0.047 the effect of phytoplankton on zooplankton growth in the middle of
zone C (box 15) was simplified, and the near-ocean production (y8) was overestimated.
Consequently, zooplankton growth in box 15 was underestimated and so the quantity of
zooplankton transported toward the ocean was insufficient for regulating algal production
there. Hence we observe the overestimation. Similarly, the bloom there (y4) overesti-
mated by more than 10% when the effect of phytoplankton on zooplankton in box 19 was
made constant. This occurred with Enom equal to 0.095. At Enom equal to 0.094 however,
Model RS.4 was obtained.
Model RS.4
Four other variables were made constant throughout Model RS.4. These were lower
layer phytoplankton in boxes 4, 5 and 12, and lower layer salinity in box 12. This value of
Enom was the largest such that the bloom at the mouth of the estuary (y4) was adequately
estimated. A total of 119 links were simplified in this model and are summarised in Table
5.2.2. The first column shows the variables whose equations were simplified, the second
shows the box range for which the simplifications were made, and the third shows the
variables that were set to constants in those equations.
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Variables with Box range for Variables made constant
simplified equations the simplifications
phytoplankton 1, 4 to 21 nutrient
1 to 10, 12 to 21 phytoplankton (lower)
1 salinity (lower)
zooplankton 11 to 18 phytoplankton
1 salinity
nutrient 11 to 16 phytoplankton
2 to 10 nutrient (lower)
1 salinity (lower)
salinity 1 to 10, 12 to 18 salinity (lower)
phytoplankton 2 to 7, 11 to 15 salinity
3, 4, 11 phytoplankton (lower)
nutrient (lower) 6 to 10 nutrient
salinity (lower) 3 to 9 salinity
11 salinity (lower)
Table 5.2.2: The links that were simplified to obtain Model RS.4 (with Enom = 0.094).
The first column shows the variables whose equations were simplified, the second shows
the box range for which the simplifications were made, and the third shows the variables
that were set to constants in those equations. State variables are all in the upper layer
unless otherwise indicated.
The more common simplifications include the effect of lower layer salinity on upper layer
salinity throughout zone A and most of zone C, and vice versa in most of zone A. These
links exist via tidal mixing, and also by advection next to the river. The effects of tidal
mixing on upper layer phytoplankton throughout most of the estuary, as well as on upper
and lower layer nutrient in zone A were also simplified. In boxes 2 to 7 and 12 to 15
the quantity Qg of advecting water was made constant in the lower layer phytoplankton
equations. In short, most of the rate simplifications that did not affect the bloom estimate
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next to the ocean represented tidal mixing or advection in zone A and zone C near zone B.
At this stage the effect of nutrient on upper layer phytoplankton has now been simplified
almost everywhere, while the variability of the effect of phytoplankton on nutrient (via
uptake) in zone C near zone B has no bearing on an adequate estimate of y4.
5.3 The Variable Simplification Method (VSM)
In the previous section we noted that five state variables could be made constant through-
out the model without affecting the production at the mouth of the estuary. Here we
pursue this further by seeking other variables that can be made constant without affect-
ing the output y. To achieve this we employ the same idea that was used for the AREM,
namely writing each yi as a function of a parameter vector p ∈ Rq and considering the
sensitivities ∂yi
∂pj
. The resulting method shall be referred to as the Variable Simplification
Method (VSM).
By seeking to set state variables to constants, we are seeking to set their derivatives to
zero. Therefore, we introduce parameters pj and replace the j
th derivative fj with pjfj.
If the ∂yi
∂pj
are small, then yi is insensitive to pj. Consequently we can set pj = 0 and
therefore fj = 0, so that xj(t) is constant and the order of the model is reduced.
The procedure we follow is illustrated in Figure 5.3.1 and is carried out for each diagnos-
tic separately. Similarly to the rate simplification method, simpm is the list of variables
that are made constant under the input um(t), and simp is the list of variables that are
made constant in the reduced model under all inputs. If the sensitivity sij is less than
some nominated value Enom, then the variable xj is set to its mean value x¯j. In a similar
manner to the AREM procedure, we take sij =
yˆi−yi
∆pjyi
as a normalised approximation of
∂yi
∂pj
, where we arbitrarily choose ∆pjk = 0.01. As before, we note that this method has
the drawback of requiring q simulations, where q = n is the number of pj.
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Set simpm={}
Start
Stop
Set m=1
Set simp={}.
Run the model with 
pj=1.01
Set j=1
Is j>n?
Is m>s?
YesNo
Set simp = ∩m simpmSet m=m+1
YesNo
Add xj to simpm
Set j=j+1
Yes
No
Calculate sij
Is |sij| ≤ Enom? 
Figure 5.3.1: The algorithm used for implementing the variable simplification method.
The procedure is carried out for one diagnostic yi at a time.
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5.4 Results of the VSM for the test model
Model VS.8
Note that models obtained using the VSM shall be coded VS. As for the advanced rate
elimination method, here we illustrate the VSM by considering only y8. Again we started
with Enom = 0.00001 and gradually increased it until the model with the fewest variables
that estimated y8 to within 10% was found. This occurred at Enom = 0.0062, and the
reduced model had just 15 of the 147 state variables in the full model. Thus the order
of the model was reduced by 132 (about 90%), which is clearly significant. The variables
that remained in the model are summarised in Table 5.4.1. The second column gives the
range of boxes for which the variables in the first column appear in the reduced model.
From this we learn that the effects of the ecological dynamics at both ends of the estuary
on production near the ocean are important, and that the effects of the conditions in
between are more or less constant.
Variables in the Box range
reduced model
phytoplankton 1, 3, 4, 20 and 21
zooplankton 1, 3, 4, 17 to 21
nutrient 2
salinity 12
Table 5.4.1: The variables that were not made constant in the reduced model for y8. All
variables are in the upper layer and were identified using the AREM with Enom = 0.0062.
5.5 Summary of findings
The rate simplification method (RSM) enabled us to identify links in the ecological net-
work that could be simplified by making them static instead of dynamic. Table 5.5.1
summarises the simplest models obtained using the RSM. It is similar to Table 4.6.1 and
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shows, for each diagnostic yi, i = 1, . . . , 8, the number of links in the simplest reduced
model that estimates that diagnostic to within 10%. That is, if any more links are simpli-
fied using the RSM, then the yi would not be adequately estimated. The corresponding
percentages of the 797 full-model links are given in parentheses. Also, the values of Enom
used to obtain the models are shown. Depending on the diagnostic of interest, up to
15% of the links can be made constant. Like the previous chapter, there are five reduced
models.
Model Diagnostics approximated Enom Number of links
to within 10% in the reduced model
RS.3.5 y3. Bloom next to the river 2x10
−8 778 (98%)
y5. Location of largest production
RS.1.2.7 y1. Location of largest bloom 1x10
−5 770 (97%)
y2. Size of largest bloom
y7. Production next to the river
RS.6 y6. Size of largest production 0.0016 760 (95%)
RS.8 y4. Bloom next to the ocean 0.045 703 (88%)
RS.4 y8. Production next to the ocean 0.094 678 (85%)
Table 5.5.1: A summary of the reduced models obtained using the rate simplification
method.
Aside from the reduced models, the following guidelines for estimating the diagnostics
to within 10% were identified using the RSM:
1. The effect of lower layer phytoplankton on upper layer phytoplankton near the river
must be explicitly represented in order to avoid overestimating the blooms (y1, y2
and y3) and production (y5, y6 and y7) there. Otherwise the water quality there
may incorrectly be deemed unsafe for swimming and kayaking.
2. For all diagnostics, the effect of nutrient on growth can be taken as constant every-
where except near the head of the estuary.
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3. If the effect of lower layer salinity on upper layer phytoplankton is simplified at
the head of the estuary (box 1), then the production there (y6) under the highest
nutrient load is underestimated. Thus it may be deemed environmentally healthy
by the EPA when in fact it is not.
4. If only the bloom at the estuary mouth (y4) is of interest, then several rates can
be simplified. Most of these represent the effects of tidal mixing or advection on
phytoplankton and nutrient in zone A and in zone C near zone B. The effect of
phytoplankton on nutrient (via uptake) in zone C near zone B can also be made
constant.
5. In order to estimate the bloom and production at the estuary mouth (y4 and y8),
zooplankton growth cannot be simplified in boxes 15 to 21. Otherwise the water
quality may incorrectly be deemed unhealthy for the environment and too poor for
fishing.
Like the rate elimination methods, the rate simplification method provided insights into
the underlying causes of observed dynamics that were not obvious beforehand. Some of
these were also suggested by the basic rate elimination method. For example some of the
effects of tidal mixing were simplified in this chapter, but were completely removed in
the last chapter. Others are novel. For example the limiting effect of nutrient on phyto-
plankton growth can be taken as constant in most boxes, particularly those away from
the river. Another example of an insight gained is that the simplification of zooplank-
ton growth near the ocean results in too little zooplankton being transported toward the
ocean to regulate the bloom and production there. Also, since vertical stratification is
controlled by salinity, the large river water load in summer effectively narrows the upper
layer at the head of the estuary. Consequently the phytoplankton there are exposed to
higher light levels and lower nutrient levels, and production is naturally reduced at this
time. However, if the effect of lower layer salinity on upper layer phytoplankton is sim-
plified here, then production is reduced too much.
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Importantly, five variables were made constant throughout the model while still accurately
modelling the bloom near the ocean (y4). These were lower layer phytoplankton in boxes
1, 4, 5 and 12, and lower layer salinity in box 12. Hence the order of the reduced model
was five less than that of the full model (147). Although this is not a drastic reduction,
it demonstrates a way of reducing the number of variables other than aggregating them.
The variable simplification method (VSM) was developed to investigate this idea further.
It provided a drastic increase in the number of variables that could be set to constants,
while still enabling an acceptable estimate of the diagnostic in question (y8).
Since the RSM and the VSM provide insights into the system and modelling guidelines
that are novel, they are complementary to the elimination methods. Moreover, they too
can be applied automatically so that an intimate understanding of the full model is not
required in order to find the reduced models. Thus in the case of the test model they are
each another useful step towards determining the appropriate level of complexity.
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Chapter 6
Aggregating state variables
The final model reduction idea that we explore is that of lumping state variables together,
or aggregation. A common approach to aggregating state variables in nonlinear ecosystem
models is to use previous knowledge of the system to modify the parameters and equations
for the aggregates. For example, O’Neill and Rust (1979) aggregated two variables based
on the long term behaviour of the system (which was an equilibrium). Kooi et al. (1998)
chose their aggregates using the conservation of mass, while Pinnegar et al. (2005) lumped
variables according to their positions in the food web. While this approach has been
successful, the choice of variables to aggregate and of new parameter values is not always
obvious, especially in large systems. In particular, it is not clear how many variables
should be aggregated for a given modelling purpose. We seek insight into these problems
via mathematical analysis of the model output. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the two
techniques we consider are Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (Rathinam and Petzold,
2003; Rowley et al., 2004) and Balanced Truncation (Moore, 1981; Hahn and Edgar,
2002; Lall et al., 2002).
6.1 Balanced Truncation (BT)
Recall from Chapter 1 that balanced truncation involves projecting the state vector x ∈
Rn onto a k-dimensional subspace S, k < n, in order to approximate the input-output
(IO) behaviour of the system. Since this behaviour is determined by the controllability-
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observability subspace XCO, this method seeks to approximate XCO with S. Also recall
that if the dimension of XCO is k < n, then the IO behaviour can be reproduced without
error. Otherwise, BT seeks the subspace S such that the error is minimal. To achieve this,
the method quantifies the sensitivity of the IO behaviour to the state variables, and then
truncates those variables that have little influence. In order to understand how these
sensitivities are quantified, we turn to linear systems theory, where BT was originally
developed (Moore, 1981).
Consider a linear system of the form
x˙ = Ax+Bu
y = Cx
(6.1)
where x is the n-dimensional state vector, u is an input vector, y is the output vector,
and A, B and C are matrices of appropriate sizes. Its input-output behaviour can be
described by the Hankel operator H, which maps past input to future output (Zhou et
al,. 1996; Antoulas et al., 2001):
H(u)(t) =
∫ 0
−∞
CeA(t−τ)Bu(τ)dτ,
where t ≥ 0. If α is the dimension of XCO, then H has eigenvalues σ1 > . . . > σα > 0
and σα+1 > . . . > σn = 0, known as Hankel singular values (Antoulas et al., 2001; Hahn
and Edgar, 2002). These are analogous to the eigenvalues corresponding to the princi-
pal components of a data set, which indicate the variance in the data explained by each
component. They can be thought of as the eigenvalues corresponding to the “principal”
components of an input-output response, indicating the contributions of the response
made by each dimension of XCO. Therefore, if σk  σk+1, then the XCO can be approx-
imated by a k-dimensional subspace S. The key issues now are calculating the Hankel
singular values, and identifying a basis for S.
The Hankel singular values can be calculated from the system controllability and observ-
ability gramians (Zhou et al,. 1996), WC and WO, which are semipositive solutions to the
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Lyapunov equations (Lall et al., 2002):
AWC +WCA
T +BBT = 0
ATWO +WOA+ C
TC = 0
(6.2)
The Hankel singular values are given by
σi =
√
λi(WCWO),
where λi(WCWO) is the i
th eigenvalue of WCWO.
The Hankel singular values are invariant to changes of state space coordinates, represented
by a transformation matrix M (Lall et al., 2002). Such a transformation results in trans-
formed gramians, MWCM
T and (M−1)TWOM−1. The transformed system is balanced
if these are equal and diagonal. In the case of a completely controllable and observable
system (dim(XCO)=n), the diagonal elements are the Hankel singular values. That is we
have
MWCM
T = (M−1)TWOM−1
= ΣCO
=

σ1 0
. . .
0 σn

The σi then correspond to the transformed states Mx “through which input is transmit-
ted to output” (Lall et al., 2002). If some σi are relatively small, then the i
th component
ofMx transfers relatively little input “energy” to output “energy”. These states can then
be truncated from the model. A procedure for finding the transformation M is given by
Lall et al. (2002). Hahn and Edgar (2002) provide a procedure for finding the transfor-
mation regardless of whether the system is completely controllable and observable (i.e.
when dim(XCO) ≤ n). In this case, the transformed gramians are diagonal and each have
the σi in the first α elements of the diagonal.
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Analogous results exist for nonlinear systems of the form (1.4). In this case the analogues
for the controllability and observability gramians are solutions of two nonlinear partial
differential equations, and the transformationM is also nonlinear (Scherpen, 1993). How-
ever, analytical solutions to the PDEs are typically infeasible, and no practical algorithms
for obtaining the transformation exist. According to Marquardt (2002), “an approxima-
tion of the analytical balancing method seems to be the only way forward”. To this end,
the controllability gramian WC can be approximated empirically by
WˆC =
r∑
l=1
s∑
m=1
p∑
i=1
1
rsc2m
∫ T
0
Φilmdt (6.3)
where Φilm(t) = (xilm(t) − x¯ilm)(xilm(t) − x¯ilm)T and xilm(t) is the state under the p-
dimensional impulse input u(t) = cmTleiδ(t) (Lall et al., 2002). Here the cm are con-
stants, the ei are the standard unit vectors in R
p, and the Tl are p x p matrices that
enable negative input (recall that x(0) = 0). Typically Tl ∈ {Ip,−Ip}, where Ip is the p
x p identity matrix, so that r = 2. The vector x¯ilm is the mean of xilm(t), though other
points can be specified (Hahn and Edgar, 2002). The empirical controllability gramian
WˆC is essentially an average of covariance matrices weighted according to the size of the
input.
Similarly, the observability gramian can be approximated empirically by
WˆO =
r∑
l=1
s∑
m=1
1
rsc2m
∫ T
0
TlΨ
lmT Tl dt (6.4)
where Ψlmij (t) = (y
ilm(t)− y¯ilm)T (yjlm(t)− y¯jlm) and yilm(t) is the output under zero input
and with initial conditions x(0) = cmTlei (Lall et al., 2002).
If the system is linear, then WˆC and WˆO reduce to the actual gramians WC and WO, the
solutions of Equations 6.2. Otherwise, the balancing transformation M can be found via
the procedures given by Lall et al. (2002) and Hahn and Edgar (2002). The resulting
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reduced model is then given by
z′(t) = PkMf(M−1P Tk z(t), u(t), t), (6.5)
where z ∈ Rk is the aggregated state vector, Pk = [Ik 0] is the truncation matrix and
z(0) = PkMx(0). Estimates xˆ(t) of the original state vector x(t) are given by
xˆ(t) =M−1P Tk z(t). (6.6)
Therefore the model (6.5) can be written in terms of the estimated state vector xˆ(t):
xˆ′(t) =M−1P Tk PkMf(xˆ(t), u(t), t) (6.7)
where xˆ(0) =M−1P Tk PkMx(0).
We now illustrate the method of balanced truncation with a simple N-P-Z model, which
has the same formulations as the Port Phillip Bay Model (PPBM) in Part III; see Ap-
pendix B for details. In this example N represents dissolved inorganic nitrogen, P repre-
sents small phytoplankton and Z is small zooplankton.
The purpose of the model is to measure the response of the bay to increased nutrient loads
entering from various rivers and creeks. In particular, we have a base load which is scaled
by factors of 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3,5 and 4, so that um(t) = 0.5m · load, m = 1, . . . , 8. For
the sake of illustration we choose the time frame T = 4 years (in days), the time-varying
output yi(t) = xi(t), and a tolerance of Etoli = 10% for i = 1, 2, 3. We then require that
any reduced-model estimate xˆ of x satisfy
∫ T
0
(xˆi(t)− xi(t))2∫ T
0
xi(t)2
< 0.1
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The model equations are
N ′(t) = releaseZ − uptakeP + tideN + load
P ′(t) = growthP − grazingZ −mortalityP − dilutionP + tideP
Z ′(t) = growthZ −mortalityZ − dilutionZ + tideZ
(6.8)
The currency of the model is nutrient measured in mg.m−3, and the subscript of each rate
in model (6.8) denotes the source of the flux. Water entering the bay from the rivers causes
a dilution of these concentrations, as well as carrying a nutrient load. Tidal exchange
between the bay and the adjacent ocean (the conditions of which are held constant) also
causes changes.
Recall that the theory for BT described earlier requires the initial condition at the origin,
that is, x(0) = 0. This applies without loss of generality, since nonzero initial conditions
necessitate a simple modification to Equations (6.5) and (6.6), namely a translation by
−x(0). In fact, we can translate by any point, and since we are interested in the system
behaviour about the mean (as expressed by use of the covariance matrices), we translate
by the mean state x¯, where the mean is taken over the time frame T as well as over all 8
nutrient loads. Equations (6.5) and (6.6) then respectively become
z′(t) = PkMf(M−1P Tk z(t) + x¯, u(t), t) (6.9)
xˆ(t) =M−1P Tk z(t) + x¯ (6.10)
The initial conditions are then given by
z(0) = PkM(x(0)− x¯)
xˆ(0) =M−1P Tk PkM(x(0)− x¯) + x¯.
After balancing the empirical gramians (Equations (6.3) and (6.4)) using the procedure
given in Hahn and Edgar (2002), we find that the Hankel singular values are σ1 = 125.7,
σ2 = 0.253 and σ3 = 0.022. These indicate that the first state variable z1 in the reduced
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model (Equation (6.5)) is responsible for practically all of the input-output behaviour.
This is indeed the case - transforming from z(t) to xˆ(t) using Equation (6.10), we obtain
errors of less than 1% for Nˆ(t) and Zˆ(t) under all loads, and 5.5-6% for Pˆ (t). Therefore
the method of balanced truncation can adequately reproduce the input-output behaviour
of an ecosystem model.
Despite the success of BT in terms of estimating diagnostics, the reduced model does
not meet all of our objectives. In particular, it is difficult to interpret. The representation
of the reduced model given by Equation (6.5) involves linear combinations of all of the
original variables. Not only can these be difficult to interpret, but so can the relationships
between them. From another perspective, if the reduced model is described by Equation
(6.7), we can see that the derivative of any state variable in the reduced model is a linear
combination of the derivatives in the full model (with xˆ substituted for x). Therefore,
each reduced-model derivative has terms that are not in the full model. That is, each
reduced-model variable is directly affected by every rate in the full model. Thus, despite
the model order being reduced, the complexity of the remaining equations has increased.
Moreover, it is difficult to interpret any reduced-model derivative because it has rates
that were not there in the full model. In particular, trophic structure is obscured. For
example, in our N-P-Z model the nutrient load affects the nutrient concentration, which
then affects phytoplankton and zooplankton in turn. That is, the effect of the load on
zooplankton is indirect. If the model is reduced using BT, then in the reduced model
the load affects zooplankton directly as well as indirectly. Therefore the lowest trophic
level (nutrient) is directly linked in both directions to the highest level (zooplankton).
In fact, each reduced-model variable is directly linked in both directions to every other
variable so that a graph representation of the network would be complete. This is not
only hard to interpret, it obscures insights into trophic dynamics and does not enhance
our understanding of the system.
With this in mind, we seek to aggregate subsets of the variables, so that the reduced-model
aggregates do not involve all variables. In this case the variables in the reduced model are
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directly affected by only those rates that directly affect them in the full model. Conse-
quently the complexity of the derivative of any unaggregated variable is not increased in
the reduced model, and trophic relationships are not obscured (actually, there are fewer
links in the network than before because of the smaller number of state variables). In
short, the ecological interpretation of the reduced model is clear.
Aggregating subsets of the variables is achieved by partitioning the state vector and
projecting each partition onto a linear subspace. After reordering the state vector, the
corresponding balancing transformation M (where z(t) = Mx(t)) must then be block
diagonal, with the blocks corresponding to the projection of each partition. However, the
transformed gramians MWCM
T and (M−1)TWOM−1 can then only be block diagonal,
and in particular balanced, if the original gramians WC and WO are block diagonal. This
implies that the state covariance matrix must be block diagonal, and therefore that the
system is made up of uncorrelated subsystems. Such a requirement is far too restrictive
for our purpose; that is, we assume that the state covariance matrix is not block diag-
onal. Therefore, for a reduced model with aggregates that involve only a subset of the
state variables, a balanced realisation does not exist. Consequently, the Hankel singular
values of the system cannot be approximated using a balanced realisation. Moreover,
no other practical algorithms exist besides those that involve linearising the system first
(Marquardt, 2002). We therefore conclude that balanced truncation cannot meet our
objectives, and proceed to investigate the method of Proper Orthogonal Decomposition.
6.2 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)
6.2.1 POD - The basic idea
Like balanced truncation, the method of POD (Rathinam and Petzold, 2003; Rowley et
al., 2004) is a projection method, meaning that the reduced model variables are linear
combinations of the full model variables. In the previous section we established that
this is undesirable because the reduced models are difficult to interpret in an ecological
setting, and because trophic relationships are obscured. However, unlike BT, the method
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is amenable to simple modifications so that the aggregates consist of only a few variables
that can easily be interpreted. Moreover, these modifications permit state variables to
remain unaggregated without increasing the complexity of their derivatives. In this section
the method of POD is described, and the modifications are described in the subsequent
sections.
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition has its origin in data fitting, in particular, statistical
regression. The basic idea is to identify a line of best fit to a given set of data. Here
“best fit” refers to minimising the sum of squares of the Euclidean distances between the
data and their estimates. In several dimensions, the “line” is a hyperplane. This concept
can be extended to the reduction of dynamical systems models described by differential
equations. After collecting data from simulated system trajectories and identifying the
plane of best fit, we not only project the data onto the plane, but also the time derivative
vectors at the projected points. Therefore, the new model is a set of differential equations
whose solution lies on the hyperplane. Note that since the model output is continuous,
the hyperplane is identified using an integral of least-squares criterion rather than a sum.
This criterion and the mathematical derivation of the lower order (i.e. reduced) model
will be discussed in the next section. For now we illustrate this idea using a discrete set
of data for ease of presentation.
Suppose we have an order two system described by the equation x˙ = f(x, u, t), and that
the trajectory is sampled at discrete intervals. Figure 6.2.1.1A shows the data with a
line of best fit found using a least-squares criterion. Figure 6.2.1.1B shows the data point
x projected orthogonally onto the line at the point xˆ. Both x and its estimate xˆ have
velocity vectors given by v(x) = (x, u, t) and v(xˆ) = f(xˆ, u, t) respectively. The estimate
vˆ(xˆ) of v(x) is found by projecting v(xˆ) onto the line. Since the velocity vectors of the
approximating trajectory xˆ(t) are always on the line, the trajectory remains on the line.
Hence it has a lower order than the original, x(t).
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Figure 6.2.1.1: The idea of POD. A. Data with a line of best fit. B. The point x is
orthogonally projected onto the line at the point xˆ. C. The derivative v at x is shown
with the derivative at xˆ. D. The derivative at xˆ is projected onto the line, resulting in vˆ,
the approximation of v.
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6.2.2 Derivation of the reduced model
Before we can derive the equations of the lower order model, we must first find our
hyperplane of best fit S. We begin by considering a single data point x ∈ Rn. We
seek a k-dimensional subspace S ⊂ Rn and an orthogonal projection P onto S such that
‖x − Px‖2 is minimised. That is, we seek a matrix P of rank k such that ‖x − Px‖2
is minimised. Here, ‖ · ‖ denotes Euclidean distance in Rn, that is, the Euclidean norm
given by ‖x‖2 =
√∑n
j=1 x
2
j .
It is easier to find P by recognising that it maximises ‖Px‖2. Indeed, since P is an
orthogonal projection we have 〈x− Px, Px〉 = 〈Px, x− Px〉 = 0. Therefore,
‖x‖2 = ‖x− Px+ Px‖2
= 〈(x− Px) + Px, (x− Px) + Px〉
= ‖x− Px‖2 + 〈x− Px, Px〉+ 〈Px, x− Px〉+ ‖Px‖2
= ‖x− Px‖2 + ‖Px‖2.
Since ‖x‖ is fixed, ‖x − Px‖2 + ‖Px‖2 is fixed. Thus minimising ‖x − Px‖2 over P is
equivalent to maximising ‖Px‖2 over P .
Also, since P is orthogonal, we can choose an orthonormal basis {ϕi | i = 1, . . . , n}
of Rn such that x =
∑n
i=1 ϕi〈ϕi, x〉, and the set {ϕi | i = 1, . . . , k} span S. That is,
Px =
∑k
i=1 ϕi〈ϕi, x〉. Thus we have:
min
P
‖x− Px‖2 ≡ max
P
‖Px‖2
= max
{ϕi}
‖
k∑
i=1
ϕi〈ϕi, x〉‖2
= max
{ϕi}
〈
k∑
i=1
ϕi〈ϕi, x〉,
k∑
i=1
ϕi〈ϕi, x〉
〉
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Since the ϕi are orthonormal, we obtain
min
P
‖x− Px‖2 = max
{ϕi}
k∑
i=1
〈ϕi〈ϕi, x〉, ϕi〈ϕi, x〉〉
= max
{ϕi}
k∑
i=1
(ϕi(ϕ
T
i x))
T · (ϕi(ϕTi x))
= max
{ϕi}
k∑
i=1
xTϕiϕ
T
i ϕiϕ
T
i x
= max
{ϕi}
k∑
i=1
xTϕiϕ
T
i x
= max
{ϕi}
k∑
i=1
ϕTi xx
Tϕi
where the last equality holds because xTϕi = ϕ
T
i x. Since ϕ
T
i xx
Tϕi is a quadratic form, the
ϕi that maximises it is the largest eigenvector of the covariance matrix xx
T . The second
largest value of ϕTi (xx
T )ϕi is obtained when ϕi is the second largest eigenvector of xx
T ,
and so on. Since the covariance matrix is symmetric, its eigenvectors are orthonormal.
Therefore we take {ϕi} to be the eigenvectors of xxT corresponding to the k largest
eigenvalues. Thus we have:
min
P
‖x− Px‖2 =
k∑
i=1
λiϕ
T
i ϕi
=
k∑
i=1
λi
where the {λi} are the k largest eigenvalues of xxT .
Our expression for P is then
Px =
k∑
i=1
ϕi〈ϕi, x〉
=
k∑
i=1
(ϕiϕ
T
i )x
= ρρTx
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where ρ is the kxn matrix whose rows are the ϕi. Thus P = ρ
Tρ.
The next step is to approximate a continuous trajectory x(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T . We then
seek the projection matrix P that minimises the least-squares error
∫ T
0
‖x(t)−Px(t)‖2dt.
The derivation of P is exactly like that for the single datum case, with integrals on both
sides of the equations. This time however, the rows of ρ are the eigenvectors correspond-
ing to the k largest eigenvalues of the matrix
∫ T
0
xxTdt.
Being a subspace, the space S must contain the origin. The utility of POD is greatly
enhanced by accommodating projection onto affine spaces, that is, spaces that do not
contain the origin. It is well known that the affine space that minimises the least squares
error passes through the mean vector x¯ of the data. That is, in local coordinates the
origin of the k-dimensional affine space is x¯ in the original coordinates. Although we
could specify any point x∗ as the origin of our affine space, we choose x∗ = x¯.
Identifying the matrix P that projects the trajectory x(t) onto the affine space with origin
x¯ involves only a simple modification of the previous derivation of P . There are three
steps:
1. Translate the data by x¯, so that origin of the translated data x − x¯ coincides with
the original origin.
2. Find the linear subspace that minimises the least squares error for this translated
data. To find the corresponding projection matrix P , we follow the procedure for
the subspace case, except that x is replaced by x − x¯. Thus P = ρρT , where the
rows of ρ are the first k eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
∫ T
0
(x− x¯)(x− x¯)Tdt.
Our translated and projected data in original coordinates is then given by P (x− x¯).
3. Translate this projection by x¯ so that its origin is x¯. The projection of the original
data is then P (x− x¯) + x¯.
Finally, since the reduced model must approximate system behaviour under a range
of inputs um(t), m = 1, . . . , s, we require projection of data from several trajectories
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{xm}. The affine space we choose to project on to minimises the total least squares error∑s
m=1
∫ T
0
‖xm − Pxm‖2dt. Once again, by following the proof for the single trajectory
case, it is easy to see that ρ is the kxn matrix whose rows are the first k eigenvectors of
the covariance matrix 1
sT
∑s
m=1
∫ T
0
(xm − x¯)(xm − x¯)Tdt. Again we have P = ρTρ.
We are now ready to obtain the equations of the reduced model. Let the full model be
written as before (see Equation (1.4) in Chapter 1. That is,
x˙ = f(x, u, t), (6.11)
where x(t) is the n-dimensional state vector at time t, 0 ≤ t ≤ T , u(t) is the input
vector and x(0) = x0 is the initial condition. The time derivative vectors at the points
xˆ(t) = P (x − x¯) + x¯ are given by (6.11) with x replaced by xˆ. However, they are not
necessarily contained in S, meaning that a trajectory that starts in S may in time move
out of S. To ensure that this does not occur, we project the derivative vectors onto S.
Thus the reduced model with order k < n is given by
˙ˆx = Pf(xˆ, u, t) (6.12)
where the initial condition is xˆ(0) = P (x0 − x¯) + x¯.
Since the reduced model has order k, we can choose which variables to include and com-
pute the values of the remaining n− k variables by solving the equation
xˆ = P (xˆ− x¯) + x¯. (6.13)
Thus the approximations of these n− k variables can be written in terms of the variables
in the reduced model. Alternatively, we can represent Equation (6.12) in k-dimensional
space by
˙ˆz = ρf(ρT z, u, t), (6.14)
where z(0) = ρ(x(0)− x¯) and ρ is as before. Here z denotes the approximated state vector
in the coordinates of the k-dimensional subspace S, which has the origin x¯ in the original
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coordinate system. This representation arises from the pair of equations
z = ρ(x− x¯)
x = ρT z + x¯
(6.15)
which describe the same point x ∈ S ⊂Rn in S coordinates and the original coordinates
respectively (Rathinam and Petzold, 2003). From (6.15) we can see that the variables in
the reduced model are actually linear combinations of the original variables, that is, they
are aggregates. As previously discussed this is undesirable, and leads us to modify POD
so that a reduced model has a clear ecological interpretation.
6.3 Modified Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (MPOD)
The first modification we make is to choose aggregates so that any state variable appears
in at most one aggregate. This enables trophic relationships to be clearly preserved. Sup-
pose for now that appropriate subsets of variables for aggregation have been identified
(this is a nontrivial task that we shall return to later). Then the reduced model is found
by projecting each subset onto a separate one-dimensional line using POD. For example,
in an N-P-Z model with two phytoplankton groups and two zooplankton groups, we might
project the phytoplankton groups onto one axis, the zooplankton groups onto another,
and leave the nutrient axis unchanged. This approach also permits variables to remain
unaggregated, so that variables in which we are particularly interested can remain explic-
itly represented. In this study we shall refer to this version of POD simply as Modified
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (MPOD).
We now illustrate MPOD with an aquatic model of order 11, which is an extension of the
N-P-Z model used to illustrate balanced truncation. As such, the specific formulations can
be found in Appendix B. Here N represents dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN), P repre-
sents small phytoplankton and Z is small zooplankton as before. The additional variables
include detritus (refractory and labile, see Appendix B), and sediment counterparts to
the water column variables (indicated by the subscript s) except for zooplankton. There
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are also sand and water variables (WCS, WCV , SWV , SSV ) which are influenced by
settling particles and resuspension (the importance of these influences will be discussed
in Part III of the thesis).
As before, we seek to measure the response of the bay to increased nutrient loads entering
from various rivers and creeks. This time we consider doubling the base nutrient load,
so that um(t) = m · load, m = 1, 2. The output variable is annual average Chlorophyll a
concentration, Chl a (in mg.m−3), and the time frame is T = 4 years (in days). Finally,
we again choose an error tolerance of Etol = 10%. The model equations are as follows,
with the subscript of each rate denoting the source of the flux (part denotes particulate
variables):
N ′(t) = breakdownD + releaseZ − uptakeP + exchangeN − settlingN
+ resuspensionN + tideN + load
P ′(t) = growthP − grazingZ − settlingP + resuspensionP − dilutionP
+ tideP
Z ′(t) = growthZ −mortalityZ − settlingZ + resuspensionZ − dilutionZ
+ tideZ
D′(t) = productionZ − breakdownD − decayD − settlingD + resuspensionD
− dilutionZ + tideZ
WCS ′(t) = −settlingWCS + resuspensionWCS − dilutionWCS + tideWCS
N ′s(t) = releaseDs − exchangeN + settlingN
P ′s(t) = settlingP −mortalityPs
D′s(t) = mortalityPs − breakdownDs − decayDs + settlingD
WCV ′(t) = resuspensionSWV − settlingWCV + inflows+ tideZ
SWV ′(t) = settlingWCV − resuspensionSWV
SSV ′(t) = settlingpart − resuspensionSSV
(6.16)
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After some calculation that will be described later, we identify three aggregates, namely
P + Ps, N + D and Ns + Ds. Hence the order of the full model has decreased from 11
to 8 in the reduced model. The relative errors for Chl a under the base and increased
loads were 2.2% and 2.6% respectively, which are within the tolerance. By comparison,
the POD method with k = 8 produces errors of about 0.6% and 1% respectively. This is
expected since by definition POD minimises the Euclidean distance between the full model
trajectory and its projection. The method of MPOD sacrifices some of this accuracy so
that the reduced models retain an ecological interpretation. In our example the aggregates
consist of variables on the same trophic level. Therefore MPOD has reduced the resolution
of the full model from functional groups to trophic levels; that is, the reduced model
describes the transfer of nutrient between trophic levels, but not within them.
6.4 Partial Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (PPOD)
Despite the success of MPOD in our example, we make further modifications after con-
sidering two issues. These lead us to the version of POD that we use for the remainder
of this study. Since the projections are applied to subsets of the full-model variables, we
call this version Partial Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (PPOD).
The first issue concerns the effect of the scales of the full-model variables on the reduced-
model variables. Since POD minimises the Euclidean distance between a vector x and
its approximation xˆ, it tends to focus on the components on the largest scale. That is,
the basis vectors of the reduced space S have relatively large weights in the components
corresponding to these variables. For example, suppose that the variable x1 has order 10
6
and x2 has order 10
−2. Suppose also that these variables are aggregated via a projection
onto a line of best fit, represented by a vector v = (v1, v2). Then v will have a large first
component because the Euclidean distance between the line and the full model output
(x1(t), x2(t)) is dominated by x1. This is the case even when the relative errors { xˆ2(t)−x2(t)x2(t) ,
0 ≤ t ≤ T} between the smaller variable and its approximation is greater than that for
the larger variable. Even though the smaller scale variables can be effectively approxi-
mated using this basis, the relationships involved may be only empirical. This situation
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can be overcome using a technique that is standard in principal components analysis.
Specifically, we can reduce the effects of scale by projecting the normalised variables xi−x¯i
σi
instead of the original variables xi. Here x¯i and σi are the mean and standard deviation
of xi respectively. The covariances between these variables are of course correlations.
Therefore the only change to the reduced model (Equation (6.12)) is that the eigenvec-
tors of the correlation matrix rather than the covariance matrix are used to calculate the
projection matrix P .
The second issue concerns estimating the variables that have been aggregated. Despite
reducing the effects of scale, an aggregate can still be dominated by one or a few of
its constituent variables. In this case the reduced-model estimates of the non-dominant
variables will behave similarly to the dominant variable estimates, though perhaps on a
different scale. Consequently any diagnostics that focus on the non-dominant variables
may be significantly affected by the aggregation. In order to overcome this situation we
seek aggregates whose dynamics are not dominated by any of its constituent variables,
but are significantly affected by each of them. To this end, once a set of variables {xij},
j ≤ α, has been identified for aggregation, we not only project them but also their sum.
For example, if xi and xj are aggregated to obtain xi + xj, then we project the three
variables (xi, xj, xi+xj). The resulting aggregate differential equation is given by the last
coordinate of Equation (6.12), and represents the variable xi + xj.
A consequence of this action is that a given aggregate is not dominated by any of its
constituent variables. Indeed, by including xi + xj in the projection, we are minimising
the error
∫ T
0
(xˆi − xi)2 + (xˆj − xj)2 + (xˆi + xˆj − xi − xj)2dt
= 2
∫ T
0
(xˆi − xi)2 + (xˆi − xi)(xˆj − xj) + (xˆj − xj)2dt
Since the magnitude of the second term is always between those of the first and third
terms, minimising it ensures that neither of the errors (xˆi − xi)2 or (xˆj − xj)2 dominates
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the other.
In the case of aggregating α > 2 variables xi1 , . . . , xiα , we apply POD to the α + 1
variables (xi1 , . . . , xiα , xi1 + . . .+xiα). In this case, the weights of the xij in the aggregate
xi1 + . . .+xiα are equal, as are the weights of the rates in the derivative
d
dt
(xi1 + . . .+xiα).
Note however, although the weights of the xˆij in the aggregate estimate xˆi1 + . . . + xˆiα
are equal, the weights of the rates in the derivative d
dt
(xˆi1 + . . .+ xˆiα) are not.
As a simple illustration of PPOD we return to the example of the previous section and
consider a diagnostic that involves sediment detritus Ds, which was aggregated using
MPOD. This diagnostic is annual average denitrification (see Appendix B). The errors
for the MPOD estimates of denitrification under the base and increased loads are -21.4%
and 40.3% respectively. Taking the same aggregates (P + Ps, N +D and Ns +Ds) and
projecting via PPOD, we obtain corresponding errors of -21.2% and 33.4%. Depending on
the tolerance these may or may not be acceptable (for Etol = 10% they are unacceptable).
We merely note that the errors from the PPOD model are smaller than those of the
MPOD model, indicating that the estimate of Ds was not dominated by the other variable
in the aggregate, Ns. Incidentally, there is more balance in the phytoplankton aggregate,
indicated by Chl a errors of 2.5% and 2.7% (as opposed to 2.2% and 2.6% for the MPOD
model).
Thus we have a way of aggregating state variables using output from the full model and
some mathematics. This method, which we call Partial Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
(PPOD), involves three modifications of the original method, POD:
1. several projections are identified, one for each aggregate.
2. the projections are calculated from the correlation matrix rather than from the
covariance matrix.
3. the variables in an aggregate ({xij}, j ≤ α) are projected along with their sum.
That is, a projection is applied to the vector (xi1 , . . . , xiα , xi1 + . . .+ xiα).
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Once we have chosen variables to lump together, no detailed understanding of the full
model is required in order to choose the parameters for the aggregate (the issue of choosing
the variables is discussed in the next section). In this case, the order of the full model
is reduced by
∑k
i=1(αi − 1), where αi is the number of variables in the ith aggregate,
and k is the number of aggregates. The price paid is that we lose information about
the aggregate’s constituent variables xij , though these can be estimated using Equation
(6.13).
6.4.1 Choosing the aggregates - the PPOD algorithm
Although we now know how to aggregate a given set of variables, we are still faced with
the problem of choosing such a set. In order to resolve this, we take a similar approach
to that taken for the rate elimination and simplification methods, namely comparing the
time series of derivatives. In particular, we compare the derivative of an aggregate to an
approximation. More specifically, we calculate the time series of the derivative of a given
aggregate agg = xi1 + . . .+ xiα . This is simply the sum of the time series of the xij . Our
first approximation of this time series is given by the last coordinate of Equation (6.12)
with the vector xˆ replaced by the vector (xˆi1 , . . . , xˆiα , âgg), where âgg =
∑α
j=1 xˆij . That
is, the time series of d
dt
agg is approximated by
d
dt
âgg = Pα+1  fagg(xˆ, âgg, u, t), (6.17)
where P is the projection matrix found by applying PPOD to the vector (xi1 , . . . , xiα , agg),
fagg(x, agg, u, t) is the vector (x˙i1 , . . . , x˙iα ,
d
dt
agg), and α+ 1 denotes the last row of P .
However, this approximation contains xˆi for which we have no data. We approximate
further by replacing the xˆi that are not in the aggregate by xi, and write the remaining
xˆi in terms of âgg. This is achieved using Equation (6.13) with the vector xˆ replaced by
the vector (xˆi1 , . . . , xˆiα , âgg), and âgg in turn replaced by agg. Therefore the time series
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of d
dt
agg is approximated by
d
dt
âgg = Pα+1  fagg(xagg, agg, u, t), (6.18)
where xagg is the vector of xi not in the aggregate agg. If the xi and xˆi are “close”, and
if agg and âgg are close, then this approximation will yield a small least-squares error
Eagg =
∫ T
0
( d
dt
âgg − d
dt
agg)2dt∫ T
0
( d
dt
agg)2dt
(6.19)
where d
dt
âgg is calculated from Equation (6.18). Otherwise the error will be large. Thus
we measure the validity of aggregating the xij by the error given in Equation (6.19).
Note that this approach can only be a guide for choosing aggregates. That is, a small error
does not guarantee that the approximate aggregate will behave like the true aggregate
- its effect on the non-aggregated variables must be taken into account. However, given
the presence of these variables in the derivative of âgg, a small error is likely to indicate
an appropriate aggregate. We could check this more thoroughly by comparing the time
series of the non-aggregated derivatives with their approximations, but this becomes com-
putationally expensive. Moreover, we shall see that the procedure described is adequate.
The algorithm for identifying aggregates that was used in this study is shown in Figure
6.4.1.1. Here aggjm is the list of variables that are candidates for being aggregated with
xj under the input um(t), and aggj is the list of variables that are candidates for being
aggregated with xj in the reduced model.
If there is a set of indices J = {i1, . . . , iα} such that aggia = aggib for all a, b ≤ α,
then the aggregate {xi1 + . . . xiα} was included in the reduced model in place of the
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Start
Set aggjm={} and aggj={}.
Stop
Set m=1 Is m>s?
No
Run the 
model
Set j=1
Add xk to aggjm
Set j=j+1 Is j=n?
Set m=m+1
Yes
Set aggj= ∩m aggjm
Yes
No
Yes
No
Is Ekagg ≤ Enom? 
For all xi∉ aggjm, calculate Eiagg, 
where agg=∑A xα, and 
A=∪{{xi},{xj},aggjm}
Find k such that 
Ekagg = Min(Eiagg)
Figure 6.4.1.1: The algorithm used for aggregating state variables.
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individual {xij}, ij ∈ J . The reduced model is then given by
d
dt
xˆj = fˆj(xˆ, âgg, u, t)
d
dt
âggi = fˆi(xˆ, âgg, u, t)
where xˆ is the vector of state variables that are not aggregated and âgg is the vector of
aggregates. The fˆj are the original fj with the non-aggregated xj replaced by the xˆj,
and each aggregated xj replaced by its expression in terms of the relevant âggi which is
found by solving Equation (6.13) as before. The approximated aggregate derivatives fˆi
are given in Equation (6.17) for each i. The initial conditions xj(0) are unchanged for the
non-aggregated variables, while for each aggregate âggi, the initial condition is found by
solving the last equation of the set (6.13). That is, we solve âggi(0) = Pα+1(xˆ
i(0)−x¯i)+x¯i,
where xˆi is the vector (xˆi1 , . . . , xˆiα , âggi), x¯
i is the corresponding vector of means and the
subscript α+ 1 denotes the last row of the projection matrix P .
6.5 Implementing the method for the test model
The aggregation algorithm was applied in two stages. The first involved aggregating all
like variables in nearby boxes. So for example, zooplankton in a given box could only be
lumped with zooplankton in other boxes, and for any two zooplankton in an aggregate, all
zooplankton in the intermediate boxes are also in the aggregate. Moreover, the remaining
like variables in these boxes form an aggregate. Mathematically speaking, let xjb be the
jth variable in the bth box. Then the first stage of aggregation has three conditions:
1. xjb can only be aggregated with xjk, k = 1, . . . , 21.
2. If xjb and xjb+k are in an aggregate, then xjb+i, i = 1, . . . , k − 1, are also in the
aggregate.
3. If for some j, b and k the variables {xjb, . . . , xjb+k} form an aggregate, then so do
each of {xib, . . . , xib+k}, where i = 1, . . . , 7 denotes the remaining variables.
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In effect we are merging boxes into groups, and each group is represented by seven ag-
gregates - one for each state variable. A successful merging, in terms of the diagnostics,
does not indicate that the dynamics of the variables in a given group are the same or
even similar. Rather it indicates that the dynamics of the intertrophic relationships are
similar in these boxes.
The first stage shall be referred to as the “across boxes” stage. The second stage shall be
referred to as the “within boxes” stage, and involves aggregating variables only from the
same box. Further restrictions were imposed at this stage by allowing only three groupings
of variables. These prevent aggregating between trophic levels and are as follows:
1. Upper layer phytoplankton and lower layer phytoplankton.
2. Upper layer nutrient and lower layer nutrient.
3. Upper layer salinity and lower layer salinity.
6.6 Results I. Aggregation across boxes
For a given value of Enom the algorithm often suggests more than one possible set of boxes
that can be aggregated. For example we may be able to lump boxes 14 and 15 into one
group and boxes 16 and 17 into another. Alternatively we may be able to lump boxes
15, 16, 17 and 18 into a group. In such circumstances the reduced model with the fewest
boxes was chosen. Thus in the example we would choose the second option since this
reduces the number of boxes by three as opposed to two in the first option. When the
number of boxes in two possible reduced models is the same, the model whose aggregates
have the smallest maximum error was chosen. For example, one choice may be to lump
boxes 6 and 7 into one group and 8 and 9 into another. Another might be to group
boxes 7, 8 and 9 together. Both reduced models have the same number of boxes. The
first option has two groups and hence two errors computed from Equation (6.19). The
maximum of these errors is compared to the error for the group in option two. The model
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with the smaller error is chosen as the reduced model.
Note that models obtained by aggregating variables shall be coded with “AG”.
Model AG.3
The smallest nonzero error Eiagg (see Equation (6.19)) calculated in the algorithm was
about 3.5x10−5. With this as a starting value for Enom, it was found that the reduced
model with the smallest number of boxes that estimated all eight diagnostics to within
10% had twelve boxes, including five groups of boxes. In the following discussion the
aggregates in the reduced models are each represented by a set whose elements denote
the indices of the boxes in the group. For example, the following sets represent the groups
of the aforementioned reduced model:
{{6, 7}, {8, 9, 10}, {13, 14, 15, 16, 17}, {18, 19}, {20, 21}}.
Thus boxes 6 and 7 were lumped together, as were boxes 8 to 10, and so on. Note that
box 11 which represents zone B remained ungrouped. This is not surprising due to the
hydrological flow patterns here that are unique in the estuary (recall that the two cir-
culation patterns converge here). Also, the boxes near the river were not aggregated,
enabling adequate estimates of the blooms (y1, y2 and y3) and production (y5, y6 and y7)
there. We learn that here the driving effects of the river freshwater influx cause different
dynamic relationships in the first five boxes, and that the other half of zone A is more
homogeneous. We also learn that there is some homogeneity in zone C near zone B.
Model AG.4
Further aggregation resulted in a poor approximation of the bloom at the head of the
estuary (y3). Such aggregation might involve lumping a previously disaggregated box,
such as lumping boxes 12 through 17. Alternatively it could involve further aggregating
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boxes that were already grouped, for example lumping boxes 18 to 21 into one group. In
any case, the model with the fewest boxes that adequately approximated y4 had 10 boxes.
The grouped boxes chosen are represented by the following sets:
{{6, 7}, {8, 9, 10}, {12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20}}.
The zone A groupings remained unchanged from the previous reduced model, and in zone
C box 12 was lumped while box 21 was disaggregated. Therefore, by treating the zone
C dynamics as more or less spatially homogeneous, we learn that the size and location
of the largest bloom are quite robust with respect to spatial variation in zone C, but the
bloom next to the river is not. We also learn that if we are to approximate the near-ocean
bloom (y4) adequately then zone C cannot be treated as completely homogeneous - the
dynamics there require an explicit representation in the model.
Models AG.5.7 and AG.1.2.6
The blooms (y1, y2 and y3) near the head of the estuary were more sensitive to the
spatial structure of zone C than the production (y5, y6 and y7) there. Indeed, the sim-
plest reduced model that adequately estimated the production near the river (that is,
Model AG.5.7) had 10 boxes, with the groupings given by
{{6, 7}, {8, 9, 10}, {13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21}}.
Moreover, the groupings for Model AG.1.2.6 are
{{6, 7}, {8, 9, 10}, {12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21}}.
Thus, if we were only interested in the location and magnitude of the largest bloom (y1
and y2), or the location of the largest production (y6), then zone C can be treated as
completely homogeneous. Note that this is not the case for the bloom at the mouth of
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the estuary (y4).
Model AG.8
The model cannot be aggregated much further. In fact further aggregation is only possible
by grouping zone B (box 11) with zone C, since any other grouping lead to models that
produced negative values. That is, the groupings are given by
{{6, 7}, {8, 9, 10}, {11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21}}.
Only the production next to the ocean (y8) was adequately approximated. This does not
mean that the effect of the flow patterns in zone B on y8 are negligible. Rather, the flow
patterns in zone B do not require explicit representation in order to adequately estimate
the near-ocean production.
6.7 Results II. Aggregation within boxes
For the aggregation-within-boxes stage, the minimum error Eiagg (Equation (6.19)) that
was calculated while running the algorithm was 0.129. Setting Enom = 0.129 resulted in
lumping together upper and lower layer phytoplankton at the river mouth (box 1). How-
ever the reduced model produced negative values, which are unacceptable. Therefore the
dynamics of phytoplankton at the river mouth requires representation of both the upper
and lower layers there. Furthermore, since this was the aggregation with the smallest
error Eagg (Equation (6.19)), it is likely that no other within-box groupings are possi-
ble. That is, the stratification caused by the hydrodynamic flow necessitates a separate
representation of trophic interactions for each layer. This is indeed the case. Gradually
increasing Enom to around 1.0 resulted in groupings of all three types in all boxes. How-
ever, the resulting models all produced negative values (sometimes extremely negative
values). Therefore only aggregation between boxes was possible.
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6.8 Summary of findings
The results of the “across boxes” stage of aggregation are summarised in Table 6.8.1. It
shows the groupings required to estimate each diagnostic. Clearly, significant aggregation
is possible, even when all eight diagnostics are required to be adequately estimated. Thus
the aggregation method is useful for identifying areas of spatial homogeneity and evaluat-
ing the effect of spatial structure on model output. In particular it provides insight into
the importance of space for ecosystem dynamics. It is also useful for reducing the order
of large models and hence their computational demands.
Model Number of boxes Aggregates
in the reduced model in the reduced model
AG.3 12 {6, 7}, {8 to 10},
{13 to 17},{18, 19},{20, 21}
AG.4 10 {6, 7}, {8 to 10},
{12 to 20}
AG.5.7 10 {6, 7}, {8 to 10},
{13 to 21}
AG.1.2.6 9 {6, 7}, {8 to 10},
{12 to 21}
AG.8 8 {6, 7}, {8 to 10},
{11 to 21}
Table 6.8.1: A summary of the reduced models obtained using the method of Partial
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition. Each aggregate of boxes is represented by the set
containing the indices of the boxes in the group.
In addition, the following guidelines for representing the spatial structure of the estu-
ary were identified:
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1. Considerable spatial aggregation was possible even when all eight metrics were re-
quired to be adequately estimated. Indeed the full model was reduced from twenty-
one boxes to twelve and still approximated all of the diagnostics to within the 10%
tolerance. For the production metrics a ten box model was sufficient.
2. The spatial structure near the river was preserved in all reduced models, while the
dynamics in the other half of zone A were more homogeneous.
3. Zone C could be treated as spatially homogeneous when the only diagnostics of
interest were the size and location of the largest bloom (y2 and y1 respectively),
the size of the largest production (y6) and the production next to the ocean (y8).
Otherwise a maximum of four boxes were required to represent zone C, depending
on the diagnostic to be estimated.
4. Zone B must be explicitly represented in any reduced model designed to estimate
the blooms. However it can be lumped with zone C if the production next to the
ocean (y8) is the only metric of interest.
5. The stratification caused by the hydrodynamic flow necessitates a separate repre-
sentation of trophic interactions for each layer.
Like the algorithms of the earlier chapters, no previous understanding was required a priori
in order to reduce the number of variables using PPOD. Rather, insights are gained by
applying the method. However, despite its utility there has so far been no demonstration
that variables in the same spatial unit can be aggregated. That is, we are yet to see
different kinds of variables being successfully lumped together. For example, upper and
lower layer phytoplankton were unable to be aggregated. This issue will be revisited
later in the context of a large, complex spatially homogeneous model. First though, we
investigate the utility of simultaneously applying the methods discussed. This is the
subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 7
Combining the methods
7.1 The aim
In each of the previous chapters the reduced models resulted from applying only one of
the methods at a time. In this chapter we examine reduced models that were obtained by
combining all techniques simultaneously. Models obtained this way shall be coded with
“CO”, so that Model CO.1 is the simplest that estimates y1 to within 10% for example.
A model that is required to estimate a set D of diagnostics simultaneously can be obtained
from combining the models whose numbers are in D. In particular, denote the set of
simplest models that estimate these diagnostics individually by MD. Then the model
we seek is obtained by choosing from these models the spatial structure that has the
most boxes and the fewest number of rate eliminations and simplifications. This implies
eliminating rates using the highest value of Enom that was used for elimination in the
models in MD, and similarly for rate simplification and variable simplification.
For example, suppose that we require a model that estimates y1, y2 and y7 to within
10%, so that D = {1, 2, 7} and MD is the set containing models CO.1, CO.2 and CO.7.
Then the model we seek has the highest spatial resolution of these models, and the fewest
rate eliminations and simplifications. This might mean we choose the spatial structure of
model CO.7, and the rates of model CO.1 with the simplifications of model CO.2. Thus we
have a rule for selecting a level of complexity for the model that estimates the particular
combination of diagnostics in which we are interested. We shall see that this level will be
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less than that of the full model, and so we have made progress towards determining an
appropriate level of model complexity for a given modelling objective.
7.2 Implementation
In order to direct our focus to the model characteristics that influence the outputs the
most, we seek first to minimise the number of state variables. Then only rates involving
the variables that remain are relevant to the output. From here we simplify rates so
that only the important interrelationships are retained. Any unimportant rates will be
simplified at this stage, and then completely eliminated at the final stage. Thus the
procedure we follow is essentially the reverse of the presentation so far. More formally,
for a given output yi the procedure is as follows:
1. Find the simplest spatial structure using PPOD.
2. Simplify the ecological network using the RSM.
3. Eliminate unimportant rates using the BREM.
In the case of estimating y8, we also set variables to constants using the VSM before
aggregating boxes (step 1), and further eliminate rates using the AREM after step 3.
7.3 Results for the test model
Model CO.3
The simplest model that adequately approximated all eight metrics was obtained us-
ing those values of Enom that produced the same results in the previous chapters, namely
5x10−4 for the rate elimination method (Table 4.6.1) 2x10−8 for the rate simplification
method (Table 5.5.1) and the box aggregations given by (Table 6.8.1), namely
{{6, 7}, {8, 9, 10}, {13, 14, 15, 16, 17}, {18, 19}, {20, 21}}.
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Any further simplification by removing a rate, simplifying a rate or further aggregation
resulted in the poor approximation of the bloom at the head of the estuary (y3). Also,
as discussed in the previous results, the effect of tidal mixing on the dynamics of phyto-
plankton near the river (in boxes 1 and 2), as well as a four-box representation of zone C
are required to estimate the bloom in box 1 to within 10%.
Model CO.1
The simplest model that correctly predicted the location of the largest bloom (y1) was
also obtained using the same groupings and values of Enom that were used in the earlier
chapters. The aggregates were given by
{{6, 7}, {8, 9, 10}, {12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21}},
and the Enom values for the rate elimination and simplifications were 7x10
−2 and 1x10−5
respectively. As before, we note that zone C has been made spatially homogeneous with-
out affecting the prediction of the largest bloom.
Model CO.2
Although any further simplifications lead to a false prediction of the location of the largest
bloom (y1), the magnitude (y2) remains well approximated. Actually, any further rate
simplification or aggregation leads to a poor estimate, but more rate elimination is pos-
sible. In fact 128 rates were able to be omitted while still estimating y2 adequately. The
corresponding value of Enom was 0.4.
The rates eliminated for Model CO.2 are summarised in Table 7.3.1 and are a subset of
those discussed in the rate elimination chapter (see Table 4.4.2 for example). As such
they will not be discussed here.
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Variable Process Box range
Phytoplankton tidal mixing 1 to 10
mortality 1 to 8, 11
advection 12 to 20
Zooplankton mortality 1 to 8, 11 to 13
growth 11 to 21
Nutrient tidal mixing 1 to 10
uptake 8 to 18
factory input 2 to 11, 13, 20
Salinity tidal mixing 1 to 10
Phytoplankton (lower) advection 2 to 8, 11 to 16
tidal mixing 10, 21
Nutrient (lower) tidal mixing 1 to 10
oceanic diffusion 21
Salinity (lower) tidal mixing 2 to 10
oceanic diffusion 21
Table 7.3.1: The 128 rates that were eliminated from the full model when Enom = 0.4.
State variables are all in the upper layer unless indicated.
By increasing Enom to 0.405 the effect of the circulation on zooplankton at the river
mouth was removed. This resulted in negative output. To isolate the effect of this elim-
ination the model was run only with eliminated rates. That is, no rate simplification or
aggregation was applied. Since there is no zooplankton in the lower layer, the removal
of the effect of the circulation on box 1 zooplankton resulted in a higher zooplankton
concentration than in the full model. The concentration in box 2 was consequently higher
due to advection. Hence there was more grazing than usual here and less of a bloom. Also
there was less phytoplankton being transported from box 1 to box 2 because of higher
grazing there.
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Model CO.4
The groupings in Model CO.4 are slightly finer than those of Models CO.1 and CO.2.
They are given by
{{6, 7}, {8, 9, 10}, {12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20}},
and are the same as those of the simplest model in the previous chapter that successfully
approximated y4. Therefore the explicit representation of box 21 is still required for an
adequate estimate of the bloom there. There were also 154 rates omitted and 280 rates
simplified, corresponding Enom values of 0.73 and 0.625 respectively. Increasing these lead
either to the removal of the effect of the circulation on box 4 zooplankton, or the simpli-
fication of box 2 phytoplankton mortality. In both cases the bloom next to the ocean is
overestimated.
Model CO.5.7
The simplest model that approximated all four production metrics to within 10% is sim-
ilar to Model CO.3 in terms of rates. The only difference is the spatial resolution of zone
C. Specifically, Enom values of 5x10
−4 and 2x10−8 were used for the rate elimination and
simplification methods respectively (as for Model CO.3), and the groupings were given by
{{6, 7}, {8, 9, 10}, {13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21}}.
Therefore the production near the river is less sensitive to the spatial structure of zone C
than the bloom. Further simplification by any of the methods leads to poor estimates of
the production next to the river (y7) and of the location of the largest production (y5).
Hence, as for the bloom estimates, the effect of tidal mixing on phytoplankton near the
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river cannot be simplified if acceptable estimates of the production there are to be made.
Model CO.6
The simplest model that adequately estimates the magnitude of the largest production
(y6) is similar to that which estimated the largest bloom to within 10% (Model CO.2).
Zone C was treated as spatially homogeneous and the Enom value used for rate simplifica-
tion was 1x10−5. This time, however, the Enom value used for rate elimination was 5x10−4,
far less than the 0.4 used to approximate the largest bloom. Therefore more rates can be
eliminated to estimate the largest bloom than to estimate the largest production. This im-
plies that there are rates that have a significant effect on production but not on the bloom.
Model CO.8
Finally, Model CO.8 is the simplest obtained so far. As in Chapter 5, 132 state vari-
ables were made constant using the VSM (with Enom = 0.0062). The 15 that remain (see
Table 5.4.1) were reduced to 10 via aggregation. The resulting spatial structure had 8
boxes, formed by aggregating zone A as before (with groupings {{6, 7} and {8, 9, 10}),
and by completely aggregating zones B and C. Thus in order to estimate production near
the ocean (y8) to within 10% it is necessary only to distinguish zone A from the rest of
the estuary, and to maintain a fine spatial resolution near the river.
Rates were then simplified using the RSM with Enom = 0.94, so that 21 of the 797 links
(< 3%) remained. Finally, there were 26 rates in Model CO.8, identified using the BREM
with Enom = 0.495, and the AREM with Enom = 0.00434. Further aggregation or rate
elimination resulted in negative model output, while further rate simplification resulted
in a model that failed to adequately estimate the near-ocean production.
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7.4 Summary of findings
The seven models obtained in this chapter are summarised in Tables 7.4.1 and 7.4.2. The
values of Enom used for rate elimination and simplification are shown in Table 7.4.1, as
are the groupings used in the aggregation procedure. Table 7.4.2 shows the numbers of
rates, links and variables together with the percentage of the corresponding full-model
characteristics.
Model Enom for Enom for Boxes aggregated
elimination simplification
CO.1 0.07 1x10−5 {6, 7}, {8 to 10},
{12 to 21}
CO.2 0.4 1x10−5 {6, 7}, {8 to 10},
{12 to 21}
CO.3 5x10−4 2x10−8 {6, 7}, {8 to 10},
{13 to 17},{18, 19},
{20, 21}
CO.4 0.73 0.625 {6, 7}, {8 to 10},
{12 to 20}
CO.5.7 5x10−4 2x10−8 {6, 7}, {8 to 10},
{13 to 21}
CO.6 5x10−4 1x10−5 {6, 7}, {8 to 10},
{12 to 21}
CO.8 0.495 (BREM) 0.94 (RSM) {6, 7}, {8 to 10},
0.00434 (AREM) 0.0062 (VSM) {11 to 21}
Table 7.4.1: A summary of the reduced models obtained using combinations of the model
reduction methods. The values of Enom used for each method are shown.
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Model Number of rates Number of links Number of variables
(% of 451 rates) (% of 797 links) (% of 147 variables)
CO.1 218 (48%) 325 (41%) 63 (43%)
CO.2 217 (48%) 302 (38%) 63 (43%)
CO.3 250 (55%) 450 (56%) 84 (57%)
CO.4 222 (49%) 266 (33%) 70 (48%)
CO.5.7 250 (55%) 374 (47%) 70 (48%)
CO.6 236 (52%) 335 (42%) 63 (43%)
CO.8 26 (6%) 21 (3%) 10 (7%)
Table 7.4.2: A summary of the reduced models obtained using combinations of the model
reduction methods. The columns show the numbers of rates, links and state variables
for each reduced model. The percentages of the corresponding full-model figures are also
given.
Clearly, significant reductions in model complexity are possible even when we seek to
approximate all eight diagnostics to within 10%. If only some estimates are required,
then depending on the diagnostic of interest, the spatial resolution can be reduced to as
low as eight boxes (38% of the full model), up to 425 (94%) rates can be eliminated and
up to 776 (97%) links can be made constant. When the methods were applied simultane-
ously, some of the reduced models were combinations of the models obtained by applying
the techniques individually. That is, they were obtained using the values of Enom that
were used in the earlier chapters. Other times, new models were found using values of
Enom that have not been used before. This occurred more often as the reduced models
became simpler, for example in Model CO.8. Therefore the interaction of the effects of
the methods became more apparent as further simplifications were made.
With regard to identifying modelling guidelines for a given set of diagnostics, a procedure
for selecting an appropriate level of complexity was proposed which involves combining
the most detailed structures from the models that estimate the diagnostics individually.
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In particular, we choose from these models the spatial structure that has the most boxes
and the smallest number of rate eliminations and simplifications. In the case of the test
model diagnostics, the following guidelines were identified (see the earlier chapters for
more detail):
1. All models require spatial resolution near the river, and zone B must be explicitly
represented for acceptable estimates of the bloom diagnostics.
2. Zone C can be treated as almost spatially homogeneous except when estimates of
the bloom next to the river (y3) are required.
3. the effect of tidal mixing on phytoplankton near the river cannot be simplified if
acceptable estimates of the production there (y5 and y7) are to be made. In addition,
a four-box resolution of zone C is necessary for an adequate estimate of the bloom
at the river mouth (y3).
4. The effect of the circulation on zooplankton at the river mouth is necessary for an
adequate estimate of the size of the largest bloom (y2).
5. the explicit representation of the box next to the ocean (box 21) is required for an
adequate estimate of the bloom there (y4).
Finally, for any combination of the diagnostics, reduced models were identified using
methods that required no previous experience with the model, and that provided insights
into the system’s dynamics. Consequently, guidelines for selecting the complexity of
a model for a given modelling objective were identified. In particular, the necessary
level of complexity for any combination of the diagnostics was less than that of the full
model. Therefore progress was made towards determining an appropriate level of model
complexity for a given modelling objective.
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Part III
Simplify the Port Phillip Bay Model
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Chapter 8
The Port Phillip Bay Model
(PPBM)
So far we have proposed five techniques for model simplification that have proven useful
and insightful in the case of a test model. In the next few chapters we investigate the
utility of these techniques for simplifying a complex model of Port Phillip Bay, Australia.
The model we experiment with is a modification of the Port Phillip Bay Integrated Model
(PPBIM; Murray and Parslow, 1997) which was developed during the 90’s by the CSIRO
as part of the Port Phillip Bay Environmental Study (PPBES; Harris et al., 1996). The
model has since undergone several revisions, and we refer to the version used here simply
as the Port Phillip Bay Model (PPBM).
Port Phillip Bay is a semi-enclosed marine environment located in Victoria, Australia
(Figure 8.1). It is approximately horseshoe-shaped with an area of about 1930km2. For
its size it is quite shallow with a maximum depth of about twenty four meters, and has
a relatively narrow opening (about three kilometres wide) to Bass Strait at the southern
end. The bay accommodates Melbourne, a city of nearly three and a half million peo-
ple, and is subject to recreational fishing and inputs of nutrients and other particulates.
The major sources of these inputs are the Yarra river and the Western Treatment Plant
(WTP), while other rivers and creeks make smaller contributions. These sources are in-
dicated by arrows in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: Port Phillip Bay
The model incorporates biological and physical processes in both the sediment and the
water column, and so the bay is divided into water column and sediment layers. All
biological processes and some of the physical processes occur within these layers, with the
remaining physical processes involving exchange between the bay and its surroundings.
The main currency of the model is nitrogen, which the model tracks in the forms of nitrates
and nitrites, ammonia, organic nitrogen, and the nutrient content of primary producers,
pelagic and benthic consumers, macrophytes and detritus. Silica is also included because
it is a limiting nutrient of the large phytoplankton and the microphytobenthos.
Four physical state variables are included, namely the particulate volume of the sediment,
the water volume of the sediment, the concentration of sand suspended in the water col-
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umn and the volume of the water column. Aside from these, there are 13 state variables
in the water column, 9 in the sediment and three epibenthos. Therefore, we have 29 state
variables. These are listed with their units in Table 8.1 along with their symbols which
we use throughout the discussion. The subscript “s” denotes a sediment variable.
Variable name Units WC Sed Epi
Ammonia mg N m−3 NH NHs
Nitrate (and nitrite) mg N m−3 NO NOs
Small phytoplankton mg N m−3 PS
Large phytoplankton mg N m−3 PL PLs
Dinoflagellates mg N m−3 DF
MicrophytoBenthos mg N m−3 MB MBs
Small zooplankton mg N m−3 ZS
Large zooplankton mg N m−3 ZL
Labile detritus mg N m−3 DL DLs
Refractory detritus mg N m−3 DR DRs
Dissolved organic nitrogen mg N m−3 DON DONs
Macroalgae mg N m−2 MA
Seagrass mg N m−2 SG
Benthic filter feeders mg N m−2 BF
Dissolved silica mg Si m−3 Si Sis
Detrital silica mg Si m−3 DSi DSis
Water Column Sand mg WCS m−3 WCS
Water Column Volume m3 WCV
Sediment Water Volume m3 SWV
Sediment Solid Volume m3 SSV
Table 8.1: The state variables in the model, their units and their symbols used throughout
the discussion. The columns labelled WC, Sed and Epi contain variables that appear in
the water column, sediment and epibenthic layers respectively.
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8.1 Biological Processes
The biological processes involve the transfer of nitrogen between the biotic state variables.
Here these are merely outlined - see Appendix II and Murray and Parslow (1997) for
details. The main biological processes for the primary producers are growth, mortality
and grazing, with the corresponding rate parameters multiplied by a time-dependent
oscillation representing seasonal temperature variation. The mortality terms are all linear
except for those of microphytobenthos in both layers (MB, MBs), the benthic filter feeders
(BF) and large and small zooplankton (ZL, ZS), which are quadratic. Macroalgal (MA)
mortality is affected by the stress exerted by the movement of the surrounding water, while
seagrass (SG) mortality increases at high concentrations of dissolved inorganic nitrogen
(DIN), which is defined as the total concentration of nitrates (NO) and ammonia (NH).
That is,
DIN = NO +NH.
The growth rates of phytoplankton (PL, PS) involve limitations of nutrients and light,
and those of seagrass and macroalgae also have spatial limitation. Mortality for the filter
feeders and zooplankton depend on how efficiently they can assimilate their prey. What
is not assimilated is either excreted back to the water as dissolved nutrients, or becomes
labile detritus (DL). Loss due to mortality of all biota also becomes labile detritus, which
then breaks down at a constant rate rDL and is ultimately remineralised into DIN. This
conversion can occur directly or via conversion into refractory detritus (DR) or dissolved
organic nitrogen (DON). Specifically, a proportion FDRDL of the decomposed DL is con-
verted to refractory detritus, while a proportion FDOND of the remaining material is
released as dissolved organic nitrogen. The rest is remineralised into ammonia. Refrac-
tory detritus also breaks down at a constant rate of rDR and is either released as DON
at the rate FDOND, or remineralised. The remineralisation of DON occurs at the rate
rDON .
In the sediment, some ammonia is taken up by microphytobenthos and seagrass for growth.
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A fraction of the excess is converted to nitrate via nitrification. Similarly, microphytoben-
thos and seagrass consume nitrate, and some of the excess is denitrified to nitrogen gas
and released from the bay altogether. This is the bay’s most significant way of expelling
nitrogen. In our model, nitrification and denitrification are represented empirically (see
Murray and Parslow, 1997 for details). At zero remineralisation, a maximum proportion
Dmax of excess ammonia is nitrified, while the denitrification efficiency is zero. As rem-
ineralisation increases the nitrification efficiency drops linearly while the denitrification
efficiency increases linearly, reaching 100% efficiency at the remineralisation level RD,
while the nitrification efficiency declines to zero when remineralisation is R0.
8.2 Physical processes
Besides denitrification there are three main ways that the bay interacts with its surround-
ings. These are the hydrodynamic exchange of water between the bay and Bass Strait,
freshwater fluxes from rivers, rainfall and evaporation, and nutrient and detritus inputs
from Bass Strait, the rivers and the atmosphere. The model also incorporates a function
representing the effect of solar radiation on growth. These processes are described by
time-dependent functions obtained from auxiliary models and field data (Walker, 1997;
Murray and Parslow, 1997). They have units of m3 day−1 for the flows, and mg day−1
for the nutrient inputs, and simulate four years of external forcing. Note that the values
of the biotic state variables in Bass Strait are held constant, that is, we have constant
boundary conditions.
Within the bay all horizontal and most vertical movement of water is accounted for by the
aforementioned hydrodynamic processes. Some water is transferred between layers when
sand and detritus settle to and are resuspended from the sediment, though zooplankton
remains in the water column. The constant settling speeds are given in m day−1, and the
volume and content of the resulting sediment deposit is calculated from the bulk densities
(mg m−3) of the sinking particulates. Sediment resuspension is dictated by the erosion
rate (also given in m day−1), which is the product of a constant erosion rate and a di-
mensionless time-dependent function representing stress on the bay floor. There is also
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an exchange of water between the layers at a rate given in m3 day−1, though no change
in layer volume occurs. Finally, detritus decays at a constant rate with units sec−1. A
full description of these processes can be found in Walker and Sherwood (1997).
8.3 The Purpose of the Model
The purpose of the model is to investigate the response of the bay to increased nutrient
loads. In this study the nutrient loads we consider involve scaling the current (base case)
inputs of DIN, DON and Si from the Yarra and Patterson rivers, Mordialloc creek and
the Western Treatment Plant by factors of 1, 2, 3 and 4. Thus we have s = 4 different
input vectors um(t). The responses are measured by a subset of the diagnostics used for
the PPBIM (Murray and Parslow, 1997), namely average annual values of production,
denitrification etc. We therefore have d = 7 diagnostics (yi), which are listed in Table
8.3.1 with their base case values for our model.
Diagnostic Units Base case value
y1. PL production tonnes N year
−1 8026
y2. PS production tonnes N year
−1 23260
y3. ZL grazing PL tonnes N year
−1 4775
y4. ZS grazing PS tonnes N year
−1 19250
y5. Denitrification tonnes N year
−1 1.05x106
y6. SG production tonnes N year
−1 27167
y7. MA production tonnes N year
−1 176847
Table 8.3.1: The system diagnostics, their units and their base case values.
Since each diagnostic is an annual average, we chose the time frame T = 365 days. In-
cidentally, this is roughly the flushing time of the bay (Harris et al., 1996), which means
that it is sufficient time for the processes that contribute to the diagnostics to take place.
Finally, the error tolerance for the estimates of the diagnostics was arbitrarily chosen as
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Etol = 10%.
8.4 The goal of this investigation
The goal of this investigation is to identify a suite of models that are simpler than the full
model and that, between them, estimate all seven diagnostics to within the tolerance. In
order to avoid ambiguity when selecting models, we require that the selection be uniquely
prescribed for a given set of diagnostics. Furthermore, we require that the suite of models
be as small as possible.
As a first step toward this goal, for each diagnostic we seek the simplest model that
estimates that diagnostic to within the tolerance, as in the previous chapters. Hence in
each of the following chapters we seek 7 reduced models, which shall be coded as before
for easy reference. From these, the suite of models shall be chosen by trading off model
complexity with the number of diagnostics adequately approximated.
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Chapter 9
Eliminating rates from the PPBM
9.1 Formation of a dimensionless PPBM
The dimensional analysis of Chapter 4 revealed which rates of the test model were fast and
which were slow. Despite the range of time scales present there, no rates were eliminated
from the model because the corresponding processes were each important at different
times and at different locations. That is, no rates were dominated throughout the model
all the time. However, a dimensional analysis of the PPBM is warranted since it is possi-
ble that some processes will be dominated all the time. Thus our first step in simplifying
the PPBM is to identify terms that are small for all of the nutrient loads.
In light of the discussion in Chapter 2 concerning scale choice and model order, we at-
tempted to nominate a set of scales somewhat automatically. That is, we want a set of
scales that does not require prior knowledge of the system. Furthermore we seek scales
that are representative of the variables, that is, “typical” values. We thus choose to scale
each state variable xi against its mean x¯i, so that xi = x˜ix¯i. The time scale was t
∗ = 1
day, so that |t˜| = |t|. The forcing functions were also rendered dimensionless by scaling
them against their means so that the coefficients of each term indicate roughly their rel-
ative sizes (on this time scale). Finally, the trigonometric function Tcorr(t) representing
the effect of temperature on growth (see Appendix B) was set to its mean. That is, the
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function
Tcorr(t) = Q
0.5 cos(
2pi(t−31)
365
)
10
was set to Q10.
Reduced models were obtained by omitting rates whose coefficients in the dimensionless
equations had magnitudes less than some nominated value Enom. As in the earlier chap-
ters, we began with Enom = 10
−6 and gradually increased it until the simplest model for
each diagnostic was identified.
9.2 Results of the three rate elimination techniques
For each diagnostic, we seek a reduced model that estimates it to within the 10% tolerance
and that has as few rates as possible. Thus we seek seven reduced models. We have three
techniques for rate elimination at our disposal, namely forming dimensionless equations,
and the basic and advanced rate elimination methods (BREM and AREM respectively).
All three proved useful for reducing the number of rates, though in general, the method
of forming dimensionless equations was inferior to the BREM, which in turn was inferior
to the AREM. Note that models obtained by forming dimensionless equations shall be
coded with “DE”.
Comparing Models DE.6, BE.6 and AE.6
To illustrate how the methods performed, consider the most complex of the seven models
that was obtained, namely the model for approximating seagrass production. The method
of forming dimensionless equations enabled 113 (about 32%) of the 357 full-model rates
to be eliminated (with Enom = 1.2x10
−4). Thus significant reduction can be achieved in
this way. Most of these rates represented physical processes. In particular, the changes in
the water column volume (WCV) due to settling particulates were largely removed from
the state equations of the water column variables. However the corresponding changes in
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the sediment water volume (SWV) were retained.
A further 97 rates were omitted using the BREM (with Enom = 7x10
−4), bringing the
number of rates down to 147, 41% of the full model number. Clearly this is superior to the
result obtained by forming dimensionless equations. Also, this was the simplest model, in
terms of the number of rates, that was obtained which estimated all seven diagnostics to
within the tolerance. Table 9.2.1 shows the relative errors between the full and reduced
model diagnostics.
Load
1 2 3 4
Diagnostic
PL production -1 0 0 0
PS production 0 0 -1 -1
ZL grazing PL 0 0 0 0
ZS grazing PS 0 1 -2 -2
Denitrification 2 1 1 0
SG production -2 -9 -7 -4
MA production 1 0 -1 -2
Table 9.2.1: Percentage errors in the diagnostics for Model BE.6. The threshold Enom
was 7x10−4, and the model has 147 of the 357 full-model rates. It is the simplest model
that estimated all seven diagnostics to within the 10% tolerance.
Aside from identifying simpler models than those obtained with the first method, the
BREM reveals further insight into which components of the model are relevant to a given
diagnostic. In the case of seagrass production, many more of the physical processes were
able to be eliminated. Indeed, the exchange of water between layers was completely re-
moved from the model, as was detrital decay. Also, the water volume changes due to
rainfall and input from the rivers affected only detritus in the water column (DL and
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DR).
Perhaps the most significant omissions were the effects of volume changes due to settling
and resuspension on all variables except those dissolved in the water column. This means
that four variables were decoupled from the system, namely the four physical variables
(WCS, WCV, SWV, SSV). Hence the rate elimination method has led to a reduction in
the model’s order from 29 to 25 without significant loss of accuracy in the diagnostics.
The values of the physical variables can thus be obtained elsewhere, such as another model
or previous field data, and then supplied to the PPBM as input. Consequently we learn
that the volumes of the water column and the sediment are unaffected (in terms of our
diagnostics) by biota. This is not surprising in the case of the water column since its
volume is much larger than the equivalent volume of biota. For the sediment however,
we learn that the change in the ratio of biota to sand (by volume) there is negligible.
Therefore the sediment volume is dominated by the sand dynamics, and so sand is by far
the major component of the sediment.
We stress here that these results do not mean that ecological processes in the sediment
are insignificant. Rather, they simply do not affect the volume of the sediment. In fact,
the changes in the mass of any given settling and resuspended particulate does affect its
concentration, but does not affect the concentration of any other variable. However, the
volume of pore water that is resuspended affects the dissolved water-column variables.
Many of the biological rates that were eliminated involve dinoflagellates (DF) and mi-
crophytobenthos (MB), indicating that these variables have little influence on system
dynamics. Indeed, the only parts of the reduced model in which MB appeared were its
own equation and in the denominators of other rates. Thus MB was neither a significant
food source, nor a significant consumer of nutrients. Also, the DF growth term was elimi-
nated, implying that the only way for the DF concentration to increase is via import from
Bass Strait.
Other biological rates that were omitted include the quadratic small zooplankton (ZS)
mortality term and the linear seagrass (SG) mortality term. The latter implies that sea-
grass mortality is due primarily to being saturated with nutrient, rather than natural.
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The remineralisation of water-column DON into ammonia was also removed, implying
that it too appears only in its own equations and in the denominators of other rates.
Finally, the model obtained by the AREM for seagrass production was the simplest of
the three. It had 101 rates, 46 fewer than that obtained by the BREM. Moreover, the
estimates of some of the other diagnostics were not within the tolerance (see Table 9.2.2).
This means that the AREM was more successful than the other methods at targeting
rates that are relevant to the output in question (SG production), and at discarding rates
that are less relevant.
Load
1 2 3 4
Diagnostic
PL production 14 25 31 34
PS production -3 -3 -5 -6
ZL grazing PL 6 27 36 40
ZS grazing PS -2 -3 -5 -7
Denitrification -4 -1 -1 -1
SG production 7 -4 -8 -7
MA production 10 -8 -11 -14
Table 9.2.2: Percentage errors in the diagnostics for Model AE.6. The reduced model has
101 of the 357 full-model rates (28%).
We also learn more about the system from the AREM than the other methods. In addi-
tion to the earlier findings, the grazing of DF was eliminated from the state equations of
its prey (ZL and BF). Thus we find that DF is less important for ZL and BF than the
other food sources.
However, the most significant omissions in this model were the rates for MB, MBs and
DONs. That is, the right-hand sides of their state equations were set to zero, so that
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these variables were made constant throughout the model. Many of the other rates that
were eliminated involve these variables in other equations, such as the uptake of Si by
MB.
The superiority of the AREM over the other methods is clear. Significantly simpler mod-
els, in terms of the number of rates, were obtained and further insights into the system
were gained. The price paid is additional computation. Specifically, the number of simu-
lations required is equal to the number of rates in the model. For models that run quickly,
this computational load will probably not be important. However, it may become prob-
lematic for models with longer run times, perhaps even prohibitive. For this reason, the
BREM is useful for screening out some of the rates that are unimportant for any of the
diagnostics (see Table 9.2.1).
Models AE.1.3 and AE.2.5
The AREM also identified the simplest models for each of the other six diagnostics.
However, not all of these were obtained using the diagnostic in question to calculate the
sensitivities sijk =
yˆi−yi
∆pjkyi
(see Figure 4.3.1). For example, the models for PS production
(y2) and denitrification (y5) are identical (thus we have Model AE.2.5) and were identified
using y1, PL production. Similarly, the models for PL production and ZL grazing (y3)
are identical (thus we have Model AE.1.3) and were also obtained using y1. So, despite
the effectiveness of the AREM for obtaining reduced models, it cannot guarantee that a
model obtained for a given diagnostic is the most appropriate that can be obtained with
this method.
Nevertheless, considerable reductions can be made. For example, five of the six remaining
models each involved making variables constant, the exception being the model for esti-
mating ZS grazing (Model AE.4). In particular, DF and DON were eliminated from each
of these models, while nitrates (NO, NOs) and seagrass were removed from Model AE.2.5.
This last result is notable since it is NOs that is denitrified. Therefore we learn that the
variation of NOs is unimportant for denitrification (y5). Moreover, nitrification was com-
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pletely removed from the model, which implies firstly that loss of NHs from the sediment
occurs mainly by resuspension, and, secondly, that reliable estimates of denitrification can
be obtained from knowledge of the sediment detritus (DLs and DRs) trajectories. Indeed,
denitrification only involves DLs, DRs, DONs and MBs directly (see Appendix B). Since
DONs and MBs have been made constant in this model, we learn that only the variation
of the detritus is important for denitrification.
However, we cannot conclude that the dynamics of sediment ammonia (NHs) are unim-
portant for denitrification. Indeed, NHs was made constant in Model AE.1.3, but not in
Model AE.2.5. Thus, up to 9 state variables were able to be removed from the full model,
depending on the diagnostic of interest. Furthermore, up to 287 rates were eliminated,
which is 80% of the full model rates.
Besides reducing the order of the full model, we learn that the effects of the minor nu-
trient sources are only important for MA production, and can otherwise be neglected.
Also, the grazing of phytoplankton (PL and PS) by the filter feeders (BF) is unimportant
for PS production and denitrification, while all BF grazing is unimportant for estimating
PL production or ZL grazing. Finally, when the remineralisation of detritus (DL) into
ammonia (NH) was eliminated, both PL production and ZL grazing were underestimated.
Thus we learn that the dynamics of PL and ZL are tightly coupled, and are sensitive to
the dynamics of the nutrient (NH).
9.3 Summary of findings
Three methods for eliminating rates were applied to the PPBM, namely forming dimen-
sionless equations, and the basic and advanced rate elimination methods (BREM and
AREM respectively). All three proved useful for reducing the number of rates in the
model, and for gaining insights into the system. However, the method of dimensionless
equations was superseded by the BREM, which in turn was superseded by the AREM.
For each diagnostic and each method, a model was identified that estimated the diagnostic
to within the 10% tolerance and that had as few rates as possible. A summary of these
models is given in Table 9.3.1. For each pair of diagnostic and method, the number of
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rates in the reduced model is given, together with the corresponding percentage of the
357 full-model rates in parentheses. The order of the reduced models obtained by the
AREM are also given in the last column. Recall that the physical variables (WCV, WCS,
SWV, SSV) were decoupled so that the order of a reduced model is at most 25.
Diagnostics estimated Dimensionless BREM AREM Order of
to within 10% equations AREM model
y1. PL production 185 (52%) 141 (40%) 55 (15%) 16
y2. PS production 189 (53%) 146 (41%) 72 (20%) 17
y3. ZL grazing PL 185 (52%) 141 (40%) 55 (15%) 16
y4. ZS grazing PS 189 (53%) 146 (41%) 91 (25%) 21
y5. Denitrification 199 (56%) 132 (37%) 72 (20%) 17
y6. SG production 244 (68%) 147 (41%) 101 (28%) 22
y7. MA production 201 (56%) 146 (41%) 92 (26%) 20
Table 9.3.1: A summary of the reduced models obtained by eliminating rates. For each
pair of diagnostic and method, the number of rates in the reduced model is given together
with the corresponding percentage of the 357 full-model rates in parentheses. The orders
of the reduced models obtained by the AREM are given in the last column. Note that
the physical variables were decoupled so that a reduced model’s order is at most 25.
Since the findings of the AREM included those of the other methods, we note here the
modelling guidelines revealed by the AREM:
1. Significant simplification is possible even when estimates of all seven diagnostics are
required. The simplest model that estimated all seven diagnostics to within the 10%
tolerance had 147 rates, 41% of the full model number. This was model BE.6.
2. The four physical variables (WCS, WCV, SWV, SSV) are largely unaffected by the
other variables. Consequently they can be decoupled from the system, and the order
of any reduced model is at most 25. Also, sand is by far the major component of
the sediment.
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3. At least 3 state variables (MB, MBs and DONs) and up to 9 were able to be removed
from the full model, depending on the diagnostic of interest. Furthermore, up to
302 rates were eliminated, which is 85% of the full model rates.
4. Detrital decay and the exchange of water between layers have an insignificant effect
on the diagnostics. They were completely removed from the model.
5. Reliable estimates of denitrification (y5) can be obtained from knowledge of the
sediment detritus (DLs and DRs) trajectories.
6. The effects of the minor nutrient sources are only important for MA production
(y6), and can otherwise be neglected.
In addition, some of the insights into system behaviour resulting from the application of
the AREM include:
1. The dynamics of PL and ZL are tightly coupled, and are sensitive to the dynamics
of the nutrient (NH).
2. Dinoflagellates (DF) also play a minor role in the system. DF is less important for
ZL and BF than the other food sources, and DF growth can be omitted, implying
that the DF concentration can only increase by being imported from Bass Strait.
3. Seagrass mortality is due primarily to being saturated with nutrient, rather than
natural.
4. The variation of NOs is unimportant for denitrification, though the same cannot be
said about NHs.
5. Loss of NHs from the sediment occurs mainly by resuspension.
The AREM was more successful than the other methods at targeting rates that are rele-
vant to the diagnostic of interest, and at discarding rates that are less relevant. However,
it does have drawbacks. Firstly, the number of simulations required is equal to the num-
ber of rates in the model, which may be prohibitively large. In this case, the BREM is
useful for screening out some of the unimportant rates. Secondly, not all of the reduced
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models were obtained using the diagnostic in question to calculate the sensitivities sijk in
the AREM algorithm (see Figure 4.3.1). Thus the AREM cannot guarantee that a model
obtained for a given diagnostic is the simplest that can be obtained with this method.
Nevertheless, significant reductions in the complexity of the full model were achieved for
all diagnostics.
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Chapter 10
Simplifying rates in the PPBM
In this chapter we apply the rate simplification method to the PPBM. We begin by noting
that care must be taken in calculating the reduced model diagnostics. In particular, we
must use the simplified reduced model rates and not simply the large model rates with
state variable values from the reduced model trajectory.
10.1 Results of the RSM
Model RS.7
We began with the threshold Enom (see Figure 5.1.1) equal to 10
−6, and gradually in-
creased Enom until the simplest model that estimated all seven diagnostics was identified.
This model had 164 of the 403 full-model links, about 41%, and was identified with
Enom = 0.0019. Thus the complexity of the network was reduced by removing about 59%
of the links. Some of those removed enabled the physical variables (WCV, WCS, SWV,
SSV) to be decoupled. Therefore the RSM, like the BREM, revealed that these variables
are weakly affected by the biological variables. Consequently the order of the model was
reduced from 29 to 25, as in the previous chapter.
This model is also the simplest that estimated macroalgae production (y7). Thus it is also
Model RS.7. Indeed, one additional link was made constant when Enom was increased to
0.002, namely the effect of DL on DSis. This resulted in an overestimation of (y7) under
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the base load.
Model RS.5.6
A further 4 links were made constant without any significant change to the diagnostics.
When the effect of nitrate on ammonia was simplified, however, the relative errors of the
estimates of denitrification (y5) and seagrass production (y6) also exceeded 10% (see Table
10.1.1). Thus, we have identified Model RS.5.6. Moreover, we learn that the dynamics
of water-column nutrients are strongly influential on denitrification and the epibenthic
plants. In particular, there was more available DIN in the reduced model than in the full
model, thus enhancing MA production and denitrification, but also SG mortality (which
increases with DIN, see Appendix B).
Load
1 2 3 4
Diagnostic
y5. Denitrification 12 1 -1 -2
y6. SG production -14 -4 8 8
y7. MA production 20 5 0 -1
Table 10.1.1: Percentage errors for y5, y6 and y7 when the effect of nitrate on ammonia
in Model RS.5.6 was simplified. This model has 159 (39%) of the 403 full model links.
Model RS.2.4
The simplest model that estimated PS production (y2) and ZS grazing (y4) to within
the tolerance had a further 5 links made constant, bringing the total number of links
down to 154. These diagnostics were underestimated by more than 10% when the effect
of labile detritus (DL) on ZS was made constant (with Enom = 0.00403, see Table 10.1.2).
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Load
1 2 3 4
Diagnostic
PL production 4 0 -1 -2
PS production -16 -8 -3 1
ZL grazing PL 5 0 -2 -3
ZS grazing PS -13 -10 -5 -3
Denitrification 20 2 -3 -5
SG production -22 -4 19 21
MA production 31 8 1 -1
Table 10.1.2: Percentage errors in the diagnostics when the effect of DL on ZS was made
constant in Model RS.2.4. This model has 153 (38%) of the 403 full model links.
Model RS.1.3
Finally, the simplest model that adequately estimated PL production and ZL grazing
had 134 links, about 33% of those in the full model. Both of these diagnostics were
poorly approximated when the effect of PL on DSis was made constant.
10.2 Results of the VSM
The algorithm for the Variable Simplification Method (Figure 5.3.1) was run for all vari-
ables in the PPBM except the physical variables (WCV, WCS, SWV, SSV), since these
were decoupled from the system in the previous chapter. That is, we take these as inde-
pendent forcing variables and focus on simplifying the ecological part of the model. Thus
we are effectively considering a model with order 25.
Since we seek the simplest model for each diagnostic, the VSM was run seven times - one
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for each diagnostic yi. That is, seven reduced models were identified by calculating the
sensitivities sij =
yˆi−yi
∆pjyi
for i = 1, . . . , 7 (see Figure 5.3.1). In the discussion that follows,
the reduced models are presented in order of decreasing complexity, where complexity in
this context refers to the number of non-constant state variables.
Model VS.7
The most complex model obtained was that for macroalgae production (y7). Four vari-
ables were made constant, so that the model order was reduced from 25 to 21. These
variables were DF, MB, MBs and DONs, and in fact were made constant in all of the
models obtained using the VSM. Thus the conjecture of the previous chapter, that these
play an insignificant role in the system is further substantiated. It is not confirmed how-
ever, since we only learn that the variation of these variables is unimportant. That is,
the VSM examines the extent to which the links are static, rather than how weak they
are.
The next variable to be made constant by the VSM (with the MA production diagnostic)
was Sis. The resulting reduced model underestimated MA production while overestimat-
ing PL production (y1) and ZL grazing (y3) by more than 10% (see Table 10.2.1). Thus
there is a link between MA and Sis that involves PL and ZL which is important for MA
production. Indeed, since PL production was overestimated (see Table 10.2.1), we learn
that there was less DIN for macroalgae production, resulting in the underestimation.
Tracing this back further, the cause of the high PL production was due to a high level of
silica in the water column (a growth-limiting nutrient), which was resuspended from the
sediment. Thus, the VSM also highlights important indirect links in the full model that
were not obvious before. In this case the link was between MA and Sis.
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Load
1 2 3 4
Diagnostic
PL production 69 34 17 7
PS production -4 -4 -1 0
ZL grazing PL 76 37 19 8
ZS grazing PS -2 -7 -2 -2
Denitrification -3 -2 -1 -1
SG production -4 -7 -4 -3
MA production -16 -10 -7 -5
Table 10.2.1: Percentage errors in the diagnostics when Sis was made constant in Model
VS.7. The variables set to their means in Model VS.7 are DF, MB, MBs and DONs.
Models VS.6 and VS.5
The next most complex model was obtained for the seagrass production diagnostic (y6).
Sediment nitrate was made constant in addition to the 5 constant variables of the previous
model. For the denitrification model (Model VS.5), 7 variables were set equal to their
means. Note however that Sis was not among them, unlike the models obtained so far.
That is, the variables that are made constant depend on the diagnostic that is used in
the VSM algorithm.
Furthermore, Model VS.5 was not identified using y5 in the VSM algorithm. Therefore,
despite the utility of the VSM for linking model simplifications to effects on the output, it
cannot guarantee that a model obtained has as many variables made constant as possible.
Sediment nitrate (NOs) was among the variables made constant in this model, indicating
that NOs has little effect on denitrification. This is surprising since it is NOs that is
denitrified. Note however that it does not follow that denitrification is constant. Rather,
it merely follows that variation in NOs has no effect on denitrification. On the other
hand, by applying the VSM we learn that the dynamics of NHs are important for denitri-
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fication. Indeed, the next variable in Model VS.5 to be made constant by the VSM was
NHs, with the resulting reduced model overestimating denitrification by at least 27% (see
Table 10.2.2).
Load
1 2 3 4
Diagnostic
PL production 1 -24 -35 -42
PS production 7 7 -1 -3
ZL grazing PL 5 -24 -36 -43
ZS grazing PS 15 7 1 -4
Denitrification 33 27 32 28
SG production -15 59 207 368
MA production 36 20 19 17
Table 10.2.2: Percentage errors in the diagnostics when NHs was made constant in Model
VS.5. The seven variables made constant in Model VS.5 were DF, MB, MBs, DON,
DONs, DR and NOs.
Model VS.1.3
In order to estimate PL production (y1) and ZL grazing (y3), a further 5 variables were
able to be made constant in addition to the variables made constant in Model VS.5. These
were NO, DLs, DRs, SG and BF. The resulting model therefore had order 25-13=12, 48%
of the original size. The next variable in Model VS.1.3 to be made constant by the VSM
was Sis, which resulted in both y1 and y3 being overestimated (see Table 10.2.3). Once
again, we see that the dynamics of Sis are highly influential in determining these diagnos-
tics.
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Load
1 2 3 4
Diagnostic
PL production 70 34 -17 7
PS production 5 2 -3 -5
ZL grazing PL 93 43 22 10
ZS grazing PS 13 10 2 -8
Denitrification 26 1 -8 -13
SG production -65 -25 63 167
MA production 34 0 -7 -8
Table 10.2.3: Percentage errors in the diagnostics when Sis was made constant in Model
VS.1.3. The 13 variables made constant in Model VS.1.3 were DF, MB, MBs, DON,
DONs, NO, DLs, DR, DRs, NOs, NHs, SG and BF.
Models VS.2 and VS.4
The simplest models by far were those obtained for PS production and (y2) ZS graz-
ing (y4). Indeed, the model obtained for ZS grazing, Model VS.4, had just two state
variables, namely ZS and PS, which implies that the dynamics of ZS are largely deter-
mined by those of its prey (PS). Note that the nutrients were made constant, which means
that the indirect links between them and ZS are static. In fact, the direct links between
them and PS are also static. An adequate estimate of PS production was obtained when
all state variables (except the physical variables) were made constant (Model VS.2). This
is because PS production does not vary by more than the tolerance in the full model.
However, the same model overestimated ZS grazing by at least 35%, implying that the
effect of PS on ZS is dynamic and significant.
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10.3 Summary of findings
Table 10.3.1 summarises the simplest model obtained by the RSM for each diagnostic.
The last column gives the number of links in the reduced model, with the corresponding
percentage of the 403 full-model links in parentheses.
Model Diagnostics estimated Number of links
to within 10% in reduced model
RS.1.3 PL production 134 (33%)
ZL grazing PL
RS.2.4 PS production 154 (38%)
ZS grazing PS
RS.5.6 Denitrification 160 (40%)
SG production
RS.7 MA production 164 (41%)
Table 10.3.1: A summary of the reduced models obtained using the Rate Simplification
Method. The models are the simplest such that the diagnostics are estimated to within
10%.
Similarly, Table 10.3.2 summarises the simplest model obtained using the VSM for each
diagnostic. The third column gives the variables that were made constant in the reduced
models, and the last column gives the order of each reduced model, together with the
percentage of the 29 state variables that this order represents (recall that the 4 physical
variables were decoupled).
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Model Diagnostics estimated Variables made Reduced model
to within 10% constant order
VS.1.3 PL production DF, MB, MBs, DON, DONs, DLs, 12 (41%)
ZL grazing PL DR, DRs, NO, NOs, NHs, MA, BF
VS.2 PS production All NA
VS.4 ZS grazing PS All except PS and ZS 2 (7%)
VS.5 Denitrification DF, MB, MBs, DON, DONs, DR, NOs 18 (62%)
VS.6 SG production DF, MB, MBs, DONs, NOs, Sis 19 (66%)
VS.7 MA production DF, MB, MBs, DONs 21 (72%)
Table 10.3.2: A summary of the reduced models obtained using the Variable Simplifi-
cation Method. The models are the simplest such that the diagnostics are estimated to
within 10%.
In the case of the PPBM, the application of the rate simplification method revealed
three significant guidelines for estimating the diagnostics.
1. Between 59% and 67% of the 403 links were able to be made constant, depending
on the diagnostics of interest.
2. The physical variables, namely WCV, WCS, SWV and SSV, were able to be decou-
pled since they are weakly influenced by the other variables. Thus the order of the
full model was reduced from 29 to 25. This conclusion was also reached using the
basic rate elimination method in the previous chapter.
3. The dynamics of water-column nutrients are strongly influential on denitrification
and the epibenthic plants. In particular, the effect of nitrate on ammonia must be
represented if adequate estimates of denitrification, SG production (y6) and MA
production (y7) are required.
In addition, the variable simplification method revealed the following insights and guide-
lines:
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1. Four state variables can be made constant in any of the models, namely DF, MB,
MBs and DONs. Depending on the diagnostic of interest, up to 23 variables can be
made constant.
2. The link between MA and Sis is important for MA production (y7). Thus Sis requires
explicit representation for an adequate estimate of MA production. Sis is also highly
influential on PL production (y1) and ZL grazing (y3).
3. The dynamics of NHs are important for denitrification (y5).
4. The indirect links between the nutrients and ZS are more or less static. Therefore,
an order-2 model involving PS and ZS is adequate for estimating ZS grazing (y4).
However, the effect of PS on ZS is dynamic and requires explicit representation for
an adequate estimate of ZS grazing.
5. Since PS production (y2) does not vary by more than the tolerance in the full model,
a dynamic model is not necessary to estimate PS production to within 10%. The
simplest dynamic model that estimates y2 is Model VS.4.
In summary, the RSM and VSM enable significant reductions in the numbers of links (at
least 59%) and state variables (at least 28%), even when estimates of all the diagnostics
are required. The VSM also highlights important indirect links in the full model that
were not obvious before, such as that between macroalgae and sediment silica. However,
the variables that are made constant depend on the diagnostic that is used in the VSM
algorithm. Indeed, some of the models for a particular diagnostic (e.g. denitrification)
were identified using other diagnostics in the algorithm. Thus the VSM cannot guarantee
that the model identified for a given diagnostic has as few non-constant state variables as
possible. Nevertheless, it has proven useful for reducing the order and thus the complexity
of the full model.
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Chapter 11
Aggregating variables in the PPBM
Early results
As a first attempt, the aggregation algorithm was first run with Enom = 10
−6. Two
aggregates were identified namely NH +NO and its sediment counterpart NHs +NOs.
Recall from Chapter 8 that these are the dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) pools, that
is, we have DIN = NH + NO. The resulting errors (Ekagg, see Figure 6.4.1.1) were of order
10−16 and 10−15 respectively, indicating that aggregating these variables will probably
have a negligible effect on the system diagnostics. This was indeed the case, as the largest
relative error between the full and reduced model diagnostics was about 0.5% (SG pro-
duction under twice the base load). Hence the ammonia and nitrate pools in each layer
can be combined into DIN pools. Furthermore, the order of the model was reduced by
two.
There was only one additional aggregate when Enom was increased to 10
−5, namely
DONs + Sis. However, the resulting model produced negative states, which are non-
sensical. This highlights the fact that the algorithm for choosing aggregates can only be a
guide. That is, obtaining a small error in Equation (6.19) does not imply that the aggre-
gate in question is appropriate. Rather, it merely narrows the list of possible aggregates.
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Model AG.1.2.3.4.7
After neglecting DONs + Sis as a possible aggregate, the most aggregated model that
estimated all seven diagnostics to within 10% was identified with Enom = 0.035. This was
also the simplest model that adequately estimated diagnostics 1 to 4, and diagnostic 7.
Therefore, this is Model AG.1.2.3.4.7.
This model had 5 aggregates. In addition to the DIN aggregates, the detritus pools were
aggregated in both layers. That is, we obtained the aggregates DL+DR and DLs+DRs.
The fifth aggregate was MA+BF . This is unexpected and difficult to explain, since MA
and BF occupy different trophic levels and are involved in different processes. On the
other hand, these facts may help explain why MA and BF could be successfully aggre-
gated. In particular, the method of PPOD lumps variables that are approximately linearly
related, so that variables that “move together” may be aggregated. Sometimes this may
be because there is some causal relationship between the variables. At other times, it
may be because there is a common underlying cause of variation (known as a “factor” in
the social sciences). Since MA and BF are involved in different processes, it is plausible
that they are linked by a common source of variation. Further investigation is required
to resolve this hypothesis.
The lumping of MA and BF was the only example of aggregation between trophic levels
found in this study. Although we have shown that this kind of aggregation is possible,
there is not yet sufficient evidence to contradict the finding of Fulton (2001) that only
variables on the same trophic levels should be aggregated.
Model AG.5.6
The only other aggregates that were successfully identified involved phytoplankton and
zooplankton. That is, the reduced models involving any other aggregates resulted either
in negative states or singularities. We shall discuss this further shortly. In the mean-
time, Table 11.1 shows the relative errors in the diagnostics when the two phytoplankton
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groups and the two zooplankton groups were aggregated. That is, the new aggregates
in this reduced model were PL + PS and ZL + ZS. The only diagnostics that were
adequately estimated were denitrification (y5) and SG production (y6). Thus we have
identified Model AG.5.6.
The large (in magnitude) errors of the phytoplankton diagnostics indicate that the dy-
namics of PS and PL are qualitatively different. Similarly, it seems that the dynamics of
ZS and ZL are also different. Moreover, macroalgae production was overestimated, im-
plying that the dynamics of both phytoplankton and zooplankton are important for MA.
In particular, we learn that since phytoplankton growth (and hence zooplankton grazing)
was underestimated, more nutrient was available in the water column for MA production.
Also, seagrass production remains largely unaffected since it draws its nutrients from the
sediment (see Appendix B).
Load
1 2 3 4
Diagnostic
PL production 18 -10 -23 -31
PS production -32 -24 -20 -14
ZL grazing PL 12 -23 -39 -49
ZS grazing PS -36 -24 -12 -2
Denitrification 7 4 4 5
SG production -3 6 9 7
MA production 20 16 18 23
Table 11.1: Percentage errors in the diagnostics for Model AG.5.6. The 7 aggregates are
NH +NO, NHs +NOs, DL+DR, DLs +DRs, MA+BF , PL+ PS and ZL+ ZS.
Similar results were obtained when either the phytoplankton or zooplankton groups were
aggregated, but not both. For example, Table 11.2 shows the relative errors when only
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the zooplankton groups were lumped. These indicate that the dynamics of the predator-
prey pairs, that is, PS and ZS, and PL and ZL, are tightly coupled and require explicit
representation if the corresponding diagnostics are to be adequately estimated. That is,
the relationship between the two phytoplankton groups is dynamic and requires explicit
representation, as does the relationship between ZS and ZL. They also suggest that PL
is an important food source for ZL (ZL also consumes DF and MB, see Appendix B).
Load
1 2 3 4
Diagnostic
PL production 48 -2 -23 -34
PS production -20 -17 -17 -15
ZL grazing PL 80 -3 -35 -51
ZS grazing PS -32 -21 -10 -2
Denitrification 3 3 3 2
SG production -1 -6 1 8
MA production 4 11 16 21
Table 11.2: Percentage errors in the diagnostics when the aggregate PL+PS was removed
from model AG.5.6. Thus the aggregates of this model were NH + NO, NHs + NOs,
DL+DR, DLs +DRs, MA+BF and ZL+ ZS.
Aggregation experiments
Besides being useful for identifying possible aggregates, the aggregate-finding algorithm
can be used to indicate when our intuition may be flawed. For example, it may seem
natural to pool the silica variables (Si, Sis, DSi, DSis), since these appear only in the
PL production and ZL grazing diagnostics and are not of direct interest. Several reduced
models were created in which every possible combination of dissolved and detrital silica
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in both layers were aggregated. However, each of these tended to a singularity, implying
that the silica variables cannot be aggregated.
The final set of experiments undertaken involved aggregating further the groups obtained
so far. In particular, various combinations of the DIN and detritus variables were tried,
but each resulting model quickly became unstable and tended to plus or minus infinity.
That is, it was impossible to lump the DIN or detritus pools from both layers into one
group. Therefore it seems that the separation of the water column and sediment layers
cannot be simplified, which in turn implies that the ecological processes occurring in these
layers are fundamentally different.
11.1 Summary of findings
Table 11.1.1 summarises the models obtained in this chapter. The first column contains
the model names, while the second shows the aggregates in the corresponding reduced
models. The third column gives the order of the reduced model, as well as the percentage
of the full model order (which is 29) in parentheses. These models are the simplest such
that adequate estimates were obtained. That is, any further aggregation would lead to
inadequate estimates, or a nonsensical model.
Model Aggregates Reduced
in the reduced model model order
AG.1.2.3.4.7 MA+BF , NH +NO, NHs +NOs, 24 (83%)
DL+DR, DLs +DRs
AG.5.6 MA+BF , NH +NO, NHs +NOs, DL+DR, 22 (76%)
DLs +DRs, PS + PL, ZS + ZL
Table 11.1.1: A summary of the reduced models obtained using the method of Partial
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition. The models are the simplest such that the diagnostics
are estimated to within 10%. The order of each model is given, as well as the correspond-
ing percentage of the full model order (which is 29) in parentheses.
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The application of PPOD to the reduction of the PPBM has resulted in the following
guidelines for approximating the diagnostics:
1. The DIN pools and the detritus pools could each be aggregated in both layers while
still enabling all 7 diagnostics to be estimated to within 10% under all loads. MA
and BF could also be lumped. That is, the simplest reduced model that adequately
approximated all of the diagnostics had the aggregates MA + BF , NH + NO,
NHs+NOs, DL+DR and DLs+DRs. Hence the order of the PPBM was reduced
from 29 to 24.
2. Lumping the phytoplankton groups results in poor phytoplankton, zooplankton and
macroalgae diagnostic estimates, as does lumping the zooplankton groups. On the
other hand, if seagrass production (y6) or denitrification (y5) are the only diagnostics
of interest, then the order of the PPBM can be reduced from 29 to 22 by aggregating
the phytoplankton groups (to obtain PL + PS), and the zooplankton groups (to
obtain ZL+ ZS).
3. The silica variables (Si, Sis, DSi, DSis) could not be aggregated.
4. The ecological processes occurring in the water column and sediment layers are fun-
damentally different and so this stratification cannot be simplified via aggregation.
Also, the following insights were revealed by the method:
1. Variables in aggregates typically occupy the same trophic level. The only exception
that was identified was the grouping of macroalgae with the filter feeders. Although
surprising, this is not sufficient evidence to support aggregating variables on different
trophic levels.
2. The relationship between the phytoplankton variables is dynamic and requires ex-
plicit representation for accurate production diagnostics. The same holds for the
zooplankton variables.
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3. Large zooplankton and large phytoplankton are tightly coupled and therefore PL is
an important food source for ZL. The same holds for PS and ZS.
Despite its utility, the method does not guarantee success. That is, the aggregates gener-
ated by the algorithm are not necessarily appropriate, and can result in nonsensical model
output. For example, the third aggregate identified by the algorithm was DONs + Sis.
However, the resulting model output involved negative states.
In the case of the PPBM the method could only act as a guide for lumping variables
together, and the validity of such a grouping could only be verified by experimentation.
Nevertheless, it was applied without requiring a detailed knowledge of the PPBM a pri-
ori, and illuminated several guidelines for estimating the diagnostics. It also enabled a
significant reduction of the order of the PPBM (by between 5 and 7 state variables), and
therefore a reduction in its complexity.
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Chapter 12
Combining the methods for the
PPBM
The results of the earlier chapters on the PPBM were obtained by applying the model
reduction techniques individually. In this chapter the techniques are combined in order
to find, for each diagnostic, the simplest model that estimates the diagnostic to within
the 10% tolerance. Thus we seek seven reduced models.
As in Chapter 7, we seek first to minimise the number of state variables. Since the physical
variables (WCV, WCS, SWV, SSV) were decoupled in all of the reduced models obtained
so far, these variables were decoupled here as a first step. Therefore, as mentioned in
Chapter 9, they can be considered as exogenous variables in the same way as radiation
and temperature. That is, their values can be obtained from a separate model or field
data, and then supplied to the PPBM as input. Thus each reduced model has order at
most 25 instead of 29. Further order reduction is then undertaken by making some state
variables constant, since constant state variables are less complex than dynamic ones.
The last order reduction step is aggregation.
The next task is to simplify the ecological network using the RSM. Finally, we elimi-
nate rates that are unimportant for the diagnostic in question. Thus the procedure for
combining the model reduction methods is as follows:
1. Decouple the physical variables (WCV, WCS, SWV, SSV) by eliminating any rates
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from their state equations that involve the other variables.
2. Set as many state variables as possible to constants using the VSM.
3. Aggregate as many of the remaining state variables as possible using PPOD.
4. Simplify rates using the RSM.
5. Eliminate rates using the AREM.
12.1 Results
Models CO.7 and CO.1-7
Of the seven models obtained, the one for estimating macroalgae (MA) production (Model
CO.7) was the most complex. Still, it had only 16 state variables, 55% of the 29 full model
variables. Moreover, it was the simplest model obtained that estimated all seven diagnos-
tics to within the 10% tolerance (call this Model CO.1-7). Thus even if estimates of all
seven diagnostics are required, a less complex model than the full model will suffice. The
relative errors for the diagnostics are shown in Table 12.1.1.
Four state variables were made constant, namely DF, MB, MBs and DONs. These were
made constant in all of the reduced models obtained in this chapter. Also, there were
five aggregates, namely NH +NO, NHs +NOs, DL+DR, DLs +DRs and MA+BF .
Finally, this model has 90 links and 84 rates, 22% and 24% of the corresponding full
model numbers (403 and 357 respectively).
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Load
1 2 3 4
Diagnostic
PL production 4 1 1 1
PS production -6 -6 -4 -7
ZL grazing PL 5 -1 1 1
ZS grazing PS -3 -6 -4 -6
Denitrification -3 3 4 2
SG production 4 4 0 -1
MA production 7 5 1 -1
Table 12.1.1: Percentage errors in the diagnostics for Model CO.7. This model is identi-
cal to Model CO.1-7, the simplest model obtained in this study that estimated all seven
diagnostics to within the 10% tolerance. It has 16 state variables, 90 links and 84 rates.
Note also that the numbers of links and rates were less than the corresponding num-
bers obtained by applying the methods individually (164 and 92 respectively, see Chapter
10 and Chapter 9). This is partly due to the order reduction by aggregation, and partly
due to the interaction effects of combining the methods. That is, we can obtain simpler
models by combining the techniques successively than by merely combining the results
obtained in earlier chapters. In other words, the “sum” of the results from the earlier
chapters does not equal the combined result obtained here. In general, the latter is simpler.
Model CO.5.6
The model obtained for SG production (y6) was also the simplest identified for esti-
mating denitrification (y5). It involved 13 state variables, 71 links and 75 rates. These
figures are 45%, 18% and 21% of the corresponding full-model figures respectively. The
model had less variables made constant than in Chapter 10 because the combinations
of variables made constant and those that were aggregated were inappropriate. More
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specifically, negative states were reached when six variables were set to their means (as
in Chapter 10) and six aggregates were formed, namely PL+ PS, ZL+ZS, NH +NO,
DLs +DRs, DL+DR and MA+BF . One way to avoid increasing the number of state
variables is to set fewer to their means and create more aggregates. In the case of the SG
production model, sediment nitrate (NOs) was aggregated with sediment ammonia (NHs)
rather than made constant.
Models CO.1 and CO.3
In Chapter 10 we found that the models for PL production (y1) and ZL grazing (y3)
had the same 13 variables set to their means. Also, since the only possible aggregates
remaining, namely PL+ PS and ZL+ ZS, result in poor estimates of these diagnostics
(see Table 11.1), no aggregation was possible. However, after eliminating rates, the two
models had different orders. Although the ZL grazing model (Model CO.3) retained 12
variables, the PL production model (Model CO.1) retained only 7. We therefore learn
that there are more processes that are important for ZL grazing than for PL production,
despite the close coupling of PL and ZL identified in Chapter 11.
In particular, Model CO.1 involves only nutrients, phytoplankton and detritus. More
specifically, the variables are PL, its sediment counterpart PLs, detritus (DL), and the
silica variables, Si, Sis, DSi and DSis. Since nitrogen (DIN) was not included in this
model, it is tempting to conclude that it is not growth-limiting. This is not the case,
however. Rather, all that can be said is that the effect of DIN on PL production is more
or less constant, and that the corresponding effect of silica is dynamic. In other words,
PL production is sensitive to variation in Si, and so Si requires explicit representation in
order to adequately estimate this diagnostic. The same does not hold for DIN.
In addition to the variables in Model CO.1, Model CO.3 also incorporated NH, PS, ZS,
MA and of course, ZL. Thus nitrogen recycling, which involves NH, MA and DL (see
Appendix B), is important for ZL grazing. The presence of PS and ZS suggests that com-
petition for nutrients is also important, though further investigation is required to confirm
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this conjecture. Nevertheless, we have learned that although the interaction between ZL
and PL is strong, ZL grazing is sensitive to more system components and processes than
PL production.
Models CO.2 and CO.4
Finally, we arrive at the simplest model obtained in this study, namely that for esti-
mating PS production (Model CO.2). Recall from Chapter 10 that adequate estimates
were obtained despite all variables except the physical variables being made constant.
This is because PS production under different nutrient loads varies by less than the 10%
tolerance. Therefore, a constant estimate will suffice.
The simplest dynamic model obtained for PS production was also that obtained for small
zooplankton (ZS) grazing (Model CO.4). It retained just two state variables, namely ZS
and it prey, PS. Consequently, neither aggregation nor rate simplification were possible.
However, this model consisted of only eight rates, and thus took the following form (see
Appendix B for the exact formulations):
dPS
dt
= PSgrowth− ZSgrazePS −BFgrazePS + tidalExchangePS
dZS
dt
= ZSgrowth− ZSmortality(linear)−BFgrazeZS + tidalExchangeZS
Note that quadratic ZS mortality was excluded from the model. The next rate to be
eliminated was ZS mortality, which resulted in poor estimates for both ZS grazing and
PS production (see Table 12.1.2).
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Load
1 2 3 4
Diagnostic
PS production -14 -12 -13 -11
ZS grazing PS -9 -12 -12 -13
Table 12.1.2: Percentage errors in ZS grazing (y4) and PS production (y2) resulting from
further simplification of Model CO.4. This model has has 2 state variables, 2 links and 7
rates.
12.2 A comparison with results of a previous study
In this section we briefly compare the results obtained in this chapter with those of Fulton
(2001), who also examined large models of Port Phillip bay. However, the two studies
are not rigorously comparable because they consider different models. Nevertheless, the
comparison illustrates the value of the techniques used in this study.
Fulton (2001) studied two models of Port Phillip Bay, namely the Integrated Generic Bay
Ecosystem Model (IGBEM), and the less physiologically detailed Bay Model 2 (BM2).
Although both are much larger than the PPBM (with orders greater than 40), they in-
clude the PPBM state variables. Moreover, some of the diagnostics used in this thesis
were also used by Fulton (2001), and the inputs of the two studies are similar in nature.
In particular, they both involve increasing the nutrient load into the bay.
A significant component of Fulton’s (2001) study involved order reduction via either ag-
gregation or eliminating variables. Since the latter is similar to making variables constant
using the variable simplification method (VSM), we shall consider Fulton’s (2001) results
for these topics.
The reduced models of Fulton (2001) were obtained by experimentation with the food
web. In particular, various components of the food web were aggregated or eliminated
and the resulting diagnostics observed. By comparison, the results of this study were
obtained automatically, and also by combining the two reduction techniques. Figures
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12.2.1A and 12.2.1B show the relative errors for primary production for several reduced
models obtained by Fulton (2001). They are reproduced from Fulton (2001), namely
Figures 5.5e and 5.9e respectively. They show the relative errors against the order of the
reduced models, which were obtained by aggregation (Figure 12.2.1A) or variable elimi-
nation (Figure 12.2.1B). The open circles represent reduced versions of BM2, while the
filled circles represent reduced versions of IGBEM.
Relative error 
(magnitude)
A. Aggregation B. Elimination of       
state variables
Model Order
Figure 12.2.1: The relative errors for primary production in the water column for some
of Fulton’s (2001) reduced models. The models were obtained by: A - aggregation, and
B - eliminating state variables.
The more accurate lower-order models were obtained by eliminating variables (Figure
12.2.1B). This is consistent with the results of this study, in which more order reduction
was made by setting variables to constants than by aggregation. Moreover, the orders of
Models CO.1 (order is 7) and CO.4 (order is 2) in this study, which estimate primary pro-
duction to within 10%, are consistent with the more accurate models in Figure 12.2.1B.
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Similarly, Figures 12.2.2A and 12.2.2B show the relative errors for dentrification (y5) for
some of Fulton’s (2001) reduced models. They are reproduced from Fulton (2001), namely
Figures 5.5c and 5.9c respectively. The orders of the reduced models that estimate den-
trification to within about 10% are either around 4 or 5 (Figure 12.2.2B), or between 12
and 15 (Figures 12.2.2A and 12.2.2B). The latter group is consistent with Model CO.5.6
which has order 13. The former group is due to the explicit representation of the deni-
trification process in both the IGBEM and BM2. That is, the benthic bacteria involved
in denitrification are dynamically represented in these models, whereas denitrification is
empirically represented in the PPBM.
Relative error 
(magnitude)
Model Order
A. Aggregation B. Elimination of       
state variables
Figure 12.2.2: The relative errors for denitrification in the water column for some of
Fulton’s (2001) reduced models. The models were obtained by: A - aggregation, and B -
eliminating state variables.
Finally, we note that the time frame for Fulton’s (2001) simulations was around 20 years,
as opposed to 1 year in this thesis. This difference is important because it is quite plausible
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that different reduced models would be identified by the reduction methods for a longer
time frame. However, some of the findings from this study will hold. To illustrate this,
the PPBM was simulated for a 12 year time frame, and a reduced model obtained using
aggregation, the VSM, the RSM and the BREM. The resulting model had order 15, and
estimated all seven diagnostics to within 10% (see Table 12.2.1). Here the diagnostics are
annual averages over the 12 year simulation period. In particular, the physical variables
were decoupled, while the five variables made constant were DF, MB, MBs, DON and
DONs. The five aggregates were as in model CO.7, namely, NH + NO, NHs + NOs,
DL+DR, DLs +DRs and MA+BF .
Load
1 2 3 4
Diagnostic
PL production 0 1 1 1
PS production -4 -5 -4 -6
ZL grazing PL 2 0 1 1
ZS grazing PS -3 -6 -4 -7
Denitrification 2 2 0 0
SG production -2 -3 0 -5
MA production 7 3 1 1
Table 12.2.1: Percentage errors in the diagnostics for a reduced model obtained with the
time frame T = 12 years. This model has order 15 and estimates all diagnostics to within
10%. Here the diagnostics are annual averages over the 12 year simulation period. In
this model, the physical variables (WCV, WCS, SWV, SSV) were decoupled, and the 5
variables made constant were DF, MB, MBs, DON and DONs. The 5 aggregates were
NH +NO, NHs +NOs, DL+DR, DLs +DRs and MA+BF .
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In closing, the key points to note are firstly that the results of this chapter are com-
parable to those of Fulton (2001), and secondly that they were obtained automatically.
That is, no experimentation with the food web (and hence prior knowledge of the system)
was required. Thus the reduction methods examined in this thesis can save considerable
time in gaining insights into the system, as well as in producing a suite of reduced models
that each estimate different subsets of the diagnostics.
12.3 Summary of findings
For each of the seven diagnostics, the simplest models were obtained by combining the
techniques introduced in the earlier chapters. The forms of these models varied according
to their purpose, that is, the diagnostic of interest. Therefore, for each diagnostic the
important processes and model components were identified by combining the techniques.
Moreover, these models were simpler than mere combinations of the earlier results. For
example, when the techniques were applied individually, the simplest models for estimat-
ing PL production (y1) had 55 rates (Table 9.3.1), 134 links (Table 10.3.1), 13 variables
made constant (Table 10.3.2) and 5 aggregates (Table 11.1.1). By applying the meth-
ods successively, the model obtained for the same diagnostic had 27 rates, 39 links, 18
variables made constant and no aggregates. Thus the effects of combining the reduction
methods in the sequence suggested are more powerful than the sum of their individual
effects.
Table 12.3.1 summarises the simplest models obtained in this study for each diagnostic.
The columns give the numbers of state variables, links and rates in each model. The
percentages of the corresponding full model numbers (29, 403 and 357 respectively) are
given in parentheses. The variables represented in these models, including aggregates, are
listed in Table 12.3.2.
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Model Diagnostics estimated Model order Number of links Number of rates
CO.1 PL production 7 (24%) 39 (10%) 27 (8%)
PS production
CO.2 PS production 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
CO.3 ZL grazing PL 12 (41%) 69 (17%) 40 (11%)
CO.4 ZS grazing PS 2 (7%) 2 (0%) 8 (2%)
PS production
CO.5.6 Denitrification 13 (45%) 71 (18%) 75 (21%)
SG production
CO.7 All 16 (55%) 90 (22%) 84 (24%)
Table 12.3.1: A summary of the reduced models obtained by combining the reduction
techniques. The models are the simplest such that the diagnostics are estimated to within
10%. The columns give the numbers of state variables, links and rates in each model.
The percentages of the corresponding full model numbers (29, 403 and 357 respectively)
are given in parentheses.
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Model Diagnostics estimated Unaggregated variables Aggregates
CO.1 PL production PL, PLs, DL, Si, -
PS production Sis, DSi, DSis
CO.2 PS production - -
CO.3 ZL grazing PL PL, PLs, DL, Si,
Sis, DSi, DSis, PS, -
ZS, ZL, NH, MA
CO.4 ZS grazing PS PS, ZS -
PS production
CO.5.6 Denitrification DON, Si, DSi, NH +NO, NHs +NOs,
SG production PLs, DSis, SG DL+DR, DLs +DRs,
PL+ PS, ZL+ ZS,
MA+BF
CO.7 All PL, PLs, PS, ZL, NH +NO, NHs +NOs,
ZS, DON, Si, Sis, DL+DR, DLs +DRs,
Dsi, DSis, SG MA+BF
Table 12.3.2: The state variables, including aggregates, included in the reduced mod-
els obtained for each diagnostic. Note that the physical variables (WCV, WCS, SWV,
SSV) are not listed since they were decoupled and therefore were treated as exogenous.
In addition to the findings of the earlier chapters, the following insights and guidelines
were revealed by combining the model reduction methods:
1. Significant reduction in the complexity of the PPBM is possible even if adequate
estimates of all seven diagnostics are required. The simplest model identified for this
purpose, namely Model CO.1-7, has 16 state variables, 90 links and 84 rates. These
figures are 55%, 22% and 24% of the corresponding full model numbers, which are
29, 403 and 357 respectively. This model is identical to Model CO.7.
2. PL production (y1) is sensitive to variation in Si, and so Si requires explicit repre-
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sentation in order to adequately estimate this diagnostic. The same does not hold
for the other growth-limiting nutrient, nitrogen (DIN).
3. ZL grazing (y3) is sensitive to more system components and processes than PL pro-
duction, despite the strong relationship between ZL and PL. For example nitrogen
recycling is important for ZL grazing, but not for PL production.
Finally, the results of this chapter are comparable to those of Fulton (2001). Moreover,
they were obtained automatically. Thus the reduction methods examined in this thesis can
save considerable time and effort in determining an appropriate level of model complexity
for a given modelling objective.
12.4 Final recommendations for PPBM users
Recall that we seek a suite of models that between them estimate all seven diagnostics
to within the 10% tolerance. The choice of models to include in this suite is made by
balancing complexity with performance. Here we simply use the model order as a crude
proxy for complexity, since in general the numbers of links, rates and parameters increase
with order. By performance we mean the number of diagnostics that are adequately ap-
proximated.
Figure 12.4.1 summarises the five reduced models obtained in this chapter. It shows the
model order required to estimate each diagnostic, where each set of diamonds connected
by lines indicates that the corresponding diagnostics are estimated by the same model.
From this we can see that if we require estimates of only ZS grazing and PS production,
then an order 2 model will suffice. If estimates of PS production and PL production are
required, then an order 7 model will suffice, and so on.
Since the largest model is required to estimate MA production, it is included in our
suite. By dropping 3 or 4 variables we obtain models that adequately approximate only
1 or 2 diagnostics (ZL grazing, or SG production and denitrification). That is, the extra
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Figure 12.4.1: The model order required to estimate each diagnostic. Each set of diamonds
connected by lines indicates that the corresponding diagnostics are estimated by the same
model.
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effort required to extend the order 12 and order 13 models to the order 16 model results in
dramatically improved performance. We therefore propose that these lower order models
be excluded from the suite. Finally, we include the two smallest models since they each
involve considerable savings if estimates of the diagnostics involving phytoplankton and
zooplankton are all that are required.
Thus our suite of models that between them estimate the diagnostics and that are less
complex than the PPBM has been obtained. The models in this collection are summarised
in Tables 12.4.1 and 12.4.2 similarly to Tables 12.3.1 and 12.3.2.
Model Diagnostics estimated Model order Number of links Number of rates
CO.4 ZS grazing PS 2 (7%) 2 (0%) 8 (2%)
PS production
CO.1 PS production 7 (24%) 39 (10%) 27 (8%)
PL production
CO.7 All 16 (55%) 90 (22%) 84 (24%)
Table 12.4.1: A summary of the three reduced models in the suite. The columns give
the numbers of state variables, links and rates in each model. The percentages of the
corresponding full model numbers (29, 403 and 357 respectively) are given in parentheses.
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Model Diagnostics estimated Unaggregated variables Aggregates
CO.4 ZS grazing PS PS, ZS -
PS production
CO.1 PL production PL, PLs, DL, Si, -
PS production Sis, DSi, DSis
CO.7 All PL, PLs, PS, ZL, NH +NO, NHs +NOs,
ZS, DON, Si, Sis, DL+DR, DLs +DRs,
Dsi, DSis, SG MA+BF
Table 12.4.2: The state variables, including aggregates, included in the three reduced
models in the suite. Note that the physical variables (WCV, WCS, SWV, SSV) are not
listed since they were decoupled and therefore were treated as exogenous.
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Part IV
Conclusion
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Chapter 13
Conclusion
The initial motivation of this thesis was to identify models of Port Phillip Bay that are
smaller than the integrated model (PPBIM) of the Port Phillip Bay Environmental Study
(Harris et al., 1996), and that estimate the model diagnostics to within a specified toler-
ance. This task can be expressed more generally as one of identifying methods that help
determine an appropriate level of complexity of a large ecosystem model, given a set of
diagnostics.
A major finding of this investigation is that model complexity can be reduced using sim-
ple techniques that are easy to implement. In particular, they are automated, so that
a detailed understanding of the system is not required a priori. Moreover, the resulting
reduced models are obtained objectively, that is, without bias towards particular model
components based on the preconceptions of the modeller.
Aside from generating reduced models, the process of applying the methods reveals in-
sights into the mechanisms built into the system. For example, we might become aware
of strong links between variables that were not obvious beforehand, as was the case in
Chapter 10 where we found that the link between MA and Sis is important for MA pro-
duction. Such insights highlight the extent to which the model simplification process can
be applied.
As demonstrated using the test model and the PPBM, the methods developed in this
study are transferable to other ecological modelling situations. Given their effectiveness,
they ought to be applied more routinely to large ecosystem models. Although the tech-
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niques each enable significant reduction in model complexity, they are most useful when
combined. In particular, the reduction procedure of Chapter 12 is recommended, in which
the methods are combined. In general, it is as follows:
1. Set as many state variables as possible to constants using the Variable Simplification
Method (Chapter 5).
2. Aggregate as many of the remaining state variables as possible using Partial Proper
Orthogonal Decomposition (Chapter 6).
3. Simplify rates using the Rate Simplification Method (Chapter 5).
4. Eliminate rates using the Advanced Rate Elimination Method (Chapter 4).
When this procedure was applied to the PPBM, significant simplification was possible.
Indeed, the PPBM could be reduced from 29 state variables to 16 even when all 7 diag-
nostics were of interest. Thus the PPBM is unnecessarily complex.
All in all, the model reduction techniques have proven to be useful guides in reducing
the complexity of some ecological models with prescribed performance measures. They
therefore bring us one step closer to determining an appropriate level of complexity for
such models. However, as for all modelling procedures, some caution must be exercised
when applying them.
In particular, caution must be exercised when simulating scenarios that differ widely from
those used in the reduction process. In this respect, the model reduction process is sim-
ilar to that of validation. That is, confidence in the performance of a reduced model is
strongest when the model is used within the range of scenarios and diagnostics considered
in the reduction (or validation) process.
Also, some of the techniques can be computationally intense. In particular, the number
of simulations required to implement the VSM is equal to the number of state variables,
while for the AREM it is equal to the number of rates. This will not be a concern for
models that run quickly, but may become problematic or even prohibitive for models
with longer run times. For such models, there is a trade-off between the computational
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effort expended on obtaining reduced models, and the complexity of the reduced models.
In short, the more computational effort that is expended, the less complex the reduced
models.
In order to reduce the computational expense of the AREM, the BREM can be imple-
mented at stage four of the reduction procedure (the rate elimination stage), prior to
implementing the AREM. The number of new simulations required for the AREM, be-
sides the original simulations, would then equal the number of remaining rates. Further
computational effort can be saved by avoiding the use of the AREM altogether, so that
no new simulations would be required at stage four. Significant rate elimination can still
be achieved with the BREM, as demonstrated in Chapters 4 and 9. In fact, significant
reduction in model complexity can be achieved by implementing any of the methods indi-
vidually. Therefore, the need for new simulations can be completely avoided by neglecting
the AREM and the VSM. The price paid is obtaining reduced models that are more com-
plex than would otherwise be obtained.
Despite their success in reducing the complexity of large ecological models, there is room
for improving the sophistication and efficiency of the reduction methods. In particular, a
stronger relationship between the extent to which a method is applied (via the threshold
Enom for example) and the accuracy of the diagnostic estimates needs to be established.
This would enable further targeting of model components that are relevant to a given
diagnostic. This study has taken some steps in this direction.
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Appendix A
The test model equations
This section is merely a description of the test model. For a full explanation of terms and
parameters see Li et al. (1999, 2000).
List of variables
Pub = Upper layer phytoplankton in box b.
Plb = Lower layer phytoplankton in box b.
Zb = Zooplankton in box b.
Nub = Upper layer nutrient in box b.
Nlb = Lower layer nutrient in box b.
Sub = Upper layer salinity in box b.
Slb = Lower layer salinity in box b.
voljz = vol of layer j, zone z. j = u, l; z = A, B, C.
EQUATIONS FOR SALINITY
Upper layer salinity
Box 1:
dSu1
dt
=
Qg(Sl1 − Su1)
voluA
+
ωgAg(Sl1 − Su1)
voluA
− QrS0
voluA
Boxes 2 to 10:
dSub
dt
=
Qg(Sub−1 − Sub)
voluA
+
ωgAg(Slb − Sub)
voluA
Box 11:
dSu11
dt
=
Qg(Su10 − Su11)
voluB
+
Qf (Sl11 − Su11)
voluB
+
ωhAh(Sl11 − Su11)
voluB
Boxes 12 to 21:
dSub
dt
=
Qf (Sub−1 − Sub)
voluC
+
ωfAf (Slb − Sub)
voluC
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Lower layer salinity
Boxes 1 to 10:
dSub
dt
=
Qg(Slb+1 − Slb)
vollA
− ωgAg(Slb − Sub)
vollA
Box 11:
dSl11
dt
=
Qg(Su11 − Sl11)
vollB
+
Qf (Sl12 − Sl11)
vollB
− ωhAh(Sl11 − Su11)
vollB
Boxes 12 to 20:
dSlb
dt
=
Qf (Slb+1 − Slb)
vollC
− ωfAf (Slb − Sub)
vollC
Box 21:
dSl21
dt
=
Qf (Sp − Slb)
vollC
− ωfAf (Sl21 − Su21)
vollC
+
(Sp − Sl21)
tr
EQUATIONS FOR PHYTOPLANKTON, ZOOPLANKTON AND NUTRI-
ENT
Upper layer phytoplankton
Box 1:
dPu1
dt
=
Qg(Pl1 − Pu1)
voluA
+
ωgAg(Pl1 − Pu1)
voluA
+ rPu1Min(
Ne
Ks +Ne
,
PARe
ib + PARe
)− rmZ1 P
2
u1
K2p + P
2
u1
− pmPu1
Boxes 2 to 10:
dPub
dt
=
Qg(Pub−1 − Pub)
voluA
+
ωgAg(Plb − Pub)
voluA
+ rPubMin(
Nub
Ks +Nub
,
PAR
ib + PAR
)− rmZb P
2
ub
K2p + P
2
ub
− pmPub
Box 11:
dPu11
dt
=
Qg(Pu10 − Pu11)
voluB
+
Qf (Pl11 − Pu11)
voluB
+
ωhAh(Pl11 − Pu11)
voluB
+ rPu11Min(
Nu11
Ks +Nu11
,
PAR
ib + PAR
)− rmZ11 P
2
u11
K2p + P
2
u11
− pmPu11
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Boxes 12 to 21:
dPub
dt
=
Qf (Pub−1 − Pub)
voluC
+
ωfAf (Plb − Pub)
voluC
+ rPubMin(
Nub
Ks +Nub
,
PAR
ib + PAR
)− rmZb P
2
ub
K2p + P
2
ub
− pmPub
Lower layer phytoplankton
Boxes 1 to 10:
dPlb
dt
=
Qg(Plb+1 − Plb)
vollA
− ωgAg(Plb − Pub)
vollA
− pmlPlb
Box 11:
dPl11
dt
=
Qg(Pu11 − Pl11)
vollB
+
Qf (Pl12 − Pl11)
vollB
− ωhAh(Pl11 − Pu11)
vollB
− pmlPl11
Boxes 12 to 20:
dPlb
dt
=
Qf (Plb+1 − Plb)
vollC
− ωfAf (Plb − Pub)
vollC
− pmlPlb
Box21:
dPl21
dt
=
Qf (Pp − Pl21)
vollC
− ωfAf (Pl21 − Pub21)
vollC
− pmlPl21
Zooplankton
Box 1:
dZ1
dt
= −QgZ1
voluA
+ garmZ1
P 2u1
K2p + P
2
u1
− zmZ1
Boxes 2 to 10:
dZb
dt
=
Qg(Zb−1 − Zb)
voluA
+ garmZb
P 2ub
K2p + P
2
ub
− zmZb
Box 11:
dZ11
dt
=
QgZ10
voluB
− QfZ11
voluB
+ garmZ11
P 2u11
K2p + P
2
u11
− zmZ11
Boxes 12 to 21:
dZb
dt
=
Qf (Zb−1 − Zb)
voluC
+ garmZb
P 2ub
K2p + P
2
ub
− zmZb
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Upper layer nutrient
Box 1:
dNu1
dt
=
Qg(Nl1 −Nu1)
voluA
+
ωgAg(Nl1 −Nu1)
voluA
− rPu1Min( Ne
Ks +Ne
,
PARe
ib + PARe
) +
cmQrNriver
voluA
Boxes 2 to 10:
dNub
dt
=
Qg(Nub−1 −Nub)
voluA
+
ωgAg(Nlb −Nub)
voluA
− rPubMin( Nb
Ks +Nb
,
PAR
ib + PAR
) +
QrwNforceb
voluA
Box 11:
dNu11
dt
=
Qg(Nu10 −Nu11)
voluB
+
Qf (Nl11 −Nu11)
voluB
+
ωhAh(Nl11 −Nu11)
voluB
− rPu11Min( N11
Ks +N11
,
PAR
ib + PAR
) +
QrwNforce11
voluB
Boxes 12 to 21:
dNub
dt
=
Qf (Nub−1 −Nub)
voluC
+
ωfAf (Nlb −Nub)
voluC
− rPubMin( Nb
Ks +Nb
,
PAR
ib + PAR
) +
QrwNforceb
voluC
Lower layer nutrient
Boxes 1 to 10:
dNlb
dt
=
Qg(Nlb+1 −Nlb)
vollA
− ωgAg(Nlb −Nub)
vollA
Box 11:
dNl11
dt
=
Qg(Nu11 −Nl11)
vollB
+
Qf (Nl12 −Nl11)
vollB
− ωhAh(Nl11 −Nu11)
vollB
Boxes 12 to 20:
dNlb
dt
=
Qf (Nlb+1 −Nlb)
vollC
− ωfAf (Nlb −Nub)
vollC
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Box 21:
dNl21
dt
=
Qf (Np −Nl21)
vollC
+
Np −Nl21
tr
− ωfAf (Nl21 −Nu21)
vollC
PARAMETERS
Parameter Symbol Value Units
Maximum phytoplankton growth rate r 0.435 day−1
Maximum zooplankton grazing rate rm 1.4 day
−1
Phytoplankton mortality pm 0.0435 day
−1
Lower layer phytoplankton mortality pml 0.174 day
−1
Nutrient half saturation Ks 1.5 mmol N m
−3
Grazing half saturation Kp 1.5 mmol N m
−3
Grazing efficiency ga 1.0
Zooplankton mortality zm 0.0131 day
−1
One year τ 365 day
Upwelling lag (behind freshet) tl 60 day
Relaxation time tr 60 day
Winter radiation Iw 5 W m
−2
Summer radiation Is 200 W m
−2
Radiation 10% saturation ib 45 W m
−2
Winter salinity Sp0 32.5
Reference salinity S0 33.5
Seasonal salinity variation δSp 2.0
Stratification threshold δSc 0.2
Winter stratification δSgw 0.9
Zone A mixing coefficient ωg 0.216 mday
−1
Zone B mixing coefficient ωhm 86.4 mday
−1
Zone C mixing coefficient ωf 2.16 mday
−1
Winter fresh water input Qrw 8.64x10
7 m3day−1
Summer fresh water input Qrs 8.64x10
8 m3day−1
Area of zone A Ag 4x10
8 m2
Area of zone B Ah 5x10
8 m2
Area of zone C Af 2x10
8 m2
Oceanic phytoplankton level Pp 0.5 mmol N m
−3
Table A.1: The parameters of the test model.
voluA = 50Ag
vollA = 150Ag
voluB = 50Ah
vollB = 150Ah
voluC = 50Af
vollC = 150Af
The zone A circulation in m day−1, Qg = 86400cgβρ0(Su11−Su10) = 86400(106) (Su11−Su10)S0
The zone C circulation in m day−1, Qf = 86400cfβρ0(Su11−Su10) = 86400(106) (Su12−Su11)S0
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The fresh water input from the river in m day−1, Qr = Qrw +QrsSech2(
10(t−0.5T )
τ
)
The zone B tidal mixing function, ωh = 0.5ωhmf(Sl11 − Su11)(1 + sin(2pitτ
24
))
The zone B tidal mixing stratification factor, f =Min( δSc
Sl11−Su11 , 1)
Photosynthetically active radiation, PAR = Iw + 0.5(Is − Iw)(1− cos(2pitτ ))
Effective PAR next to the river, PARe = PAR
Sl1−Su1
δSgw
Effective nutrient level next to the river,Ne = Nu1
δSgw
Sl1−Su1
The oceanic salinity, Sp = Sp0 + δSpSech(
10(t−0.5τ−tl)
T
)2
The oceanic nutrient level, Np = 3.4Sp − 78.3
NUTRIENT FORCING
Nriver is the nutrient concentration of the river, in mmol N m
−3.
Nriver = 9 + 7.5 cos(
2pi(t−60)
365
)
c1 = 1, c2 = 4, c3 = 7, c4 = 10, the multiples of Nriver used as loads.
s = 4, the number of different loads.
The mass of nutrient entering the estuary from each factory is calculated assuming a
constant inflow of Qrw with a constant concentration Nforce chosen randomly between 0
and 20 mmol N m−3. The concentrations for each box are shown in Table A.2, as are the
initial conditions used for the simulations, which were set to the long term mean of the
four runs.
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Box number Nforce Pu(0) Z(0) Nu(0) Su(0) Pl(0) Nl(0) Sl(0)
1 0.00 0.0059 0.00055 17.38 19.81 0.00027 17.07 20.74
2 5.59 0.028 0.0074 17.43 19.92 0.00055 17.22 20.62
3 15.56 0.063 0.04 17.71 19.98 0.00083 17.49 20.55
4 13.39 0.092 0.12 17.86 20.04 0.00095 17.84 20.56
5 12.03 0.01 0.26 17.92 20.1 0.0009 18.22 20.66
6 0.63 0.091 0.43 17.63 20.16 0.00077 18.56 20.86
7 1.48 0.077 0.61 17.39 20.22 0.00066 18.84 21.13
8 10.29 0.064 0.78 17.43 20.28 0.00063 19.07 21.44
9 0.90 0.053 0.92 17.20 20.35 0.00084 19.31 21.76
10 4.61 0.046 1.04 17.11 20.40 0.0018 19.65 22.05
11 13.46 0.022 1.98 18.98 21.51 0.0059 20.30 22.36
12 19.35 0.018 2.13 20.79 22.17 0.0014 25.43 25.12
13 6.35 0.014 2.21 22.16 22.91 0.0012 26.83 25.93
14 17.02 0.012 2.26 23.93 23.66 0.0011 28.18 26.75
15 11.93 0.011 2.28 25.40 24.40 0.001 29.35 27.56
16 11.89 0.0098 2.29 26.78 25.16 0.0011 30.31 28.35
17 5.66 0.0094 2.29 27.83 25.92 0.0014 31.058 29.11
18 16.99 0.0094 2.27 29.23 26.69 0.0027 31.64 29.84
19 19.79 0.01 2.23 30.55 27.45 0.0082 31.98 30.55
20 0.85 0.015 2.18 30.94 28.20 0.03 32.1 31.26
21 18.10 0.031 2.12 31.91 28.94 0.13 32.23 31.96
Table A.2: The nutrient inputs Nforce and the initial conditions for each box. The val-
ues of Nforce were chosen randomly between zero and 20 mmol N m
−3, while the initial
conditions were set to the long term mean of the four runs.
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Appendix B
The PPBM equations
This appendix contains the equations and parameters for the PPBM. For a full explana-
tion of terms and parameters see Murray and Parslow (1997).
List of variables
The state variables of the PPBM are listed in Table B.1 along with their units their
symbols. The columns labelled WC, Sed and Epi contain variables that appear in the
water column, sediment and epibenthic layers respectively.
Variable name Units WC Sed Epi
Ammonia mg N m−3 NH NHs
Nitrate (and nitrite) mg N m−3 NO NOs
Small phytoplankton mg N m−3 PS
Large phytoplankton mg N m−3 PL PLs
Dinoflagellates mg N m−3 DF
MicrophytoBenthos mg N m−3 MB MBs
Small zooplankton mg N m−3 ZS
Large zooplankton mg N m−3 ZL
Labile detritus mg N m−3 DL DLs
Refractory detritus mg N m−3 DR DRs
Dissolved organic nitrogen mg N m−3 DON DONs
Macroalgae mg N m−2 MA
Seagrass mg N m−2 SG
Benthic filter feeders mg N m−2 BF
Dissolved silica mg Si m−3 Si Sis
Detrital silica mg Si m−3 DSi DSis
Water Column Sand mg WCS m−3 WCS
Water Column Volume m3 WCV
Sediment Water Volume m3 SWV
Sediment Solid Volume m3 SSV
Table B.1: The state variables in the model, their units and their symbols.
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STATE EQUATIONS
Water column variables
dPL
dt
= PLgrowth− ZLgrazePL− BFgrazePL
invArea ∗WCV
− settlingPL + resuspensionPL − dilutionPL + tidalExchangePL
dPS
dt
= PSgrowth− ZSgrazePS − BFgrazePS
invArea ∗WCV
− settlingPS + resuspensionPS − dilutionPS + tidalExchangePS
dDF
dt
= DFgrowth− ZLgrazeDF − BFgrazeDF
invArea ∗WCV
− settlingDF + resuspensionDF − dilutionDF + tidalExchangeDF
dMB
dt
=MBgrowth− ZLgrazeMB − BFgrazeMB
invArea ∗WCV
− settlingMB + resuspensionMB − dilutionMB + tidalExchangeMB
dZL
dt
= ZLgrowth− ZLmortality
− settlingZL + resuspensionZL − dilutionZL + tidalExchangeZL
dZS
dt
= ZSgrowth− ZSmortality − BFgrazeZS
invArea ∗WCV
− settlingZS + resuspensionZS − dilutionZS + tidalExchangeZS
dDL
dt
= ZLprodnDL+ ZSprodnDL−DLbreak + MAmortality
invArea ∗WCV −
BFgrazeDL
invArea ∗WCV
− 86400decayDLDL− settlingDL + resuspensionZDL − dilutionDL + tidalExchangeDL
+
unaltDL(t)
WCV
dDR
dt
= DLprodnDR−DRremin−DRsolDON − BFtransDR
invArea ∗WCV
− 86400decayDRDR− settlingDR + resuspensionDR − dilutionDR + tidalExchangeDR
dDON
dt
= DLsolDON +DRsolDON −DONremin
+ exchangeDON + resuspensionDON − dilutionDON + tidalExchangeDON
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dNH
dt
= −PLuptakeNH −DFuptakeNH − PSuptakeNH −MBuptakeNH
+ ZLreleaseNH + ZSreleaseNH +DONremin+DLremin
+DRremin+
BFreleaseNH
invArea ∗WCV −
MAuptakeNH
invArea ∗WCV
+ exchangeNH + resuspensionNH − dilutionNH + tidalExchangeNH
+
unaltNH(t)
WCV
+ cm
altNH(t)
WCV
dNO
dt
= −PLuptakeNO −DFuptakeNO − PSuptakeNO −MBuptakeNO
− MAuptakeNO
invArea ∗WCV + exchangeNO + resuspensionZS − dilutionZS
+ tidalExchangeZS +
unaltNO(t)
WCV
+ cm
altNO(t)
WCV
dSi
dt
= rDSi(t)DSi− PLuptakeSi−MBuptakeSi
+ exchangeSi + resuspensionSi − dilutionSi
+ tidalExchangeZSi +
unaltSi(t)
WCV
+ cm
altSi(t)
WCV
dDSi
dt
= XSiN ∗ ZLgrazePL+XSiN ∗ ZLgrazeMB − rDSi(t)DSi
− settlingDSi + resuspensionDSi − dilutionDSi + tidalExchangeDSi
Sediment variables
dPLs
dt
= settlingPLs − smPLmortality
dMBs
dt
= smMBgrowth+ settlingMBs
dDLs
dt
= smPLmortality + smMBmortality − smDLbreak + SGmortality
invArea ∗ (SWV + SSV )
+
BFprodnDL/
invArea ∗ (SWV + SSV ) − 86400decayDLDLs + settlingDLs
dDRs
dt
= smDLprodnDR− smDRremin− smDRsolDON + BFtransDR
invArea ∗ (SWV + SSV )
− 86400decayDRsDRs + settlingDRs
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dDONs
dt
=
smDLsolDON
porosity
+
smDRsolDON
porosity
− smDONremin
porosity
+ exchangeDONs + settlingDONs
dNHs
dt
=
smRemin
porosity
− Nitrification
porosity
− smMBuptakeNH
porosity
− SGuptakeNH
invArea ∗ SWV
+ exchangeNHs + settlingNHs
dNOs
dt
=
Nitrification
porosity
− Denitrification
porosity
− smMBuptakeNO
porosity
− SGuptakeNO
invArea ∗ SWV
+ exchangeNOs + settlingNOs
dSis
dt
=
rDSi(t)DSis
porosity
− smMBuptakeSi
porosity
+ exchangeSis + settlingSis
dDSis
dt
= XSiN ∗ smPLmortality +XSiN ∗ smMBmortality − rDSi(t)DSi
+
XSiN ∗BFgrazePL
invArea ∗ (SWV + SSV ) +
XSiN ∗BFgrazeMB
invArea ∗ (SWV + SSV ) + settlingDSis
Epibenthic variables
dSG
dt
= SGgrowth− SGmortality
dMA
dt
=MAgrowth−MAmortality
dBF
dt
= BFgrowth−BFmortality
Physical variables
dWCS
dt
= −settlingWCS − dilutionWCS + tidalexchangeWCS + resuspensionWCS
dWCV
dt
= solidV ol − depV ol
+ 86400 ∗ porosity ∗ er ∗ nxsbsIN(t) ∗ area
+ hydroIN(t)− hydroOUT (t) + freshflux(t)
dSWV
dt
= depV ol − solidV ol − 86400 ∗ porosity ∗ er ∗ nxsbsIN(t) ∗ area
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dSSV
dt
= solidV ol − 86400 ∗ (1− porosity) ∗ er ∗ nxsbsIN(t) ∗ area
PARAMETERS
The following pages contain Table B.2, the table of model parameters.
Parameter Symbol Value Units
Time frame T 365 days
Bay area area 1.852422958x109 m2
Maximum PL growth rate mumPLT15 1.7 day−1
Maximum PS growth rate mumPST15 1.2 day−1
Maximum DF growth rate mumDFT15 1x10−4 day−1
Maximum MB growth rate mumMBT15 0.35 day−1
Maximum MA growth rate mumMAT15 0.1 day−1
Maximum SG growth rate mumSGT15 0.07 day−1
PL light half-saturation KIPLT15 10 W m−2
PS light half-saturation KIPST15 10 W m−2
DF light half-saturation KIDFT15 10 W m−2
MB light half-saturation KIMBT15 3 W m−2
MA light half-saturation KIMAT15 5 W m−2
SG light half-saturation KISGT15 60 W m−2
PL DIN half-saturation KNPL 15 mg N m−3
PS DIN half-saturation KNPS 4 mg N m−3
DF DIN half-saturation KNDF 30 mg N m−3
MB DIN half-saturation KNMB 200 mg N m−3
MA DIN half-saturation KNMA 20 mg N m−3
SG DIN half-saturation KNSG 5 mg N m−3
PL Si half-saturation KSPL 20 mg Si m−3
MB Si half-saturation KSMB 80 mg Si m−3
Maximum MA concentration MAmax 10,000 mg N m−2
Maximum SG concentration SGmax 3000 mg N m−2
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Parameter Symbol Value Units
ZL maximum clearance rate CZLT15 0.07 m3 (mg N)−1 day−1
ZS maximum clearance rate CZST15 0.24 m3 (mg N)−1 day−1
BF maximum clearance rate CBFT15 0.003 m2 (mg N)−1 day−1
Maximum ZL growth rate mumZLT15 0.3 day−1
Maximum ZS growth rate mumZST15 2.2 day−1
Maximum BF growth rate mumBFT15 0.005 day−1
ZL growth efficiency EZL 0.45
ZS growth efficiency EZS 0.5
DF growth efficiency EDF 0.6
BF growth efficiency EBF 0.4
BF growth from DL efficiency EDLBF 0.2
PL linear mortality mLPLT15 0.12 day−1
PS linear mortality mLPST15 0.1 day−1
DF linear mortality mLDFT15 0.14 day−1
ZL linear mortality mLZLT15 0.01 day−1
ZS linear mortality mLZST15 0.02 day−1
ZL quadratic mortality mQZLT15 0.01 (mg N)−1 day−1
ZS quadratic mortality mQZST15 0.0002 (mg N)−1 day−1
BF quadratic mortality mQBFT15 10−6 (mg N)−1 day−1
SG linear mortality mLSGT15 0.0001 day−1
MA stress mortality mSMAT15 180 m2 mN−1 day−1
surface stress for MA mortality surfstress 0.000200123 mN m−2
SG overgrowth mortality mSSGT15 0.0002 (mg N)−1 day−1
ZL food to DL FDGZL 0.25
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Parameter Symbol Value Units
ZS food to DL FDGZS 0.25
BF live food to DL FDGBF 0.35
BF detrital food to DL FDGDLBF 0.75
ZL mortality to DL FDMZL 0.25
ZS mortality to DL FDMZS 0.25
BF mortality to DL FDMBF 0.25
DL breakdown rDLT15 0.1 day
−1
DR breakdown rDRT15 0.008 day
−1
DON breakdown rDONT15 0.00176 day
−1
DSi breakdown rDSiT15 0.04 day
−1
DL to DR FDRDL 0.2
DR to DON FDOND 0.05
Remin for zero nitrification R0 200 mg N m
−2 day−1
Remin for max denitrification RD 10 mg N m
−2 day−1
Max denitrification efficiency Dmax 0.25
Chl a to nitrogen ratio XCHLN 7
Si to nitrogen ratio XSiN 3
Background light attenuation kw 0.1 m−1
P light attenuation kP 0.0035 m2 (mg N)−2
DL light attenuation kDL 0.0038 m2 (mg N)−2
DON light attenuation kDON 0.0009 m2 (mg N)−2
Temperature correction base Q10 2
Base erosion rate er 4x10−7 m sec−1
DL decay decayDL 3.4x10
−8 sec−1
DR decay decayDR 1.3x10
−8 sec−1
PL settling velocity velPL 2.893x10
−5 m sec−1
MB settling velocity velMB 5.8x10
−5 m sec−1
DL settling velocity velDL 3.472x10
−5 m sec−1
DR settling velocity velDR 2.314x10
−5 m sec−1
DSi settling velocity velDSi 2.894x10
−5 m sec−1
WCS settling velocity velWCS 0.0323 m sec
−1
Rates ending with T15 are corrected for temperature: rate(t)=rateT15*Tcorr(t).
Tcorr(t) = Q
TcorrExp(t)
10
TcorrExp(t) = 0.5 cos(2pi(t−31)
365
)
invArea = 1
area
, m−2.
refVol = 13.49area, m3.
erate = 8.7264x10−6area, m3 day−1, the inter-layer water exchange rate.
For X6=WCS we have the bulk density: bdensX = 109, m3 (mg N)−1, or m3 (mg Si)−1,
and
iconcX = 2x10
8, m3 (mg N)−1, or m3 (mg Si)−1.
bdensWCS = 2650x10
6, m3 (mg WCS)−1.
iconcWCS = 1200x10
6, m3 (mg WCS)−1.
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porosity = SWV
SWV+SSV
masstosedX = 86400 ∗X ∗ velXarea, settling mass of X per day.
depPor = 1− solidV ol
depV ol
, deposit porosity.
depV ol =
masstosedPL
iconcPL
+
masstosedMB
iconcMB
+
masstosedDL
iconcDL
+
masstosedDR
iconcDR
+
masstosedDSi
iconcDSi
+
masstosedWCS
iconcWCS
solidV ol =
masstosedPL
bdensPL
+
masstosedMB
bdensMB
+
masstosedDL
bdensDL
+
masstosedDR
bdensDR
+
masstosedDSi
bdensDSi
+
masstosedWCS
bdensWCS
For X in the water column and X 6=WCS we have
resuspensionX = 86400 ∗ er ∗ nxsbsIN(t) ∗ area ∗ Xs−porosity∗XWCV .
If X does not exist in the sediment, then Xs=0.
nxsbsIN(t) is a dimensionless function representing stress on the bay floor.
resuspensionWCS = −WCS
WCV
er ∗ nxsbsIN(t) ∗ 86400 ∗ area ∗ porosity
+
bdensWCS
WCV
(1− porosity)er ∗ nxsbsIN(t) ∗ 86400 ∗ area
− bdensWCS
WCV
er ∗ nxsbsIN(t) ∗ 86400 ∗ area PLs
bdensPL
− bdensWCS
WCV
er ∗ nxsbsIN(t) ∗ 86400 ∗ area MBs
bdensMB
− bdensWCS
WCV
er ∗ nxsbsIN(t) ∗ 86400 ∗ area DLs
bdensDL
− bdensWCS
WCV
er ∗ nxsbsIN(t) ∗ 86400 ∗ area DRs
bdensDR
− bdensWCS
WCV
er ∗ nxsbsIN(t) ∗ 86400 ∗ area DSis
bdensDSi
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For particulate X we have
settlingX =
masstosedX
WCV
− PL
WCV
(
masstosedPL
iconcPL
− masstosedPL
bdensPL
)
− MB
WCV
(
masstosedMB
iconcMB
− masstosedMB
bdensMB
)
− DL
WCV
(
masstosedDL
iconcDL
− masstosedDL
bdensDL
)
− DR
WCV
(
masstosedDR
iconcDR
− masstosedDR
bdensDR
)
− DSi
WCV
(
masstosedDSi
iconcDSi
− masstosedDSi
bdensPDSi
)
− WCS
WCV
(
masstosedWCS
iconcWCS
− masstosedWCS
bdensWCS
)
For particulate Xs we have
settlingXs =
masstosedX
SWV + SSV
−Xs masstosedPL
iconcPL(SWV + SSV )
−Xs masstosedMB
iconcMB(SWV + SSV )
−Xs masstosedDL
iconcDL(SWV + SSV )
−Xs masstosedDR
iconcDR(SWV + SSV )
−Xs masstosedDSi
iconcDSi(SWV + SSV )
−Xs masstosedWCS
iconcWCS(SWV + SSV )
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For dissolved Xs we have
settlingX =
X −Xs
SWV
(
(
masstosedPL
iconcPL
− masstosedPL
bdensPL
)
+ (
masstosedMB
iconcMB
− masstosedMB
bdensMB
)
+ (
masstosedDL
iconcDL
− masstosedDL
bdensDL
)
+ (
masstosedDR
iconcDR
− masstosedDR
bdensDR
)
+ (
masstosedDSi
iconcDSi
− masstosedDSi
bdensPDSi
)
+ (
masstosedWCS
iconcWCS
− masstosedWCS
bdensWCS
))
dilutionX =
X∗freshflux(t)
WCV
freshflux(t) m3 day−1 is the net change in water volume due freshwater fluxes, which
are rainfall, evaporation and river flows.
tidalExchangeX = hydroIN(t)
BCX−X
WCV
hydroIN(t) and hydroOUT(t) m3 day−1 represent the incoming and outgoing tides re-
spectively.
exchangeX = erate
(Xs−X)
WCV
exchangeXs = erate
(X−Xs)
SWV
unaltX(t) mg N day−1 is the unaltered input of X. The altered input is altX(t).
c = {0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4}, the list of relative nutrient loads. cm denotes the mth
element of c.
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s = 8, the number of different nutrient loads (the length of c).
Water column ecology
kd = kw + kP(PL+PS+DF) + kDL(DL+DR) + kDON*DON, light attenuation.
lightBot = swrIN(t)exp(-kd*invArea*WCV), bottom light level.
swrIN(t) W m−2 is the shortwave radiation (light) forcing.
lightAvg = swrIN(t)−lightBot
kd∗invArea∗WCV , depth averaged light level.
For X=PL, PS, DF and MB we have Xgrowth = X*mumX(t)*hNX*hIX, where hIX =
Min(1, lightAvg
KIX(t)
) is the light limitation. For X=PL and MB the nutrient limitation is hNX
= Min( DIN
KNX+DIN
, Si
KSX+Si
), and for PS and DF it’s hNX = DIN
KNX+DIN
.
DIN = NH + NO
XuptakeNH = Xgrowth NH
KNX+NH
KNX+DIN
DIN
XuptakeNO = Xgrowth NO
KNX+DIN
KNX
KNX+NH
(1 + KNX
DIN
)
PLuptakeSi = XSiN*PLgrowth and MBuptakeSi = XSiN*MBgrowth.
ZSCLEAR = ZS CZS(t)
1+PS∗CZS(t) EZS
mumZS(t)
ZSgrazePS = PS*ZSCLEAR
ZSgrowth = EZS*ZSgrazePS
ZLCLEAR = ZL∗CZL(t)
1+CZL(t)(PL+DF+MB) EZL
mumZL(t)
ZLgrazeX = X*ZLCLEAR
ZLgrowth = EZL*ZLgrazePL + EZL*ZLgrazeDF + EZL*ZLgrazeMB
ZLmortality = mLZL(t)ZL + mQZL(t)ZL2
ZSmortality = mLZS(t)ZS + mQZS(t)ZS2
ZLreleaseNH=(1-EZL)(1-FDGZL)(ZLgrazePL+ZLgrazeDF+ZLgrazeMB)+(1-FDMZL)ZLmortality
ZLprodnDL=FDGZL(1-EZL)(ZLgrazePL+ZLgrazeDF+ZLgrazeMB)+FDMZL*ZLmortality
ZSreleaseNH = (1 - EZS)(1 - FDGZS)ZSgrazePS+(1 - FDMZS)ZSmortality
ZSprodnDL = FDGZS(1 - EZS)ZSgrazePS+FDMZS*ZSmortality
DLbreak = rDL(t)DL
DLremin = DLbreak(1 - FDRDL - FDOND(1 - FDRDL));
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DLsolDON = FDOND(1 - FDRDL)DLbreak
DLprodnDR = FDRDLDLbreak
DRremin = (1 - FDOND)rDR(t)DR
DRsolDON = FDONDrDR(t)*DR
DONremin = rDON(t)DON
Sediment ecology
DINs = NHs + NOs
hNMBs = Min(
DINs
KNMB+DINs
, Sis
KSMB+Sis
)
hIMBs = Min(1,
lightBot
KIMB(t)
)
smMBgrowth = MBs*mumMB(t)*hNMBs*hIMBs
smMBuptakeNH = smMBgrowth NHs
KNMB+NHs
KNMB+DINs
DINs
smMBuptakeNO = smMBgrowth NOs
KNMB+DINs
KNMB
KNMB+NHs
(1 + KNMB
DINs
)
smMBuptakeSi = XSiN*smMBgrowth
smPLmortality = mLPL(t)PLs
smDLbreak = rDL(t)DLs
smDLremin = (1 - FDRDL - FDOND(1 - FDRDL))smDLbreak
smDLsolDON = FDOND(1 - FDRDL)smDLbreak
smDLprodnDR = FDRDLsmDLbreak
smDRremin = (1 - FDOND)rDR(t)DRs
smDRsolDON = FDONDrDR(t)DRs
smDONremin = porosity*rDON(t)DONs
smRemin = smDLremin + smDONremin + smDRremin
smReminNet = Max(smRemin - smMBgrowth, 0)
Nitrificeff = Dmax*Max(1− smReminNet
R0
invArea(SWV + SSV ), 0)
Nitrification = smReminNet*Nitrificeff
Denitrificeff = Min( smReminNet
RD
invArea(SWV + SSV ), 1)
Denitrification = Nitrification*Denitrificeff
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Epibenthic ecology
hNMA = Min( DIN
KNMA+DIN
, 1)
hIMA = Min(1, lightBot
KIMA(t)
)
MAgrowth = MA*mumMA(t)*hNMA*hIMA(1 - MA
MAmax
)
MAuptakeNH = MAgrowth NH
KNMA+NH
KNMA+DIN
DIN
MAuptakeNO = MAgrowth NO
KNMA+DIN
KNMA
KNMA+NH
(1 + KNMA
DIN
)
hNSG =Min( DINs
KNSG+DINs
, 1)
hISG = Min(1, lightBot
KISG(t)
)
SGgrowth = SG*mumSG(t)*hNSG*hISG(1 - SG
SGmax
)
SGuptakeNH = SGgrowth NHs
KNSG+NHs
KNSG+DINs
DINs
SGuptakeNO = SGgrowth NOs
KNSG+DINs
KNSG
KNSG+NHs
(1 + KNSG
DINs
)
BFCLEAR = BF CBF (t)
1+
CBF (t)
mumBF (t)
(EBF (PL+PS+DF+MB+ZS)+EDLBF∗DL)
BFgrazeX = X*BFCLEAR
BFtransDR = DR*BFCLEAR
BFgrazeLive = BFgrazePL + BFgrazePS + BFgrazeDF + BFgrazeMB + BFgrazeZS
BFgrowth = EBF*BFgrazeLive + EDLBF*BFgrazeDL
BFmortality = mQBF(t)BF2
MAmortality = mSMA(t)MA*surfstress
SGmortality = mLSG(t)SG + mSSG(t)DIN*SG
BFreleaseNH = (1− EBF )(1− FDGBF )BFgrazeLive
+ (1− EDLBF )(1− FDGDLBF )BFgrazeDL
+ (1− FDMBF )BFmortality
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BFprodnDL = FDGBF (1− EBF )BFgrazeLive
+ FDGDLBF (1− EDLBF )BFgrazeDL
+ FDMBF ∗BFmortality
The initial conditions IC are average long-term simulation values. The boundary condi-
tions BC are only required for the water column variables and are held constant. These
are shown in Table B.3.
Variable IC BC Variable IC
PL 1.82 3 PLs 476.14
PS 2.62 3 MBs 7.96
DF 0.0856 2 DLs 7169.15
MB 0.0078 0.1 DRs 6122.49
ZL 4.90 7 DONs 95.35
ZS 4.79 2 NHs 515.84
DL 12.10 0 NOs 53.51
DR 10.54 0 Sis 1538.38
DON 3.445 0 DSis 13191.32
NH 17.85 5 SG 752.57
NO 2.53 5 MA 534.34
Si 8.55 14 BF 3821.13
DSi 38.29 0
WCS 5196.54 6000 WCV 2.53x1010
SSV 8.89x106 SWV 1.07x107
Table B.3: Initial and boundary conditions for the PPBM.
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Appendix C
Code for the models and algorithms
Samples of executable code for both the test model and the PPBM have been prepared
in Mathematica 5.1. The program files include code for the rate elimination, rate simpli-
fication and state variable aggregation algorithms. Since the files incorporate large input
data files and several algorithms, they are too lengthy to print here. They can be ob-
tained electronically from the School of Mathematical and Geospatial Sciences at RMIT
University, Australia. Contact the school by email at maths@rmit.edu.au to obtain the
files free of charge. Alternatively, the program files are in the folder named Appendix C
on the disc that accompanies the hard copy of this thesis. The hard copy is also available
at the School of Mathematical and Geospatial Sciences at RMIT University.
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